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This dissertation offers a micro-analytic study of the use of language and body
during storytelling in American English and Japanese conversations. Specifically, I focus
on its beginning and explore how a story is projected. A beginning of an action or
activity is where an incipient speaker negotiates the floor with co-participants; they preindicate their intention to speak while informing the recipients of how they are expected
to listen to the following talk. In particular, storytelling involves a specific need to secure
long turn space before it begins since unlike other types of talk, a story usually requires
more than an utterance to complete. Drawing on conversation analysis, I investigate how
various communicative resources, including language, gesture, gaze, and body posture,
manage such negotiation of the floor during entry into a story.
This study involves two focuses. First, it examines not only vocal means, but also
non-vocal devices. Thus, I explore the linguistic resources employed to project the
relationship between a forthcoming telling and ongoing talk. Specifically, I investigate
vii

how coherence and disjunction are projected differently – some stories are continuous
with prior talk while others may start as a new activity. I also investigate the vocal
resources for projection of a return to an abandoned story. Specifically, I demonstrate
how a continuation and resumption are projected differently. Finally, I investigate the
employment of non-vocal devices relevant to the projection of story entry.
Secondly, this study takes a cross-linguistic perspective. By examining
conversations in two typologically different languages, American English and Japanese, I
investigate how linguistic resources are consequential to the way projection is
accomplished. Also, since only few studies have been conducted on storytelling in
Japanese conversation, I aim to contribute to a better understanding of how the previous
findings from English storytelling can be applied to Japanese conversations.
Storytelling is an important activity for human social life; telling of what we did,
saw, heard about, or know helps us build good relationships with our interactants. This
dissertation thus aims to explore how interactants co-construct a site for an important
interpersonal activity in everyday interaction.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is a study of the use of language and body in everyday face-toface conversation. Conversation involves the intricate coordination of vocal and nonvocal conduct by its participants. Language and body provide resources for them to
inspect the developing course of interaction and to display their moment-by-moment
understanding of what is currently being said and done and what might happen next.
They coordinate their actions with one another based on their progressive mutual
demonstration of what they are understanding and doing at the moment through language
and bodily conduct. Thus, even when one participant talks for a long period of time, the
speech is not accomplished by the speaker alone. This dissertation deals with a type of
extended talk within casual conversations – storytelling – and specifically focuses on its
beginning, where negotiation among participants takes place. A beginning of an action or
activity offers an interesting site for researchers of interaction since it is where incipient
speakers negotiate the floor; while they claim the floor and pre-indicate what will be
performed through the emerging turn, co-participants are informed of how they are
expected to listen to the following talk. That is, incipient speakers compete against other
possible actions with their co-participants, but at the same time provide them with
guidance for being cooperative.
Both competitive and cooperative aspects of such negotiations are focused during
the beginning of long units of discourse like storytelling. Because stories usually take
more than an utterance to complete, how one can secure turn space to produce multiple
utterances becomes an issue. At a minimum, the beginning of a multi-unit turn has to be
announced prior to its beginning. Additionally, a story is a site in conversation where the
1

past events outside of the here-and now world is brought into. People report what
happened apart from the present time and location during ordinary conversation.
Therefore, some work has to be done to introduce the telling of a past event as something
worth listening to in the present. Moreover, a story is usually told in conversation to
perform several kinds of actions, including agreeing, informing, persuading, explaining,
complaining, arguing, etc. Therefore, what action the story serves can shape how it is
introduced into the conversation. This dissertation aims at describing how participants
accomplish such a complex process of launching a story during conversations.
For the purpose of this study, I focus on projection, the foreshadowing of next
moments in interaction since projection plays an important role in negotiating the floor
for storytelling. I investigate how various semiotic resources available in interaction, such
as syntax, lexis, prosody, gesture, gaze, and body orientation pre-indicate and introduce a
story. During interaction, we constantly project forthcoming actions in various ways to
our recipients, which enables them to plan their own forthcoming moves in advance.
According to Schegloff (1984), the term ‘projection’ “collects a variety of interests in
how and when earlier parts of turns, turn-constructional units like sentences, sequences,
whole conversations, and the like adumbrate, foreshadow, or project aspects of possible
later productions (sometimes with the consequent intervention of others to circumvent the
projected possibility)” (p.267). Schegloff (1984) points out that there are two aspects to
projection: (1) what will be produced later comes into play before its occurrence, and (2)
it becomes recognizable to recipients before it is produced. That is, projection enables
participants to anticipate an upcoming action and prepare their next move for it while the
action is still underway. It is thus the projection of what is going to come next that makes
possible the precise temporal coordination among participants during the initiation stage
of an activity.
2

Research has illustrated how projection works in interaction. First, the eventual
shape of the current turn can be articulated on the basis of its incrementally recognizable
grammatical structure. Since when and how a turn-in-progress will come to completion
becomes predictable to some extent as it unfolds, participants can take turns with
minimum overlap and gap (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974), complete each other’s
sentences (e.g., Hayashi, 1999, 2003a; Lerner, 1991, 1996, 2004; Lerner & Takagi, 1999;
Schegloff, 1996; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a), or produce a sentence or action in unison
with others (Lerner, 2002). Additionally, projection can deal with interactional problems
(Streeck, 1995). For example, when speakers have difficulty finding the next word, they
can indicate that they are having a problem and gesturally prefigure the concept
corresponding to a searched-for word, which can elicit recipients’ co-participation in the
word-search. In so doing, participants can mutually attend to the future course of action
and orient to the progressivity of talk.
Taking the perspective that it is the simultaneous functioning of neurocognitive
mechanisms and the use of overt communication resources that makes human interaction
possible (Streeck & Jordan, 2009), the present study deals with the latter aspect – the
overt ways human beings project future productions. It examines the ways actions are
designed for others in order to anticipate what is forthcoming, rather than our cognitive
mechanisms for anticipation. Since talk-in-interaction is the process of coordination of
talk and bodily conduct among participants, studying projection – a major resource for
coordination – is essential for understanding human interaction.
Based on this perspective, the methodology employed for this dissertation is the
micro-analysis of interaction, which includes conversation analysis (CA) and
interactional linguistics. This inductive, data-driven approach reveals the organization of
action sequences in interaction. The fundamental idea is that actions occur in sequences;
3

each action is produced in response to the just-prior turn and restricts the range of
legitimate next actions. Therefore, each utterance and behavior should be investigated in
relation to its placement in the turn and its sequential positioning, rather than analyzing
them in isolation. I focus on place within a sequence over the initiation of storytelling
occurs (e.g., in the middle of the sequence, at the juncture between sequences, etc.), items
in turns that are relevant to projection; and actions that occur before a story is introduced
(e.g., question, argument, assessment, etc.). The data comes from videotaped face-to-face
everyday conversations in two different languages: American English and Japanese. This
study thus has a cross-linguistic perspective, and aims to investigate both languagespecific and language-universal aspects in storytelling projection.
In the following sections, I summarize previous research related to this study, and
provide the present objective and rationale.

1.2 CONVERSATIONAL STORYTELLING
Storytelling has attracted extensive research attention within different disciplines.
Among the first studies of narratives are Labov and Waletzky (1967) and Labov (1972),
which analyze narratives of personal experience elicited through interviews. Those
studies have contributed to the description of the internal structure of narratives. Research
in CA, on the other hand, has analyzed spontaneous storytelling in ordinary conversation
(e.g., C. Goodwin, 1984, 1986; M.H. Goodwin, 1997; Jefferson, 1978; Lerner, 1992;
Mandelbaum, 1987, 1989; Sacks, 1974, 1992; Schegloff, 1992). Those studies examine
the stories told during naturally-occurring conversations, and show that storytelling
emerges out of turn-by-turn talk through the interaction among participants. Stories can
be prompted by the ongoing talk or start by interrupting it, but either way, they are
4

methodically introduced into the conversation, making clear what is done by them and
why they emerge at the current moment (Jefferson, 1978). Studies have shown that
storytelling is accomplished through collaboration among participants. During
storytelling, recipients play an important role in its design and development; ‘knowing
recipients’ (C. Goodwin, 1981) can assist or co-participate in the ongoing storytelling,
while ‘unknowing recipients,’ who have not heard the story before, are usually passive
recipients (C. Goodwin, 1986; M.H. Goodwin, 1997; Lerner, 1992; Mandelbaum, 1987,
1989; Schegloff, 1992). Drawing on the conversation analytic conviction that
conversational storytelling is an interactive achievement, I focus on participants’
collaborative interplay during entry into storytelling.
In this study a “story” is referred to as a description of a past event which the
teller saw, heard of, or experienced, following Polanyi’s (1985) definition1. While there
are stories that emerge by “making their own way” and those that occur “in second
position” as an answer to a question or a response to a request to tell one (Schegloff,
1997), the ones examined here are the former; stories that occur spontaneously and
naturally, without specifically being asked for.
Although a number of studies have investigated storytelling in English
conversation, only few research has been conducted on storytelling in Japanese
conversation (Hayashi, Mori, & Takagi, 2002; Karatsu, 2004; Kushida, 2005; Li, 2000;
Maynard, 1989). While some studies deal with story entry in Japanese, they focus only
on linguistic aspects of how a story is prefaced (Karatsu, 2004; Li, 2000; Maynard,
1989), or are single-case analyses (Hayashi, Mori, & Takagi, 2002). The present study is

1

Polanyi (1985) refers to both fictional and nonfictional narratives as stories. In the present study, I also
include not only nonfictional events, but also fictional ones as sources of stories.
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aimed to fill this gap and investigate multiple storytelling segments in both English and
Japanese, exploring both vocal and non-vocal conduct of participants.

1.3 PROJECTION: DEFINITION, DIMENSION, AND RESOURCES
When we talk, the future trajectory of our utterance or action in progress becomes
into view moment by moment. Such projection of what comes next enables our recipients
to anticipate our next move and prepare for it in advance. Note that actions that become
‘conditionally relevant’ (Schegloff, 1972) after certain types of utterances are different
from the projection dealt with in this study. For example, while a question makes an
answer a conditionally relevant next action of a recipient, the answer is not the action that
the questioner pre-indicates to produce later2. That is, whether the current utterance is a
question or not can be projected as it unfolds, and a recipient can prepare to answer
before the question is completed. However, the occurrence of a question itself does not
project an answer as what the questioner him/herself does next. Conditional relevance,
which is a normative relation between the actions of different parties, thus should be
considered as different from the pre-indication, foreshadowing, or projection of what the
present speaker (or actor) him/herself will do next.
Projection occurs at different levels and has various dimensions. Research has
distinguished projection within a turn (micro-projection) and across multiple turns
(macro-projection). Micro-projection occurs at the level of sentence or turn
constructional unit (TCU); what is projected is the structure or completion point of the
turn-in-progress. It is this type of projection that enables precisely-timed turn-taking with
minimum gap and overlap. Also, because of micro-projection, an utterance can be
2

If an answer does not occur after a question, it is considered as “officially absent,” not just a nonoccurrence; it is understood that the question was not heard or the recipient is ignoring it (Schegloff, 1972).
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completed by someone other than the speaker of the current turn (e.g., Hayashi, 1999,
2003a; Lerner, 1991, 1996, 2004; Lerner & Takagi, 1999; Schegloff, 1996; Tanaka,
1999a, 1999b, 2000a). Macro-projection, on the other hand, refers to the projection of a
forthcoming type of action or activity through prefatory elements. For example, the
question, “Do you wanna hear something terrible?” is not just a question, but heard as a
preface to an upcoming story (Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 1980).
Research shows that grammar is one of the major resources that prefigure the
trajectory of an ongoing turn (e.g., Auer, 2005, 2009; Ford, 1993; Ford & Thompson,
1996; Hayashi, 1999, 2003a; Lerner, 1991, 1996, 2002, 2004; Lerner & Takagi, 1999;
Schegloff, 1996; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a). By attending to the progressively
emerging syntactic and prosodic structure of the utterance-in-progress, a co-participant
can anticipate when the utterance will be completed, what will be uttered next, and what
its final shape will be. For example, Lerner (1996) shows that the word order of an
ongoing sentence, such as [S+V], with given context project the possible item (an object
of the verb) that can complete the sentence. As Hayashi (2004) claims, “grammar
provides interactants with shared ways of organizing the ordering of elements in the
unfolding course of a turn-in-progress” (p.1338). Syntax is a shared resource among
participants that enables them to predict the unfolding turn-shape and/or the actions
performed by the turn, and thus allows them to coordinate their next moves accordingly.
Other than grammar and prosody, projection is also accomplished through
pragmatic structures (Ford & Thompson, 1996) and bodily conduct such as gestures,
gaze, facial expressions, body posture, and the use of material objects (e.g., Bolden,
2003; C. Goodwin, 1996; C. Goodwin & M. H. Goodwin, 1986; Hayashi, 2003a, 2003b,
2005; Iwasaki, 2008, 2009; Mondada, 2007; Schegloff, 1984; Streeck, 1993, 1995,
2009a, 2009b; Streeck & Hartge, 1992). Through bodily conduct, participants can project
7

their intent to take the next turn (e.g., Mondada, 2007), the content of the upcoming talk
(e.g., Streeck, 1996), the kind of action to be performed next (e.g., Streeck & Hartge,
1992), or the stance or attitude to be taken (e.g., Streeck, 2009b) even as the other
speaker is still speaking without interrupting the turn. For example, Streeck and Hartge
(1992) have demonstrated that speakers can prefigure their intent to start a telling next by
hand-gestures.
Thus, projection occurs in multiple dimensions at different places in a turn and
sequence through the use of both vocal and non-vocal means. In the present study, I take
these dynamics of projection into account and explore how grammar, lexical items,
prosody, gesture, gaze, and body posture are deployed at different point in time both
within and across turns to launch stories in conversational interaction.

1.4 CROSS-LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVES ON TALK-IN-INTERACTION
The present study takes a cross-linguistic perspective and deals with projection in
two different language contexts, namely, American English and Japanese. The purpose is
to investigate how linguistic resources of some particular language are consequential to
the way projection is accomplished. By examining conversations in two typologically
different languages, I investigate the ways linguistic structures and other local resources
organize projective actions and shape interaction. “In talk-in-interaction, social action is
built up out of the particular prosodic, lexical and grammatical resources of a given
particular language and is thus necessarily endowed with a partially language-specific
character” (Sidnell, 2009, p. 304). That is, since social action is embedded in linguistic
structures, how particular actions are recognized as well as how they are constructed can
differ between languages. While our cognitive capacities afford universal features of talk8

in-interaction (e.g., turn-taking systems, repair organization, etc.), talk is mainly managed
through the use of specific sets of linguistic resources. The same sorts of interactional
problems are dealt with differently across languages depending on the structures of the
languages spoken. For example, unlike English speakers who use verbal fillers, such as
‘uhm,’ speakers of Ilokano stretch out the sound of the last syllable before a trouble
source to indicate their problem finding a word (Streeck, 1996). As Lerner and Takagi
(1999) also argue, “talk-in-interaction is the ‘point of production’ for cultural difference
and the recognizability of the difference” (p. 50). Therefore, cross-linguistic/cultural
varieties of social actions have to be explored through the close examination of locally
available semiotic resources in talk-in-interaction.
One of the objectives of this study is to make a contribution to the body of
research on grammar and projection. A study of projectability in syntax and other
semiotic resources in two typologically different languages, by implication, reveals crosslinguistic differences in the resources and practices involved in the anticipation of
forthcoming actions. While there is a growing number of studies of syntactic
projectability in the languages other than English (e.g., Chevalier & Clift, 2008; Hayashi,
1999; Iwasaki, 2008, 2009; Steensig, 2001; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a), most of the
studies on grammar and interaction are still being done in the English context (Hayashi,
2004). In order to enhance our understanding of the relationship between structures of
language and projection, more studies examining other languages are needed. Since
different grammatical structures (word order, morphology, the use of preposition vs.
postposition, etc.) are available for speakers of different languages, how projection is
accomplished must vary between languages.
Some previous cross-linguistic studies of projection demonstrate the significant
influence of grammatical structures on projection. For example, the trajectory of a turn is
9

projected differently in typologically different languages. Some languages whose word
order is SVO, including English, French, and Dutch, allow for the early projection of
turn-ending while in languages with different word order, such as Japanese and Turkish,
which have SOV order, projection of completion is not possible until late in a turn
(Chevalier & Clift, 2008; Hayashi, 1999; Steensig, 2001; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a).
Thus, speakers of Japanese and Turkish tend to rely more on other resources besides
grammar, such as prosody, lexicon, and context. In Japanese, for example, the
demonstrative are (that), when embedded within a certain type of TCU, can project early
in a turn that an explanation is underway (Hayashi, 2004). In sum, the resources which
participants use in order to predict the emerging turn shape can vary across languages,
especially, typologically different ones.
Studies that point out differences in projectability across languages (early vs. late
projection), as mentioned above, mainly deal with the linguistic resources employed by
participants. Thus, by focusing on non-vocal behaviors in addition to language structures
and items, the present study intends to reveal how bodily conduct and linguistic practice
work together to prefigure an upcoming activity, and thereby aims to contribute to the
existing body of studies on projection.
Additionally, it has been discussed elsewhere that different cultures have different
cultural practices or tendencies that regulate people’s behaviors (e.g. Levinson, 2005,
2006). Since interaction is the place in which people establish, develop, and maintain
relationships, social norms constrain the way they design their actions and utterances.
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) note that the organization of talk-in-interaction,
such as turn-taking, is both context-free and context-sensitive. Thus, cross-linguistic
examination of talk-in-interaction would illustrate how universal features of interaction
and language/culture-specific practices interact with each other.
10

It is important to note, however, that “much linguistic and other cultural
difference is not produced for the most part as difference, but as separate features situated
in their own cultural milieu” (Lerner & Takagi, 1999, p. 50). Levinson (2006) also points
out that “the local, cultural specialization is a variation of a universal theme” (p. 61).
While interaction is organized based on common features across languages/cultures,
differences can be derived from locally available resources for interaction. That is, crosslinguistic or cultural variations work along universal features of interaction, such as turntaking organization. In order to take a cross-linguistic perspective, thus, it is important to
examine the ways in which social actions are produced within the universal organization
of interaction. A micro-analytic approach to talk-in-interaction in American English and
Japanese would contribute to reveal the interface between universal (context-free) and
context-sensitive features that organize the ways people coordinate their actions with
each other.

1.5 SUMMARY AND ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
The purposes of this study can be summarized as follows:
(1) This dissertation deals with the pre-beginning and beginning stage of storytelling. I
investigate how storytelling is projected and introduced in ordinary conversation in
relation to the sequential placement and environment of storytelling.
(2) The study examines not only how vocal resources project the forthcoming
storytelling, but also how non-vocal resources prefigure that a story is on its way.
(3) The study also aims to reveal both language-specific and language-universal ways
people prefigure a forthcoming storytelling, through cross-linguistic analysis of
projection.
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One reason that storytelling is chosen for the focus of the present study concerns
the interactional organization of a story – unlike other types of talk, storytelling requires a
multi-unit turn, and thus there is a specific need for a prospective teller to secure long
turn space in advance. Another reason is related to an implication that a storytelling
activity has for human social life – it is an activity through which the participants can
build and rebuild their relationship with one another. The overall purpose of this study
thus is to better understand how projection contributes to the construction of human
social life.
In the next chapter, a review of the literature related to the present study is
provided. I discuss findings from cognitive psychology and neuropsychology regarding
fundamental cognitive capacities of human beings necessary for interaction, and review
previous conversation analytic studies on projection in interaction. Chapter 3 is dedicated
to the description of the methodological framework and the data employed for the present
study. Chapter 4, 5, and 6 provide the analyses of these data. In Chapter 4, I explore the
projection of the beginning of a storytelling sequence, and analyze the linguistic
resources employed to foreshadow the relationship between the projected telling and the
ongoing talk. Specifically, I investigate how coherence and disjunction are projected
differently since there are two occasions in which a story can be told in conversation –
some stories can be told to contribute to the ongoing talk within a sequence-in-progress,
but others start after the closure of a prior sequence and are told in a separate activity. I
thus show how: (a) the place in a sequence at which a story starts (during a sequence and
at a possible closure of a sequence), and (b) the action performed by the story, are
relevant to how a forthcoming story is projected. Chapter 5 deals with the projection of
the restart of an abandoned storytelling. Similar to the start of a story, the return of an
abandoned story involves two ways. When returning to the story that has been interrupted
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in its midst, the teller can treat the intervention either as a part of the telling or a
digression from the telling. I demonstrate how the intervening sequence is managed
before the return is accomplished. Again, the analysis focuses on the linguistic practices;
it investigates vocal means employed to project the return to the telling that is interrupted
either by the teller him/herself or others. While Chapter 4 and 5 analyze vocal resources
for projection, Chapter 6 explores non-vocal resources relevant to storytelling projection.
The analysis adds to the findings in Chapter 4 and shows that the participants’ bodily
conduct can project what their vocal behaviors alone cannot. I demonstrate how coherent
and disjunction are projected through bodily conduct. I also explore a specific gesture
that is frequently employed for story entry, a pointing gesture, and show how pointing is
employed for the negotiation of the floor. The conclusion of this dissertation is in Chapter
7, where the summary of the findings, their implications, and possible future directions of
research are discussed.
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Chapter 2: Projection in Everyday Activity: A Review of the Literature
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides the theoretical background of this dissertation. This study
aims to reveal some resources and mechanisms for coordinating various kinds of
activities in face-to-face interaction. Therefore, I first discuss human capacities that make
interaction possible. Second, I provide a review of the literature discussing the
mechanism of human anticipation skill – the skill necessary for interaction. I then present
a review of the studies on projection done in the area of micro-analysis of interaction.
Finally, since this study focuses on an everyday activity, storytelling, the previous studies
on storytelling and its projection are reviewed.

2.2 HUMAN INTERACTION: COGNITIVE CAPACITIES
Studies have provided evidence that human social interaction is different from
other species (e.g., Enfield & Levinson, 2006; Levinson, 2006a, 2006b; Tomasello, 1999,
2006; Tomasello, et al., 2005). In interaction, we use complex communicative systems
and structures, through which we aim to accomplish ‘intersubjectivity,’ mutual
understanding. Through interaction, we achieve various ‘joint activities’ (Clark, 1996),
such as conversation, team sport, playing a piano duet, etc., which require coordination
among participants that can be accomplished by understanding each others’ intentions
and the sequence of actions that constitute that activity. All of these are achievement that
only human beings are capable of.
What underlies our interaction is “an ensemble of cognitive capacities and
motivational predispositions” (Levinson, 2006a, p. 86). Research has shown that what
makes human interaction unique is our capacity to attribute actions and intentions to
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others, a set of skills known as ‘Theory of Mind (ToM).’ First introduced by Premack
and Woodruff (1978) into the field of psychology, ToM is defined as the ability to
perceive that each individual has an individual mind. ToM enables communicative
participants to establish common ground or mutual knowledge, which relates to the
coordination of actions among two or more people (Clark, 1996). By understanding what
they mutually know, they can shape their talk and actions based on common ground. As
Enfield and Levinson (2006) state, “human social life is intricately structured through the
attribution of actions, motives, intentions, and beliefs to fellow interactants” (p. 3). In
other words, what makes human interaction possible is their ability to interpret others’
behaviors and thoughts as well as understand their communicative intentions and goals.
It is important to note that only humans possess ToM, that is, have the ability to
understand others’ communicative intentions. For example, from very early on in life,
around nine months of age, human infants start to produce actions directed to others, such
as pointing gestures (e.g., Liszkowski, 2006; Liszkowski et al., 2004; Tomasello, 1999,
2006) in order to achieve ‘joint attention,’ the framework in which two or more people
attend to a single event or object (Tomasello, 1999; Tomasello, et al., 2005). The action
of directing others’ attention in order to share interests or information shows that they not
only are aware that others are attending to something other than what they want them to
attend to, but also understand that pointing gesture will be perceived as having a
communicative intention. If one points at a building on a street when interactants have a
common goal of searching for that building, the pointing is understood as meaningful. In
contrast, unlike humans, apes can only perform imperative pointing (when they want
others to give them something); they cannot point for helping and sharing purposes
because they do not create a common communicative goal (Tomasello, 2006). This
suggests that only human beings can point to establish joint attention. In addition, the
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practice called ‘imitative learning,’ which is different from blind imitative copying, is
also unique to humans. Non-human species can blindly imitate observed behaviors, but
human beings do not only blindly copy others; they are capable of the complex cognitive
process of inferring goals of observed behaviors when imitating them (Gergely & Csibra,
2006).
Human cognitive capacities to infer others’ intentions thus make our interaction
distinct from that of other species. Through our ability to understand what others attend
to, interpret what others think, and identify their communicative goals and intentions, we
are able to coordinate our individual actions with one another and jointly participate in an
activity. There is, however, one more important capacity of human beings that is required
for action coordination in interaction – an ability to anticipate the future courses of
actions. The next section discusses the mechanisms underlying our anticipation skills,
which leads to the focus of the present study.

2.3 THE FORWARD-LOOKING NATURE OF INTERACTION: STUDIES IN
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY, COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY, AND MICRO-ANALYSIS OF
INTERACTION
Streeck and Jordan (2009) describe interaction as forward-looking; during
interaction, interactants constantly anticipate future courses of action-in-progress and
prepare for what comes next. Indeed, there are some actions that cannot be explained
without assuming our ability to anticipate forthcoming actions, such as taking turns at
talk with minimum overlap and gap, completing each others’ sentences, and producing
the same gestures in synchrony.
Animals predict what happens next on the basis of the information provided by
repeated and formalized acts (Smith, 1977; Tomasello, 1999). They have the ability to
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anticipate the general direction of each other’s actions based on experience in
encountering the same behaviors repeatedly. A certain gesture or sound repeatedly
produced before a certain action becomes a regular or formalized communicative signal,
and is recognized as a preface to that action. In addition, in ‘formalized interactions,’ a
joint production of an action by multiple interactants, such as greetings or courtship
interactions, the sequence and types of moves can be predictable since interactants select
their next move from predetermined sets of behaviors (Smith, 1977). For example,
formalized greetings by some species follow orderly sequences of moves and responses.
Therefore, the occurrence of one action makes the subsequent moves and responses
relevant, which enables animals to coordinate their moves with one another and produce
a joint action, such as a greeting.
Previous research has provided evidence that, like other species, human beings
possess anticipation skills as well. What is different about our ability to anticipate
forthcoming actions from that of other species, however, is that our anticipation skill has
two aspects: external and internal (Streeck & Jordan, 2009). As Streeck and Jordan
(2009) argue:
Human interaction is a process that is enabled both by neurocognitive
mechanisms adapted to the need to anticipate the actions of others and by design
features of overt, partly human-made communication resources adapted to the
need to enable others to anticipate their future courses (p. 96).
They point out that human interaction is possible because of the simultaneous functioning
of the internal (neurocognitive) and external (the use of communicative resources)
mechanisms involving our anticipation skills3. In the following, I summarize the studies

3

These skills are not unique to human beings.
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from different disciplines that discuss both the internal (self-oriented) and external (otheroriented) functioning of how human beings are able to anticipate what is forthcoming.
2.3.1

Internal Mechanisms: Neuropsychological and Cognitive Psychological
Perspectives
Studies in neuropsychology show that human beings use their own body schema

to predict the trajectory of others’ ongoing movements. ‘Perceptual prediction’ is the
ability to cognitively anticipate an unfolding course of event yet to be finished, but is
expected based on the internal representation of one’s own body (Wilson, 2006). This
‘covert imitation4,’ “the activation of representations for movement that do not reach the
level of overt execution” (Wilson, 2006, p. 214), enables us to mentally simulate in real
time the external world that we perceive. Through covert imitation – which helps us
interpret the intentions and goals underlying others’ actions – we can predict the
immediate future of an ongoing external event. Even if the behavior we are observing
disappears or is terminated before it is completed, we can continue tracking its
movements slightly after it disappears based on our experiences with similar behavioral
patterns of our own. For example, for turn-taking, a precisely timed coordination of a
speaker and hearer’s actions, conversational participants mentally simulate others’
actions based on similar body movement patterns they have experienced before, and
anticipate the current turn-ending before it is delivered.
‘Priming’ is also related to the human ability to anticipate upcoming events and
language use. Research in cognitive and social psychology has demonstrated the effect of
priming on human perception and behaviors. According to the studies on priming, some
stimuli, such as words, syntactic structures, objects, or events, can affect people’s
4

. Findings in neuropsychology and social psychology demonstrate that human brain engages in the
imitation of analogous movements of others (Wilson, 2006).
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subsequent judgment, interpretation, or memory retrieval since the stimulus effortlessly
activates relevant information and conceptual structures in memory (e.g., Bargh, 2006).
For example, in a ‘lexical decision task,’ one can recognize a given word more quickly
when the word is related to the preceding one than when it is unrelated (Meyer &
Schvaneveldt, 1971). In interaction, a prior item can activate some information regarding
what the possible subsequent actions would be under the effect of priming. Current goals
and motives in interaction activate the information of the goal-related behaviors only, and
eliminate the possibility of producing other actions. The effect of priming is to enable us
to unconsciously anticipate the possible subsequent action based on the relevant
information activated by the prior unit. After that, the current interactional goal helps
select among several possible choices for the next action.
2.3.2

External Mechanisms: Micro-analytic Perspective
Studies in conversation analysis (CA), a micro-analytic approach to interaction,

have shown the forward-looking features of our interaction in the organization of turntaking in conversation. Observing naturally-occurring conversations, they have found that
the design of our communicative behaviors gives our interactants resources to anticipate a
possible future action. Conversation analysts view interaction as composed of sequences
of actions (e.g., Schegloff, 2006, 2007). During interaction, the next action is produced in
response to how a just-prior action was understood. Thus, an unfolding course of action
narrows down the scope of what comes next moment by moment and progressively
makes the trajectory of an ongoing action predictable to some extent. That is, what the
speaker is currently doing, both verbally and non-verbally, can project the range of
actions that can be produced later, or the immediate future course of an ongoing turn
(e.g., Goodwin, 2000; Schegloff, 1984). Turn-taking in conversation usually occurs
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without long silences or overlap in between turns at talk, which suggests the participants’
constant anticipation of the end of an ongoing turn (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974).
Participants predict the completion point of the current speaker’s utterance and the action
to be performed through the current turn in advance and produce a relevant next action
that can follow the current one in a precisely timed manner. Such prediction during the
unfolding course of utterance is possible because of the syntactic organization of talk
(e.g., Auer, 2005, 2009; Ford & Thompson, 1996; Hayashi, 1999, 2003a; Lerner, 1991,
1996, 2004; Schegloff, 1996; Streeck, 1995; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a), prosody
(e.g., Couper-Kuhlen, 2004; Ford & Thompson, 1996; C. Goodwin & M. H. Goodwin,
1987), or the speaker’s unfolding body behavior (e.g., Bolden, 2003; Hayashi, 2003a,
2003b; Mondada, 2007, Schegloff, 1984; Streeck, 1993, 1995, 2009a, 2009b; Streeck &
Hartge, 1992).
What the present study pursues is this latter type of approach to human
anticipation skills – the investigation of the resources employed for anticipation of what
is forthcoming. Given this purpose, in the rest of this chapter I provide a review of
conversation analytic (micro-analytic) studies on projection. In the field of micro-analysis
of interaction, our projective behaviors have been investigated extensively. Some studies
deal with projection based on the syntax of utterances while others investigate the
projection by bodily conduct. Some studies examine projection within a single turn
(micro-projection) while others explore projection accomplished aross multiple turns
(macro-projection). Some studies involve the projection of an ongoing turn-shape (turn
projection), and the others demonstrate projection of a certain type of action or activity
(action projection). Some focus on turn-initial projection while others investigate pre-turn
projection or mid-turn projection. In what follows, I describe studies dealing with several
types and levels of projection.
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2.4 PROJECTION
As discussed earlier, interaction operates through the on-line action coordination
between interaction participants. Micro-analytic studies have demonstrated that what
makes coordination of actions possible is ‘projection.’ During talk-in-interaction, various
units foreshadow the trajectory of the current turn-shape and/or the upcoming actions
moment-by-moment (e.g., Auer, 2005, 2009; Ford & Thompson, 1996; Hayashi, 2004;
Iwasaki, 2008, 2009; Schegloff, 1980, 1984; Streeck, 1995, 2009b; Streeck & Jordan,
2009). Projection allows conversational participants to anticipate to some extent what is
going to be done or said next and enables them to coordinate their next move or even
prepare to collaboratively deal with various communication problems (Streeck, 1995). As
Auer (2005) puts it, “communication without projection would be restricted to behavioral
segments that are either independent events or chained to each other as stimulus-response
sequences, beyond the control of a speaker and recipient” (p. 9). Projection is thus
essential for the progressivity of interaction.
During interaction, projection happens both within a single turn (or before a turn)
and across multiple turns. Within a turn, the shape of the current turn can be projected as
it unfolds. Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974), in their seminal paper on turn-taking
organization, discuss that a possible completion of turn-constructional units (TCUs),
namely, lexical, clausal, phrasal, or sentential units that can themselves constitute a turn,
is projectable through their unfolding structure. The ‘projectability’ of a possible point of
turn completion allows the turn-taking system to operate with minimum gap and overlap
between speakers. Prospective speakers orient to the end of a TCU, where a speaker
change becomes relevant and prepare in advance to become the next speaker.
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Projection also occurs across turns. Some earlier unit can be understood as a
preface (pre-sequence) to a larger behavior unit, such as a question, news announcement,
or storytelling. This type of projection that occurs through multiple turns enables
recipients to prepare for a larger unit of activity. In the following, I review the previous
research on both types of projection: projection within a turn (micro-projection) and
projection across multiple turns (macro-projection).
2.4.1

Micro-projection
Participants, during conversation, foreshadow the trajectory of a turn-in-progress

and/or an action to be performed by it. A number of studies have shown that projection
within the boundaries of a turn is accomplished through various resources, including
syntax, lexicon (response tokens, discourse markers, demonstratives, etc.), prosody,
gesture, facial expression, gaze, and the use of material objects (e.g., Auer, 2005, 2009;
Bolden, 2003; Chevalier & Clift, 2008; Ford & Thompson, 1996; Fox, 2001; C.
Goodwin, 1979, 1981; C. Goodwin & M.H. Goodwin, 1987; Hayashi, 1999, 2003a,
2003b, 2004; Heritage, 1984; Iwasaki, 2008, 2009; Lerner, 1991, 1996a, 1996b; Lerner &
Takagi, 1999; Lindström, 2009; Local & Kelly, 1986; Mascheler, 2005, 2009; Mondada,
2006, 2007; Pomerantz, 1975, 1984; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff,
1984, 1996; Selting, 2005; Streeck, 1993, 2009a, 2009b; Streeck & Hartge, 1992;
Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a).
The positions within a turn where micro-projection occurs includes pre-beginning,
turn-beginning, and mid-turn. At pre-beginning, that is, during a prior speaker’s turn, a
would-be-speaker may indicate his or her intention to take the next turn (turn-projection)
(Mondada, 2007; Streeck & Hartge, 1992). Using a gesture or facial expression, speaker
can also foreshadow a communicative act to be produced next (action-projection)
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(Streeck, 2009a; Streeck & Hartge, 1992). Action-projection can occur at turn-beginning
and mid-turn as well. The emerging action can become predictable by a token used at
turn-beginning or a syntactic and prosodic structure of an unfolding turn (C. Goodwin &
M.H. Goodwin, 1987). Additionally, at a mid-turn position, the current speakers’ use of
multimodal resources can pre-indicate how and/or when a turn-in-progress will complete.
This enables co-participants to start the next turn or display acknowledgement at a
precise timing, or complete the current speaker’s utterance on his or her behalf (Iwasaki,
2008, 2009; Hayashi, 1999, 2003a; Lerner, 1991, 1996a, 1996b; Lerner & Takagi, 1999).
2.4.1.1 Projection at pre-beginning
Before a turn even begins, a would-be-speaker can project his or her intention to
start talking. Various kinds of “pre-beginning elements” (Schegloff, 1996) can “project
the onset of talk, or a beginning of a (next) TCU or a turn, but are not yet proper
recognizable beginnings” (p. 92) before the previous speaker’s turn completes. Gesture is
one of such elements. By performing a gesture before taking a turn, participants are able
to indicate, before the current speaker finishes talking, their intention to become the next
speaker (Mondada, 2007; Schegloff, 1984; Streeck & Hartge, 1992). For example,
Mondada’s (2007) study demonstrates that the use of a pointing gesture before the end of
a prior speaker’s turn can project the gesturer’s intention to take the next turn. Streeck
and Hartge (1992) show a similar deployment of gestures in Ilokano (a Philipine
language) conversation. In their study, a hand gesture employed at or before turn
beginnings projects the gesturer’s intention to take the next turn as well as the type of
action or activity, such as storytelling, that s/he intends to perform next. Other
multimodal pre-beginning elements include: moving the head toward a potential
recipient, incipient facial expression, lip parting, cough or throat clear, and (hearable) in23

breath, uh(m) (Schegloff, 1996; p. 93). These pre-beginning elements initiate the turnbeginning outside of a TCU, that is, before their producer takes a turn. Additionally,
gestural “stance markers” which are “displays of propositional attitude, such as doubt or
indifference” (Streeck, 2009b, p. 164) placed at pre-beginning can pre-indicate its
producer’s stance towards his or her emerging utterance or action (Streeck, 2009b). For
example, shrugs before talking can pre-indicate its producer’s “attitude of disengagement,
non-commitment, or distancing” (Streeck, 2009b, p. 168) that will be expressed in his or
her emerging speech.
Pre-beginning is a place for would-be speakers to prefigure their intention to take
the next turn, the type of action they will perform next, and/or their stance expressed in
their next action. In the next section, I discuss projection at the initial position of one’s
turn – the turn-beginning.
2.4.1.2 Projection at turn-beginning
While a turn can be claimed and a next action can be prefigured at pre-beginning,
turn-beginning is a place where the connection between the previous and subsequent turn
can be pre-indicated. Turn-initial position is, “a prime location for the placement of
sequential markers that convey some relation between what the current speaker is about
to say and what the previous speaker has just said” (Heritage 2002, p. 197). According to
Schegloff (1987), turn-beginnings are, “sequence-structurally important places in
conversation” since (1) the shape or the type of a turn is projected, and (2) it is where
various sequential markers are placed. Therefore, turn-beginnings are often the place for
projecting an action about to be performed in the turn as well as indicating its relation to
the prior turn.
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Response tokens and discourse markers placed at turn-beginnings often display
how the previous response is understood and what type of action will be produced in the
emerging turn. Studies on linguistic items used at turn-beginnings in various languages
have demonstrated their projective force (e.g., Japanese eh by Hayashi, 2009 and
Shimotani, 2008; English oh by Heritage, 1984; English yeah by Jefferson, 1985;
Swedish ja by Lindsrtöm, 2009; Hebrew tov by Mascheler, 2005, 2009; well, but, and,
and so by Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). For example, Sacks, et al. (1974)
demonstrate the use of “turn-entry devices” or “pre-starts” at turn-beginnings in English,
which can signal the relationship between what s/he is going to say and what was just
said in the prior turn. During an extended telling, such as storytelling, a recipient’s shift
into speakership is projected at turn-beginning by using yeah or yes while ‘continuers,’
such as uh huh and mm hm indicate passive recipiency of a telling. An acknowledgement
token yeah signals not only that its producer has received a piece of talk, but also that his
or her status is shifting from a recipient to a speaker (Jefferson, 1985). As the following
example shows, mm hm occurs in a freestanding format while yeah is followed by further
talk:
1 E: t hh Oh he;s got ( . ) this gall ( . ) bladder and uh the
2
( . ) e-he;s vomiting and everything they took him to the
3
Hospital and I don’t know how long he;s gonna be in or what
4
The t- well he ( . ) gonna be eighty four
5
(0.9)
6 L: yeah [ah well hu
7 E:
[and he’s quite a playboy you know,
8
(.)
9 L:→Yeah you just got to be careful well see hh Dwight only
10
Has (0.2) u-one gall bladder.
11
(0.7)
12 E:→mm [hm ]
13 L:
[he ha]d e-and then he has to be careful what he eats he
14
Can’t eat anything greasy or anything you [know?]
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15 E: →

[Mm- ] Mhm
(Jefferson, 1983, p. 5, simplified and numbers added)

L, who has been a recipient, starts to talk after producing “yeah” in line 9, projecting the
shift of her status from a recipient to a speaker. Since it is displayed in E’s uses mm hm
that she remains as a recipient in line 12, L goes on to talk more (line 13).
What is prefaced by a response token at turn-beginnings is realized through its
sequential placement and the action that the response token is responding to (Hayashi,
2009; Heritage, 1998; Shimotani, 2008). For example, in an informing sequence, when
used at turn-beginnings, oh treats a prior turn’s talk as informative and projects a stance
toward the content of the informing (Heritage, 1984, 2002). While free-standing oh
occurs after informings, oh can be also accompanied by additional components, such as
an assessment after a telling of good or bad news:
[TG: 16 simplified]
J: I w’z j’st eh ringing up t’say I’ll be comin’ down
inna moment,
(.)
→I: Ohgh goo:d
(Heritage, 1984)
When the prior talk is heard as an incomplete news delivery, a request for additional
information is produced in a question form after oh.
[JG: 3C:5]
R: I fergot t’tell y’the two best things that
happen ‘tuh me t’day
→C: Oh super. =what were they
(Heritage, 1984)
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The change-of-state token oh, thus, when produced after informing, not only signals the
receipt of the news, but also often indexes that an assessment or question will be
forthcoming.
In Japanese, eh, when produced in the short form (“one beat, i.e., 0.1-0.2
seconds,” Hayashi, 2009), is commonly used after informing and followed by a question
(Hayashi, 2009; Shimotani, 2008). Eh, when followed by an additional component, often
indicates that its producer suddenly realizes that s/he has a problem of understanding in
the prior informing (Hayashi, 2009), or the informed news or story is unexpected
(Shimotani, 2008). Therefore, an eh-prefaced question after informing is a follow-up
question which asks to fill in the missing knowledge or requests further elaboration and
shows the speaker’s interest in the news or story. A turn-initial eh produced after an
informing, thus, not only indicates its producer’s sudden realization of an understanding
problem or surprise, but can also project a question which asks for additional
information. In contrast, when eh is used in response to assessments or opinions, it often
projects a disaligning move, such as disagreement, rejection, counterargument, etc.
(Hayashi, 2009). In this case, eh signals that its producer noticed that the prior assessment
is divergent from his or her own and project a disaligning response (such as
disagreement) that will be produced next.
These studies on response tokens at turn-beginning demonstrate that they can not
only index the speakers’ stance towards what the previous speaker said, but at the same
time project the type of action that they are likely to produce next, thereby marking the
relationship between the previous and subsequent talk. What they preface depends on
their sequential placement and environment.
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The timing of production is also relevant to projection. While a ‘preferred
response’ to a first pair-part of an adjacency pair5, such as an agreement with an
assessment, or an acceptance to a request, is often produced early and is short, a
‘dispreferred response,’ such as a disagreement or rejection, is delayed and long; it is
often prefaced by a hesitation marker, such as well or uhm, or a pause (Pomerantz, 1978,
1984) as in the following:
(SBL: 2.1.7.-14)
A: (
) cause those things take working at,
→
(2.0)
B: (hhhhh) well, they [do, but
A:
[They aren’t accidents,
(Pomerantz, 1984, p. 70)
Here, a response starts with well after a long pause, and thus delayed. This delayed
production of a response projects that the emerging turn includes a dispreferred response,
which is disagreement in this case. This pause and hesitation maker can be understood as
pre-disagreement.
As discussed above, at turn-beginnings, speaker can provide a framework for
understanding the connection between how the previous utterance is understood and what
kind of action will be performed next. In the next section, I move on to another turnposition – mid-turn.
2.4.1.3 Projection at mid-turn
Mid-turn can be a locus for the projection of unfolding turn shapes and/or actions
as well. Grammar is one of the resources that project the trajectory of an unfolding turn
(Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). For example, Lerner (1991, 1996a, 1996b) shows
5

Adjacency pairs are paired utterances whose features are: “(1) two utterance length, (2) adjacent
positioning of component utterances, (3) different speakers producing each utterance” (Schegloff & Sacks,
1973, p. 295). Examples include invitation-acceptance/declination, question-answer, greeting-greeting.
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that in English, in a ‘compound turn constructional unit (TCU),’ which is composed of a
preliminary and final component, a preliminary component (such as “If X”) roughly
projects the grammatical units that can complete the TCU (namely, a final component,
such as “then Y”) as well as a whole shape of the TCU. When a turn is produced in a
form of a compound TCU, a completion place of the preliminary component as well as a
form of the final component that can bring the ongoing TCU into completion can be
projected. Such collaborative construction of a sentence is called ‘co-participant
completion’ (Lerner & Takagi, 1999; also called ‘anticipatory completion’ in Lerner,
1991, 1996a, 1996b), in which a participant other than the current speaker produces the
final item of an ongoing compound TCU and completes the utterance-in-progress as in
the following:
David: So if one person said he couldn’t invest (.)
Kerry: then I’d have to wait till
(Lerner, 1996a, p. 241)
In this example, the structure of David’s utterance, “if X”, is recognized as the
preliminary component of the compound TCU and foreshadows “then Y” to be its final
component. Kerry, a co-participant, completes David’s ongoing sentence by producing
the projected form and content of the final component at the projected place where the
preliminary component completes.
The ‘pseudo-cleft construction’ (“the one that/which/who X is Y”) constitutes a
compound TCU as well. According to Wilkinson (2009), this structure projects the form
and content of the final component early on in its preliminary component. For example,
when it is used to refer to a person, such as “the only person I’d never ever like doing the
mark,” the form of the final component (“is + [a reference form (the name of the
person)]”) is projected. The use of a noun phrase, such as “the only person” or “the one,”
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is recognized as preliminary to a more specific referent form, such as a name of a person.
Additionally, the identification of a referent that follows (e.g., “I’d never ever like doing
the mark”) indicates the speaker’s perspective on the person being talked about and
projects a possible referent itself (e.g. “Rob”). Therefore, a turn produced in form of a
pseudo-cleft construction not only projects the form and item of the final component
early on, but also indicates his or her stance or opinion towards the referent before his or
her name is verbally identified.
A compound TCU is not the only syntactic structure that can project possible
completion of an ongoing TCU in the middle of a turn (Lerner, 1996). A terminal item of
a TCU can be projected through a variety of other syntactic structures, such as a word
order:
[Family Tree: 4]
T: Greg can be Santa Claus.
M: Yeah. He’s got the [beard!
C:
[beard!
(Lerner, 1996, p. 256)
In this segment, the structure of M’s emerging sentence, “He’s got” (S+V), foreshadows
that an object noun would complete the turn. Additionally, the context that T has given
(“Greg can be Santa Claus”) provides a clue about the specific noun (“beard”) that would
come next.
As in the above examples, the specific item that can complete an ongoing TCU
cannot be projected by its syntactic structure itself. While Sacks et al. (1974) discuss that
syntax is the major resource for turn projection, studies show that linguistic structure and
sequence organization are not the only resources for projection of a possible completion
point of a turn while it unfolds (e.g., Bolden, 2003; Ford & Thompson, 1996; Hayashi,
2003a, 2005; Iwasaki, 2008, 2009; Selting, 2005). Rather, it is only in combination with
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other elements of turn construction that syntactic structures can project a trajectory of an
ongoing turn. For example, Selting (2005) shows that the interplay of syntax and prosody
in constructing a TCU is locally managed in their given context and that which one is
more important in projection cannot be determined. Bolden (2003) shows that actions
performed by artifacts and gesture, together with syntactic structures and sequence
organizations, provides resources that project the completion of an ongoing turn and an
item that completes it. Thus, how an ongoing turn will be shaped and when it will be
completed are realized as the turn unfolds through the analysis of each instantiation,
using not only the syntactic structure, but also sequential organization and other features
of contexts.
While turn completion can be projected at mid-turn, it is also possible for
speakers to indicate that their turn is not complete yet and that they are going to produce
additional units. In so doing, they can secure turn space for a forthcoming action. Such
projection of further talk can occur in the middle of a turn (non-first) (Schegloff, 1996)
through syntax, intonation (Schegloff, 1996), a ‘dummy term’ (Schegloff, 1982, 1996),
prosody, such as ‘rush throughs’ (Schegloff, 1982), silence (pause) (Jefferson, 1983,
1985), and/or other phonetic resources, such as pitch and speed (Local & Kelly, 1986).
For example, non-falling intonation signals that a turn is not complete yet (Schegloff,
1996):
Bee: = [(Mnuh,)]
Ava: = [Oh my ] mother wannaduh know how’s yer grandmother.
→Bee: ·hhh Uh::, (0.3) I don’ know I guess she’s aw she’s
Awright she went to thee uh:: hhospital again tihda:y,
Ava: Mm-hm?,
Bee: ·hh t! ·hh A:n:: I guess t’day waz d’day she’s supposetuh
Find out if she goes in ner not.=
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(p.61)
In this excerpt, Schegloff (1996) argues that the first unit of Bee’s turn, “I don’ know,”
projects more to come. Bee stresses “I” and uses non-falling intonation on “know” to
indicate that she is going to continue talking. Indeed, Ava, by producing a continuer
“mm-hm,” gives Bee a chance to speak more.
A ‘dummy term’ employed in the middle of a turn can also project more to come
(Schegloff, 1996):
Sherri: [Look once a quarter et school is enough. =That’s uh:: (·)
finals.
(??): (huh-)
→Mark: I know whutcha mean. Me t[oo.<that’s why I came here d’night.=
(??):
[º(Wha-)º
→Mark: =·hh I came tih talk tuh Ruthie about borrowing her:notes. fer (·) econ.
(p.62)
Schegloff (1996) argues that the third TCU in Mark’s turn, “that’s why I came here
d’night,” projects the production of additional units. His use of a ‘dummy term’
(Schegloff, 1982) “that” without specifying what it indexes foreshadows that the content
of “that” would be given next. Indeed, his next TCU, “I came tih talk tuh Ruthie about
borrowing her:- notes fer (·) econ,” is the reason why Mark “came here d’night.”
Therefore, by using a dummy word, “that” at the place where a reason should come,
Mark not only projects that he will talk more, but also pre-indicates that what comes next
is the explanation of a reason (Hayashi, 2005 also provides a similar case in the Japanese
use of are (that)).
Jefferson (1983) discusses that a pause after conjunctions, such as and, well, but,
because, so, or, and uh, projects that more talk from the same speaker will follow:
(1) Keith: a]h’ll t-call ↓Te:d en (0.2) let im go over this agreement
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(2) Mike: she ez no use fer it but (0.5) she jis don’t like the idear
‘v im givin anything away b’fore’e essuh.
(Jefferson, 1983, p.2)
The speakers produce more talk following the pause after “en (and)” in (1) and “but” in
(2). Local and Kelly (1986) further investigate similar cases and identify the phonetic
features of conjunctions before a pause that projects further talk. They show that the
conjunctions before silence end in ‘glottal closure’ (glottal stop). In addition, the pitch of
conjunctions does not reach the bottom of the speaker’s pitch-range, and the talk before
such conjunctions does not change in tempo and loudness. Thus, as these studies
demonstrate, various phonetic details can also be recourses to anticipate whether further
talk will be produced. In other words, those conjunctions that do not have these phonetic
features are often treated as markers of ‘trail-offs’ that do not lead to further units of talk.
As a shape of a turn-in-progress unfolds, the action performed by it is also
projected (action-projection). C. Goodwin and M.H. Goodwin’s (1987) study
demonstrates how syntactic, prosodic, and contextual resources project that an
assessment is about to be performed within a turn-in-progress. An assessment often
follows the same structure, which is: [it] + [copula] + [adverbial intensifier] +
[assessment term]. An adverb following [it] + [copula] produced with an intensifier,
which includes additional stress and lengthening of sounds, can be a resource to
anticipate that the unfolding action is an assessment. The following example shows that a
recipient participates in an assessment activity as the intensifier comes to completion:
Dianne: Jeff made en asparagus pie
it wzs::so[: goo:d.
Clacia:
[I love it.
(C. Goodwin & M.H. Goodwin, 1987, p. 24)
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Since Clacia produces the assessment in overlap with Dianne’s assessment, it is clear that
Clacia recognizes in advance what action is forthcoming and exactly when it will be
produced. It is the emerging syntactic structure of the unfolding turn ([it] + [copula] +
[adverb]), adverb intensifier (‘so’), prosodic emphasis on ‘so:,’ and context that enables
the recipient to identify that the speaker is producing in an assessment. By anticipating
the precise moment when an assessment term will be provided, the recipient can produce
her own assessment (“I love it”) in synchrony with the speaker’s assessment (“good”)
and collaboratively participates in the projected activity.
Just like turn-completion can be projected by gestures and other non-vocal
behaviors, a forthcoming action can be projected by gestures produced at a mid-turn
position as well. Gestures are often placed prior to the words that convey the similar
semantic content (Schegloff, 1984; Streeck, 1993; 2009a, 2009b; Streeck & Hartge,
1992). Specifically, iconic gestures, which depict the shape of what is described in the
talk, and locational gestures, which refer to a place, space or direction, tend to be
produced before their ‘lexical affiliate’ (Schefloff, 1984). Thus, when a gesture is prepositioned, the lexical content represented by the gesture can be “in play” before it is said
(Schegloff, 1984). That is, such pre-positioned gestures during talk foreshadow the
meanings of the forthcoming speech units, and thus, the action performed by the speech
can be in play even before it is uttered (Streeck, 1993).
Studies show the use of pre-positioned gestures during word searches (Hayashi,
2003a, 2003b, Streeck, 1995). When searching for an appropriate word during talk,
iconic gestures often precede the searched-for word and prefigure the content of the
subsequent talk. Usually, as speakers foreshadow their problems in finding a word by a
pause and/or ‘thinking face,’ they display their attempt to find the right word(s) by
themselves by withdrawing their gaze from the recipients (C. Goodwin & M. H.
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Goodwin, 1986). Then, as they move their gaze back to the recipients, speakers produce a
gesture describing the concept represented by the word they are looking for, thereby
seeking help from the recipients (Streeck, 1995). They often pre-alert the recipients that a
gesture will be produced and elicit their attention to it through the use of demonstratives
(this) or gaze towards their hands. The following example illustrates how the prepositioning of a gesture to a word provides an opportunity for participants to solve the
current communicative problem (word search) and move the sequence forward:
horizontal movement
┌┴┐
1. Customer: a::nd we were trying to make it (- - -) cooler.
2. Mechanic: Uh huh.
3. Customer: An::d ( - - - - - - -) when we moved the::
horizontal movement
┌────┴──┐
(- - - - - - - - - - -)
4. Mechanic: The lever?
5. Customer: The lever, it broke
6. Mechanic: Uh huh
(┌┐marks the extension of gestures and (- -) expresses pauses in tenths of a second.)
(Streeck, 2009b, p. 173)
The customer first foreshadows his problem in accessing a lexical item by slowing down
(An::d) and a pause. He also stretches the sound of the article (the::) and indicates that he
is having trouble finding a noun. He then immediately produces a gesture depicting a
handling of a lever, which elicits Mechanic’s (the recipient’s) offering of a candidate
word, “the lever?” The customer gives confirmation that the recipient provided the right
word (line 5), and thus, the sequence moves on. As this example shows, pre-positioned
gestures in mid-turn can project the speaker’s word search problem as well as the content
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of the searched-for item, and help solve the communication problems the speaker
encounters.
As research shows, mid-turn can be a place for the projection of: (1) a possible
completion point of an ongoing turn, (2) further units of talk, (3) a subsequent action, and
(4) the content of subsequent talk. These types of projection enable the recipients to coparticipate in an ongoing or upcoming action while the current turn unfolds.
Therefore, projection that operates within a turn at various turn positions enables
conversational participants to anticipate the future shape of the current turn and/or the
action that the turn will perform. As demonstrated above, micro-projection is
accomplished through various resources including syntax, lexicons, prosody, gesture,
facial expression, and gaze. In the next section, I move on to a review of another type of
projection; projection that occurs across multiple turns.
2.4.2

Macro-projection
‘Macro-projection,’ projection that occurs beyond a single turn is accomplished

through a prefatory activity or pre-sequence, a series of utterances across speakers before
the projected action (Sacks, 1974, 1992; Schegloff, 1968, 1980; Terasaki, 2004; Toe,
2008). Placing the projecting element before the beginning of a projected sequence,
speakers pre-indicate that they are going to produce additional talk beyond the current
turn while prefacing the kind of forthcoming action or activity.
2.4.2.1 Pre-sequences
According to Schegloff (1988), “presequences are sequences produced to be
specifically preliminary to determinate actions, projecting their occurrence, contingent on
the response to pre-sequence initiator” (p. 58). By way of pre-sequences, a projected
action can be “in play” before its actual occurrence (Schegloff, 1968). The
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summons/answer sequence, a two-turn sequence, for example, is produced as preliminary
to further talk and provides the place for the summoners to check if the recipients are
available to listen to further talk. Whether further talk is produced is contingent upon the
response; if there is no answer, the summoner does not produce further talk since there is
no listener available. Similarly, pre-invitation makes the occurrence of the projected
invitation contingent on the response. “What are you doing tonight?,” for example, is not
heard as a simple question, but understood as a preface to an invitation, a first pair part of
a pre-invitation sequence. If the response warrants the respondent’s acceptance of the
projected invitation, such as “nothing,” the projected invitation will be produced. In
contrast, the response that shows that the projected invitation will be refused, such as
“I’m working,” is understood as a pre-rejection and does not elicit the projected
invitation.
News delivery is also often prefaced with a pre-sequence since what is already
known by recipients cannot be news to them (Terasaki, 2004). A pre-announcement often
starts with the speaker’s indication of having some news to tell (“Guess what,” “We got
good news,” etc.), or offer or request to tell something (“You wanna know…,” etc.)
(Terasaki, 2004). It is not until receiving a response indicating that the recipient does not
know the news (e.g., “What?”), which expresses willingness to hear the news, that the
speaker can forward the sequence and start telling the news. Thus, again, whether the
projected talk is produced is contingent upon the response. Pre-news announcement thus
allows the speaker to not only project the type of speech that can occur after the
recipient’s response, but also preserve the preference not to retell known news.
Thus, other than a summons/answer sequence, ‘pre-sequences’ (or “pre’s” in
Schegloff, 1980), such as pre-invitation, pre-offer, pre-request or pre-announcement,
prefigure a particular type of talk that comes after the next turn. They can provide
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speakers with an opportunity to explore whether the projected action is likely to receive a
preferred response before they actually produce it (Schegloff, 1980). The recipient, on the
other hand, by understanding the projected action, can avoid producing a dispreferred
response to it (such as rejection or disagreement) by pre-rejecting or pre-disagreeing.
Therefore, pre-sequences can provide both their initiators and recipients with an
opportunity to avoid producing a dispreferred alternative. They are produced based on the
participants’ orientation to a preferred response.
2.4.2.2 Pre-pre’s
Schegloff (1980) extends the notion of pre-sequences by examining second-order
pre-sequencing. He observes that a speaker can preface a pre-sequence by announcing the
occurrence or a projected action, asking for permission to perform it, or telling the
recipient what he or she will be doing. Such prefaces often involve the turn format with
the following features: (1) some type of action is projected through telling what a speaker
will do (“Let me ask you a question”) or what a speaker wants the recipient to do (“Tell
me something,” “Do me a favor,” etc.). (2) The speaker does not produce the projected
action in the same talk, but uses the name of the action (“Can I ask you a question?”), a
pronoun (“Let me ask you this”), or a ‘dummy term’ (“I would like to ask you
something”) (Schegloff, 1980, p. 107). According to Schegloff (1980), this type of turn
format occurs when a question is projected. He demonstrates that it is common that a
projected action in a preface (such as a question) does not occur right after it is prefaced;
instead, what follows is not the question that is projected, and when a telling is the action
that is projected, what occurs next is not a telling, but a question. For example:
B:

I’ve listen’ to all the things
That chu’ve said, an’ I agree
With you so much.
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B: Now,
B: →I wanna ask you something,
B: I wrote a letter.
(pause)
A: Mh hm,
B: T’ the governer.
A: Mh hm::,
B: -telling ‘im what I thought about
i(hh)m!
(A): (Sh:::!)
B: →Will I get an answer d’you think,
A: Ye:s/
(Schegloff, 1980, p. 107-108)
In this excerpt, what comes after “I wanna ask you something,” a preface to a question, is
not a question. Instead, B provides a report until he actually asks the projected question,
“Will I get an answer d’you think.” His report here is treated as a preface or preliminary
to the projected action, a question.
Utterances that occur immediately after the action projection, namely, “prefatory”
or “preliminary” utterances are, “things to be done before, or ‘leading up to,’ the
projected action” (Schegloff, 1980, p. 113). Thus, the action projection, such as “I wanna
ask you something” or “May I ask you a question?,” are “preliminaries to preliminaries”
or “pre-pre’s” – they secure space for subsequent pre-sequences by pre-indicating that
what comes immediately after them (pre-telling, pre-question, pre-request, etc. ) is a
preliminary or preface to the projected action. That is, a pre-sequence itself can be
prefigured by pre-pre’s, through which the space for a recipient to understand the context
of the forthcoming action is set up.
Unlike micro-projection, projection of an action sequence (a storytelling, request,
invitation, etc.) is accomplished through prefaces, preliminaries, or pre-pre’s that involve
multiple turns. As demonstrated above, pre-sequences or pre-pre’s not only project a
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forthcoming activity type, but also prevent a dispreferred alternative from occurring in
advance, or prepare a context for what is coming next.
2.4.3

Cross-linguistic Differences in Projection
As I have shown above, a number of conversation analytic studies have

investigated various types of projection. However, most studies I have reviewed above
have been done in an English context. While studies on projection are mostly based on
English language data (Hayashi, 2004), several recent studies have examined how
projection is accomplished in other languages as well. Since one of the main purposes for
the present study is to contribute to the earlier findings on projection in different language
contexts, in this section I provide a review of some research on projection in the
languages other than English.
As demonstrated earlier, syntactic structure is one of the major resources that can
project the trajectory of an unfolding turn. Participants orient to the grammatical
structures of an unfolding turn, and anticipate what will come next to some extent. A
number of studies in the field of interaction and grammar provide evidence that
projection is accomplished differently among typologically different languages. Different
syntactic structures provide diverse resources for turn construction. Word order
(including pre-positional or post-positional structure) is one of the major resources for
projecting an upcoming turn-shape. Studies have compared syntactic projection among
languages which have different word order, such as English and Japanese (e.g., Hayashi,
1999, 2003a; Lerner & Takagi, 1999; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a), or Danish and
Turkish (Steensig, 2001). It is shown that the English word order SVO generally makes
the projection of turn-shape possible early in an unfolding turn (e.g., Fox, Hayashi, &
Jasperson, 1996; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a). Since a verb often conveys the most
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important information about the type of action performed by the unfolding turn, the
positioning of the verb near turn-beginning allows for early projection. Similarly, the
early projection made possible by SVO word order has been also observed in French
conversation (Chevalier & Clift, 2008).
Furthermore, in English, sentence initial elements provide major information of
the unit type under way (e.g., Hayashi, 1999, 2003a). In the structure “If X, then Y,” for
instance, the sentence initial item “if” can roughly project that a two-part compound TCU
([If X] + [then Y]) is about to be produced (Lerner, 19887, 1991, 1996a). Other
subordinate clause markers, such as because or when, are also placed at the beginning of
clauses in English, which enables recipients to realize what an emerging turn will look
like early in an unfolding turn.
In contrast, unlike English or French syntax, Japanese syntax does not allow for
early projection. Instead, the projection of what is to follow for a turn to achieve a
possible completion does not occur until late in the TCU in a Japanese utterance due to its
postpositional structure and flexible SOV word order (Hayashi, 1999; Tanaka, 2000a).
According to Fox, Hayashi, and Jasperson (1996), while English subject and object noun
phrases are distinguished from pre-positional phrases, in Japanese:





referring nouns are indicated by a case particle
subject noun phrases, object noun phrases and locative phrases are all followed by
their own postpositional case particle
subject and objet case particles are sometimes omitted
the word order is usually SOV, but not always in conversation
(p.195)

These looser grammatical structures of Japanese, especially the flexible SOV word order
and postpositional structure, only enable “bit-by-bit” projection, and thus, the projection
of completion does not occur until late in a turn (Hayashi, 1999, 2003a). In addition,
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unlike English, Japanese turn-beginnings do not syntactically provide information about
the unfolding turn. As in the following, for example, subordinate clause markers
(“because”) occur at the clause end in Japanese (Fox, Hayashi, & Jasperson, 1996):
H: ano chotto HONya
ni: ne
yoritai
kara::
um just bookstore LOC FP stop by want because
‘um because (I) just want to stop by the bookstore’
(p. 199)
Moreover, because of the postpositional structure, the action performed in a turn-inprogress can be transformed by what is attached after a verb stem in Japanese (Tanaka,
2000a). A postpositional attachment (e.g., a particle) to a predicate can specify the mood
of the verb or change the predicate into another grammatical category. Therefore, an
action being performed by an unfolding turn cannot be projectable until the verbfollowing expressions are produced. Consider the following:
[Shakujii 1A (#4), p.5], simplified
K: → …kosuru to mata akaku naru n da yo ne=
scrub if again red become VN COP FP FP
“…if ((you)) scrub, ((it)) gets red again”
Y:
=ºAh: so kka:º
oh so QP
“Oh ((I)) see”
(Tanaka, 2000a, p. 16)
The above excerpt demonstrates that the multiple particles attached after the end of the
predicate naru (become) determine the action performed in the turn: “n da present
something as a state, the final particle yo emphasizes or intensifies the action of the
utterance, and ne elicits affiliation and an acknowledgement or speaker change” (Tanaka,
2000a, p. 16). As this example shows, in Japanese conversation, the production of the
main syntactic constituents is not always sufficient to be treated as a completion of a turn
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since turns can be developed and modified incrementally by particles attached after a
predicate. This postpositional structure only allows for the late projection of the trajectory
of an ongoing turn in Japanese.
However, the late projection that Japanese grammar furnishes does not always
lead to late anticipation. Tanaka (2000a) discusses that grammatical construction and
prosody are interrelated in the social actions accomplished in an ongoing turn.
Participants in Japanese conversation do not rely solely on grammatical constructions;
prosodic and pragmatic features also contribute to the projection of future turn-shape.
Hayashi (1999) also points out that like in any language, syntax is only one resource
among many others that furnish projection in Japanese. Thus, while Japanese grammar
can only allow for late projection, other resources in a TCU including intra-turn silence,
sound stretches, or laugh tokens as well as linguistic items and pragmatic knowledge
furnish early projection of an emerging turn-shape. Similarly, Steensig’s (2001) study on
Turkish conversation shows that since the information concerning possible turn
completion does not come until the end in Turkish, prosody and pragmatic knowledge
play more important roles than syntax in predicting the possible trajectory of a turn.
Not only the turn completion point, but also a forthcoming action can be projected
early even in a language whose grammar only allows late projection. According to
Hayashi (2004), the employment of the distal demonstrative pronoun, are (that), is one
way to facilitate early projection of an action performed by a turn-in-progress in
Japanese. He demonstrates the ‘action-projecting’ use of are (that one, that thing) – the
‘cataphoric’ use of the demonstrative that points forward to an object, place, person, etc.
to be specified later in the discourse. It is used in, what Hayashi (2004) calls a
‘semantically light sentence,’ which “typically consists of elements that carry low
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referential/lexico-semantic content” (p. 1348). For example, “are na n desu yo (((it))’s
that thing)” (line 20) pre-indicates that the speaker is giving an account next:
20 Akira: sono: sakin are na n desu yo
uhm recently that CP N CP FP
“uh:m, recently, ((it))’s been are (= that thing)”
21
ano::: (0.7) GAsu kan aru ja nai desu ka:.
uhm
gas pipe exist CP not CP Q
‘uh:::m (0.7) You know there are gas pipes, right?”
22→
(.) >are zenbu ima< purasuchikku ni naritsutsu aru
That all now plastic
PT is becoming exist
“(.) they’ve all been changing to plastic pipes now =”
23→
n desu yo. = DONdon.= =TEtsu kara.
N CP FP MIM (steadily) metal from
“=one after another=from metal.”
24 Fumio: honMA::.
Really
“REAlly.”
(Excerpt from Hayashi, 2004, p. 1353 – 1354, simplified)
In line 20, Akira does not specify what are (that thing) refers to (“are na n desu yo
(((it))’s that thing)”); the referent is not shown in the prior context or surrounding setting.
This thus projects that the speaker will specify its referent later in the talk. Also, the
copulas and particles after are (“na n desu yo”) indicate the presence of an explanation
(“na n desu yo” is often used when an account is provided). Therefore, this are not only
pre-indicates that the referent will be specified in the subsequent talk, but also projects
that the specification is a part of a particular type of action, namely, explanation. The
‘action-projecting’ use of are thus enables an early projection of the next action type in a
specific sequential environment, and secures some turn-space for the speaker to prepare
for the projected action that follows.
These studies, therefore, not only demonstrate that projection is done differently
across typologically different languages, but also suggest that participants of
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conversations in different languages orient to different resources in order to anticipate the
trajectory of the turn-in-progress and action to be appear, and coordinate their future
participation in an ongoing interaction.
Phonetic features used for specific grammatical structures can be resource for
projection as well. How speakers project and deal with communication problems can
differ across languages because of different resources they have. For example, according
to Streeck (1996), unlike English, speakers of Ilokano do not produce fillers (uh or uhm)
when they find a problem in their own speech. Instead, they stretch out the sound of the
last syllable before the trouble source6 in order to not only show that there is a problem in
producing a speech, but also project the nature of the trouble source. Depending on the
location of the item whose sound is extended, the speakers can project different kinds of
problems they are experiencing. Interlocutors, on the other hand, can make use of the
speakers’ sound-stretch as an opportunity to other-repair their troubles. For example,
when its sound is stretched, nga, a ‘linker’ (a marker of the relationship between modifier
and modified), pre-indicates the problem of finding a predicate (attribute) or its
grammatical framing:
1 Antonio taltalonmi nga::::: (------) tinalon
fields
LINK which
dagiti kakapagianmi
were worked by our relatives
((spits out)) tinulonganmida nga:::::
who helped us LINK
[
2 Conchita
naggapas.
harvest
3 Antonio naggapgapa:s
with the harvesting
(Streeck, 1996, p. 206)
6

Only the vowels /a/ and /i/ that belong to: (1) articles and demonstratives, (2) linkers, (3) conjunctions,
and (4) prefixes are stretched.
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As in this example, nga is used as “the pivot for collaborative completion” (Streeck,
1996, p. 206). Antonio projects that he is having a problem of word choice or
grammatical framing of a predicate by stretching the linker nga. The recipient, Conchita,
provides a candidate word that can complete Antonio’s ongoing sentence. Then, Antonio
accepts Conchita’s repair of his trouble (“harvest” in line 2) while reframing it in his own
construction (“harvesting” in line 3).
Streeck (1996) also demonstrates that the morpheme kwa with a sharp pitch-drop
is often produced after a sound-stretched linker that projects a trouble source.
1 --) Landlord

1 → Landlord Haan nga: :Not that
haan nga: :- haan nga gab- haan- haan nga kwa.
not that not that
not not that what.
[
2
Tenant (Asin') nasayaat nga(Who) is good to
3 Landlord Gamin daytoy. Daytoy ti tandaananyo. (------) Haankayo
It's like this. This is what you have to think. Don't
→
maalallilaw nga::: kwa. Haan nga:- maia- ma- nga:::
be confused to
what. Not to
to
kwa. Nga mangpili.
what. To make a choice.
(Streeck, 1996, p. 199)
As in this segment, kwa is often employed after a sound stretch at a possible turn
completion point. It is a device to hold the turn. In this segment, when encountering a
problem of finding a word, Landlord projects the trouble source by sound-stretching its
last syllable (nga:::) and produces kwa (what). In so doing, he can pre-complete the
ongoing turn without solving the word-search problem, and project that he is going to
make another attempt of finding the next word. Therefore, such use of kwa not only holds
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the current turn, but also projects a specific action to be produced next, in this case,
another attempt to search for a right word.
As previous studies demonstrate, therefore, the ways projection is done and the
syntactic structures of a language used are closely related; across languages, projection of
the shape of an unfolding turn and action performed by it occurs at different places within
a turn by different features of turn construction. In the present study, investigating
American English and Japanese conversations, I focus grammatical structures employed
by speakers along with other resources, such as prosody, gesture, posture, and gaze, in
order to further investigate the relationship between grammar and projection. By
examining two typologically different languages, in terms of word order, pre-positional
vs. post-positional, the use of particles, etc., I explore the relevance of linguistic forms to
the projection of a large sequence of actions, namely, storytelling.

2.5 STORYTELLING PROJECTION
This dissertation specifically deals with the projection of storytelling emerges in
conversation. In what follows, I review the past research on prefacing and entry into
conversational storytelling, which occurs spontaneously rather than as a response to a
request to tell, on English conversations (C. Goodwin, 1981, 1986, 1995; Jefferson, 1978;
Sacks, 1974, 1992; among others) and Japanese conversations (Hayashi, Mori, & Takagi,
2002; Karatsu, 2004; Kushida, 2005; Li, 2000; Maynard, 1989).
2.5.1

Story Preface Sequence in English
The prefacing of spontaneous stories during conversation usually follows certain

procedures because of some basic constraints that organize turn-taking in conversation,
which are: (1) only one party talks at a time, and (2) the change of speakers recurs
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(Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Preserving these rules of turn-taking,
conversational participants monitor each other’s turns at talk and switch their roles
between speakers and hearers. While usually only one person speaks at a time, the next
speaker is selected either by the current speaker, or a hearer who self-selects to speak
next. Thus, when the next speaker is not selected by the current speaker, the possibility of
a hearer self-selecting to take the next turn arrives at every completion point of a sentence
in the current speaker’s turn. However, storytelling often takes more than one sentence to
complete (Sacks, 1992), which requires the teller to occupy an extended turn. To have
hearers refrain from self-selecting to take the next turn until the telling of a story is done,
it is necessary for a speaker to have others recognize in advance that s/he is going to
speak for an extended turn. For this reason, stories during talk are often pre-indicated
before they start.
Sacks (1974, 1992) identifies the following organization of spontaneous
storytelling in English conversations (also refer to the summary by C. Goodwin (1995)):
1. Story preface by teller: an utterance that indicates that its speaker is going to
produce extended talk to tell a story (“I have something terrible to tell you”).
2. Request to hear story by recipient: recipient either accepts or rejects the teller’s
offer to tell a story (“What?”).
3. Storytelling by teller: a multi-unit turn of talk that describes a story.
4. Response to a story by recipient: recipient provides a response to the story and
indicates that s/he knows that it is over.
This is a macro type of projection of an activity which takes the form of two-turn presequences. Sacks (1974, 1992) argues that story prefaces often include one or more of the
following: (1) a request or offer to tell a story, (2) its initial characterization (e.g.,
“something funny”), (3) some reference to the time of the occurrence of a story source
event (e.g., “last night”), and (4) some reference to a person from whom it was received
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(Sacks, 1974, p. 340-341). Story prefaces, such as “Do you wanna hear something
funny?” or “I have something terrible to tell you,” can be heard as offers to tell a story,
and provide an opportunity for the recipient to accept or reject the offer (Sacks, 1974,
1992). Since an offer is a first pair part and its acceptance or rejection is a second pair
part of an adjacency pair, an offer to tell a story (‘Pre-Storytelling First’) makes its
acceptance or rejection (‘Pre-Storytelling Second’) a relevant next action. The start of the
storytelling is thus contingent upon the hearer’s response to the offer; only when it is
accepted, such as “yes” or “what is it?,” can the projected story be told. Therefore, PreStorytelling First not only makes relevant the occurrence of acceptance or rejection of the
offer in the next turn (Pre-Storytelling Second), but also projects the next-next action,
which is the storytelling. While storytelling can also be done within a single turn without
having the recipient respond, pre-storytelling sequences happen when the recipient is
more active in directing the course of the projected storytelling (Mandelbaum, 1989).
A story preface not only projects a unit of talk that takes more than a single
sentence to complete, but also often provides a characterization of the story, such as
“terrible,” “funny,” etc., which indicates what it will take to complete the story.
Recipients can monitor a story being told based on a term (“terrible,” “funny,” “exciting,”
etc.) used in a preface to see when it is over. For example, if a story starts with a preface,
“I have something terrible to tell you,” the recipient can recognize that the story comes to
the end when something terrible is told and provide an appropriate response, such as “oh
how terrible.” C. Goodwin (1995) refers to the term used in a story preface that
characterizes the story as a ‘prospective indexical,’ and argues that it provides recipients
with a framework to analyze the content of the story and determine when it completes. In
other words, prospective indexicals furnish a framework for interpretation of a
subsequent story. Story preface can also indicate the source (e.g., “my sister”) or the time
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of the occurrence (e.g., “last night”) of the events to be talked about, and gives recipients
an opportunity to assess whether a projected forthcoming story is worth listening to
(Sacks, 1974).
2.5.2

Story Entry Devices in English
Stories do not always start with pre-sequences. Jefferson (1978) demonstrates

how a story can emerge through a turn-by-turn talk, and how topical talk can be used to
have co-participants align as recipients and negotiate the trajectory of a story. According
to Jefferson (1978), a story is: (1) triggered, that is, “something said at a particular
moment in conversation can remind a participant of a particular story” (p.220), and (2)
“methodically introduced into turn-by-turn talk” (p.220), that is, a storyteller makes clear
why it is appropriate to tell the specific story at the particular moment in the ongoing talk.
She points out that the prefacing of a story is done by a ‘story entry device’ (such as an
assessment of an event to be told) which is a part of storytelling. Story entry devices
provide “transition from a state of turn-by-turn talk among conversational coparticipants
into a story told by a storyteller to story recipient(s)” (p. 237). A story may or may not be
topically coherent with the ongoing talk, but the display of the relationship between talkin-progress and a forthcoming story is fitted to the ongoing talk and the story. For
example, when a story is not topically coherent with the ongoing talk, the teller uses a
‘disjunct marker’ (Jefferson, 1978), such as oh or incidentally in English, signaling
topical incoherence, but at the same time, indicating that the current talk triggers a story,
marking the relationship between the prior talk and the forthcoming story. Similarly,
Polanyi (1985) points out that there is ‘entrance talk,’ which “serves as a transition
between the story proper and the embedding conversation” (p. 187). In the entrance phase
of telling, a teller indicates the relationship between the ongoing talk and the story about
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to be told. When the forthcoming story is not coherent with the ongoing talk, a potential
teller gives excuses justifying why s/he is starting a story not directly relevant to the
ongoing talk at the particular moment, such as “oh wait a minute” or “that reminds me.”
2.5.3

Prefacing of a Story in Japanese Conversation
While only a limited amount of research have been done on Japanese

conversational storytelling (Hayashi, Mori, & Takagi, 2002; Karatsu, 2004; Kushida,
2005; Li, 2000; Maynard, 1989), previous studies have shown that Japanese narratives
are prefaced before they start in a similar feature as English ones are. Maynard (1989)
identifies seven types of prefacing of storytelling in Japanese conversation as below (p.
101-115):
1. Transitional claim (conjunctive and disjunctive phrases, such as soo ieba
(speaking about that) and sorede (and then))
2. Evaluation/reportability (for example, “sono hanashi sugoi n da yo (here’s a
story that’s really awful)”)
3. Specification of the source of the narrative (for example, “Shiba Ryotaroo no
shoosetsu nanka yonde-tara sa (when I read a novel or something by
Ryootaroo Shiba)”)
4. Connection to immediate context of the listener (for example, “Kinoo da yo
ne, Taki kara denwa ga kakaru mae ni Onoda-san to shabette-te (It was
yesterday, wasn’t it? I was chatting with Ms. Onoda right before you (i.e.,
Taki) called me up)”)
5. Overt confirmation of new information and/or request for permission (for
example, “hanashi shinakatta kke (didn’t I tell you this story yet)?”)
6. Title-like theme announcement (“kinoo nomi-ni itta desho (yesterday they
went drinking, right?)”)
7. Acceptance of theme suggested and solicited by the coparticipant (In this case,
a teller starts a story as a response to a question, which means that the
allocation of the floor is initiated by a recipient who asks the question.)
Maynard (1989) argues that for a story to be introduced, it is necessary that at least one of
these categories appears at the initial part of conversational storytelling. Typically, two or
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three categories are employed to confirm the acceptance of the beginning of a telling.
Through these prefacing expressions, the prospective storyteller shows that s/he
negotiates the floor in an appropriate way.
In contrast to Maynard (1989), Li (2000) argues that prefacing of a story does not
always occur before its telling. She identifies the following four strategies which a
prospective teller employs to begin the storytelling in Japanese (p. 71-98):
1. Indicating a topic change (such as “hanashi kawaru kedo ne (I’m changing the
topic, but..)” or “hanashita kke (did I tell you this)?”)
2. Requesting a permission to tell a story (for example, “…no hanashi shite mo
ii (can I talk about…)?”)
3. Indicating the teller’s intention to tell a story (for example, “chotto kiite (hey,
listen)”)
4. Attracting the recipients’ interest (such as telling: (1) the conclusion of the
forthcoming story, (2) the speaker’s own feeling about the event to be told, (3)
conclusion drawn from the event to be told, and (4) the evaluation/value of the
story)
As shown above, Maynard (1989) and Li (2000) do not demonstrate the local occasioning
of a story out of turn-by-turn talk. Rather than examining the interactive process between
participants through which a story emerges, they focus on categorizing the strategies
taken by a prospective teller to gain the floor for storytelling. Karatsu (2004), on the other
hand, investigates the interplay between a prospective teller and recipients in the entrance
phase of storytelling, and shows the ways in which a story is introduced with a
‘confirmation request,’ using desho (right?) or zya nai (isn’t it?). She argues that such
confirmation requests seek (1) recipient’s knowledge level concerning the upcoming
story, and indicate (2) teller’s assessment of an upcoming referent. By seeking (1), a
teller introduces the focus or theme of a subsequent story. When (2) is indicated, the story
that leads to the assessment is projected. In so doing, a teller can indicate the relationship
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between the previous talk and subsequent story as well as confirm whether coparticipants are receptive to a forthcoming story.
2.5.4

Tellability in the Design of Story Preface
When a story is triggered during conversation, the start of its telling has to be

negotiated with its potential recipients (Jefferson, 1978). In order for a story to be
launched, a recipient has to align with and be receptive to it. Sacks (1974, 1992) argues
that, for a teller to gain the floor to start a story, it has to be presented as ‘tellable,’
namely, something worth telling, to the recipient(s). According to Sacks (1992), whether
a story is tellable to a recipient depends on what s/he does or does not know. He argues
that tellability can be signaled by presenting an upcoming story as ‘local news,’
indicating the talk about some recent event that the recipient does not know about by, for
example, “Say did you see anything in the paper last night or hear anything on the local
radio…?” (Sacks, 1992). Referring to something “out of the ordinary” marks
newsworthiness, and thus projects a possible story. It is preferred not to retell familiar
stories since such stories are usually not considered as tellable (Sacks, 1974, 1992)7. For
this reason, when there is a recipient who has a resource to know the event to be told, a
question that asks what a recipient knows can be included in a story preface.
As shown in this section, the conversation analytic approach to storytelling has
demonstrated that the entry into a story during conversation is negotiated and shaped
through interaction among the participants. What was talked about previously, what a
story is going to be about, what action is performed by a story, who the recipients are,
what the recipients know, whether the recipients are interested in listening, etc. are all
7 Norrick (2000) shows that when familiar stories are told, the purpose is not to inform news or
describe an event, but to involve the participants in their telling, making the collaborative telling the main
activity.
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relevant to the prefacing of a story. The entry into storytelling thus takes various forms.
On the one hand, there are stories that launch through macro-projection; such stories start
with a two sequence preface (pre-sequence) consisting of an offer to tell a story by a
prospective teller and the recipient’s acceptance or rejection of the offer. An offer to tell a
story often contains the characterization of the subsequent story and informs the
recipients of what they should look for in listening to it. On the other hand, storytelling
can emerge out of turn-by-turn talk, and is projected within a turn (micro-projection). In
such a case, the start of a telling turn signals how a forthcoming story relates to or does
not relate to the ongoing talk. The potential teller can thus provide justification for why
s/he is starting the projected storytelling at the specific moment, orienting to answer the
question of “why that now.” Therefore, through the projection of storytelling, a
prospective teller not only obtains the floor to talk, but also guides the recipients through
how they should listen to the forthcoming story.

2.6 SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER
In this chapter, I have reviewed past research relevant to this study. I first
discussed that our skills to attribute intention to others’ behaviors and anticipate a future
course of action make our interaction possible. That is, by recognizing what others are
currently engaged in and anticipating what is coming next, we can coordinate our actions
with one another and co-construct an activity. I then presented how our anticipation skill
– a skill needed for interaction – is studied in neuropsychology, cognitive psychology,
and conversation analysis (CA). Neuropsychology and cognitive psychology offer an
account of our cognitive mechanisms that allow us to anticipate others’ actions. In
contrast, research in CA shows the resources on which we base our anticipations – the
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aspects of our behaviors that project what comes next in interaction. Because of
projection, participants are able to mutually orient to each other’s future actions and
prepare to coordinate their next move for them in advance. The focus of the present study
is this mechanism which enables us to anticipate future actions. Through the investigation
of projection, one of the aims is to reveal the work of participants during interaction.
In the second part of this chapter, I offered further details on the CA approach to
projection. I reviewed the previous research on micro- and macro-projection: projection
within a boundary of a turn (micro-projection) and projection in a sequence level (macroprojection). Findings demonstrated that the participants’ vocal and non-vocal behaviors
project moment by moment the future course of turn-shapes and actions at different turn
positions. I also summarized research that has shown cross-linguistic differences in
projection due to differences in word order and other aspects of grammar. Based on these
past findings, the second purpose of the present research is to investigate similarities and
differences of both micro and macro projection between American English and Japanese
conversations, dealing with a certain type of activity, storytelling.
The third part of this chapter thus discussed the literatures on story projection and
entry. Studies have shown that the projection of storytelling involves the negotiation of
the floor among participants especially because a story requires a multi-unit turn.
Therefore, how an emerging story is related to the ongoing talk and why it is told at the
current moment are usually made clear at the beginning of its telling. In the present study,
the focus is on how these processes are accomplished upon the entry into storytelling. I
explore what kinds of resources are employed to mark the relationship between the
forthcoming story and the prior talk, paying close attention to when in a sequence the
projection occurs. Additionally, research on storytelling in the field of conversation
analysis has demonstrated that the design of not only a story entry, but also its process
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and completion is an interactive achievement among participants. Therefore, in this
dissertation I focus on the projection of both the start of storytelling and return to an
abandoned story, and demonstrate how the both of those projections are shaped by the
participants’ use of talk and body.
I have also reviewed studies of Japanese conversational storytelling done in the
field of linguistics. Those studies have revealed some linguistic strategies in obtaining the
floor for storytelling. However, more work is needed to examine whether the
participants’ interactive processes of launching a story found in English storytelling can
also be observed in Japanese conversations. Thus, this dissertation’s examination of both
American English and Japanese conversations will add to previous findings on the
resources and processes of storytelling projection.
Having reviewed how projection and story entry have been studied from a microanalytic approach, in Chapter 3, I give a brief overview of two micro-analytic approaches
to talk-in-interaction, namely, conversation analysis and interactional linguistics, the two
main research methods employed for this study, and present an overview of the datasets
collected.
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Data
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The present study investigates how storytelling is projected and introduced in
different sequential environments during ordinary conversation. I analyze both vocal and
non-vocal communicative practices in relation to the interactional context. The
methodological framework employed, thus, is a micro-analytic approach to interaction,
which includes conversation analysis (CA) and interactional linguistics. This approach
describes moment-by-moment vocal and non-vocal conduct by interactional participants
through the examination of naturally-occurring conversational data. In this chapter, I
provide the details of the methodological framework, data, and process of analyses for
this study.

3.2 METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
3.2.1

Conversation Analysis
Conversation analysis (CA) was introduced in the 1960s by Harvey Sacks, and his

collaborators, Emanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson as an approach to study everyday
conversation. Emerging from ethnomethodology developed by Harold Garfinkel (1967)
and the interaction analysis of Ervin Goffman (1961, 1963, 1971), CA deals with audioor video-recorded naturally-occurring speech data, and investigates the organization of
talk-in-interaction. Talk is viewed as action – people “do things” through talk.
Participants constantly display to each other their on-line understanding of what is
currently going on. What CA researchers are interested in is what is done by a bit of talk,
and how it is responded to by co-participants. As Heritage and Atkinson (1984) put it:
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The central goal of conversation analytic research is the description and
explication of the competences that ordinary speakers use and rely on in
participating in intelligible, socially organized interaction. At its most basic, this
objective is one of describing the procedures by which conversationalists produce
their own behavior and understand and deal with the behavior of others.
(p. 1)
The basic concept of CA is that actions occur in sequences. Talk consists of a series of
turns by different speakers, and turn-taking is organized locally and sequentially (Sacks,
Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 2007). That is, during conversation, what is said
and when it is said are not pre-planned, but contingent; they are managed in real time in
relation to preceding turns in the course of talk-in-interaction. Therefore, an action being
performed in the current turn is a response to what was said and done in the prior turn,
and also influences what will be said and done in the subsequent turns, which means that
an unfolding course of utterances progressively projects a range of possible next actions.
For example, Schegloff and Sacks (1973) argue that actions often occur in pairs, such as
‘question-answer,’ ‘greeting-greeting,’ or ‘invitation-acceptance/refusal.’ When a
question is produced, the occurrence of an answer in the next turn becomes relevant, and
when an offer is made by a first speaker, an acceptance or refusal by another speaker
becomes a relevant next action. Actions, therefore, are not produced independently from
the interactional context, but shaped in a sequence through co-participants’ inspection of
each turn.
CA’s focus on ‘sequence organization,’ “the organization of courses of action
enacted through turns-at-talk” (Schegloff, 2007, p. 2), suggests two things: (1)
conversation analysts focus on sequences of actions rather than isolated utterances, and
(2) they are not interested in the motivation or intention of speakers. In CA, it is
understood that every bit of talk is a consequence of the prior speaker’s turn, and none of
it is simply a result of the externalized form of an isolated speaker’s mind processing.
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Through the constant display of their inspection of what others do in the immediately
preceding turn, participants can update and ensure their intersubjective (mutual)
understanding of the ongoing activity. Therefore, it is not important to pay attention to
what kind of action speakers intend to perform. Instead, conversation analysts focus on
sequences of actions and examine how participants display their ongoing understanding
of unfolding course of talk moment by moment, and thereby jointly construct an action. It
is through this analytic concept of CA that projection should be studied. Since actions
occur in sequences, participants orient to what will happen next and prepare to coordinate
their actions with it. The present study on projection, therefore, employs CA and
describes how projection of next action occurs in unfolding interaction.
Although most of the earlier findings in CA come from the investigation of
English conversations, there is a growing body of conversation analytic studies done in
other languages as well. Such studies show that the basic organizations of interaction,
such as turn-taking organization, sequence organization, or preference organization, also
work in other languages (e.g., Schegloff, 2006). One line of studies on conversations in
languages other than English examines the relationship between linguistic structures and
organization of interaction. It is demonstrated that while interactional organizations are
universal, the forms of interaction are shaped by and adapted to the locally available
resources of particular languages (Sidnell, 2009). Since the present study deals with how
linguistic structure is relevant to projection, in the next section, I briefly outline the field
that explores how interaction is organized by language as well as how language is shaped
by interaction.
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3.2.2

Interactional Linguistics
Growing from the awareness of the relationship between language structure and

interaction, the study of linguistic organization in conversation has developed as
‘interactional linguistics’ (Couper-Kuhlen & Selting, 2001), and ‘interaction and
grammar’ (Ochs, Schegloff, & Thompson, 1996). These are interaction-based approaches
to linguistic structures in everyday conversation, which investigate people’s real-time use
of language in interaction. Therefore, unlike traditional linguistics, including the
Chomskyan paradigm, which studies written sentences isolated from any context,
researchers of interactional linguistics deal with naturally-occurring conversational data.
Additionally, interactional linguistics has an interdisciplinary background – it is
developed at the intersection of discourse functional linguistics (Ford, Fox, & Thompson,
2002), conversation analysis, and linguistic anthropology, and explores the way all
aspects of linguistic resources, such as syntax, semantics, phonetics, phonology,
morphology, and pragmatics, are shaped by as well as shape interactional practices
(Ochs, Schegloff, & Thompson, 1996; Couper-Kuhlen & Selting, 2001).
Interactional linguistics treats syntactic constructions, such as sentences, phrases,
clauses, and lexicons, as both resources and products of ongoing processes of interaction
between speakers and recipients. As Schegloff (1996) argues:
On the one hand, the organizational contingencies of talking in a turn shape
grammar – both grammar as an abstract, formal organization and the grammar of
a particular utterance. On the other hand, the progressive grammatical realization
of a spate of talk on a particular occasion can shape the exigencies of the turn as a
unit of interactional participation on that occasion, and the grammatical properties
of a language may contribute to the organization of turn-at-talk in that language
and of the turn-taking device by which they are deployed (p. 56).
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On the one hand, in interactional linguistics, the construction of a sentence is treated as
an outcome of social interaction. Traditional linguistics is based on the idea that speakers
combine pre-established language forms into sentences using their linguistic knowledge
and competence. In this view, language is an abstract, context-independent system, which
resides in the competent speaker’s mind. In contrast, in the perspective of interactional
linguistics, sentences in one’s utterance are shaped based on the placement of a turn in a
sequence, social and interactional context, and special social activities (Ochs, Schegloff,
& Thompson, 1996). That is, they are constructed by what happened previously, what
action is being performed, who the recipients are, and what they currently do. For
example, many studies have shown that particles in many languages come at either turnbeginnings or endings since they are responsive to either previous and/or subsequent
turns (Ochs, Schegloff, & Thompson, 1996). Sentences are thus shaped with respect to
not only grammatical structures, but also their position within a turn and sequence. As
Ochs, Schegloff and Thompson (1996) points out, “grammar is vulnerable to social
interaction in that social interaction is the universally commonplace medium for language
acquisition, language maintenance, and language change” (p. 36-37).
On the other hand, while interaction organizes grammar, grammar is one of the
resources for social interaction as well; it structures various interactional organizations.
For instance, while repair is a universal interactional practice, the way in which English
and Japanese speakers manage the same turn self-repair8 is different because of the
distinct syntactic organization in the two languages (Fox, Hayashi, & Jasperson, 1996). In
addition, as discussed in Chapter 2, grammar along with other resources project a
possible completion point of an ongoing turn and speaker change (Ford & Thompson,
8

Self-repair is a practice to modify one’s own trouble or mistake in talk (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks,
1977).
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1996; Iwasaki, 2008, 2009; Hayashi, 1999, 2003a; Lerner, 1991, 1996a, 1996b; Lerner &
Takagi, 1999). Furthermore, studies show that the interplay of some linguistic tokens and
prosody display a certain conversational move, such as free-standing oh used as a display
of news receipt (Local, 1996). As these studies have shown, participants rely on syntax
along with other resources when understanding and organizing interaction.
In order to reveal the relationship between grammar and interaction, it is crucial to
take a cross-linguistic perspective (Ochs, Schegloff, & Thompson, 1996; Schegloff,
1996; Couper-Kuhlen & Selting, 2001). Comparative studies on typologically different
languages from an interactional linguistic approach suggest, “the way common problems
are dealt with in interaction may be shaped by the distinct linguistic resources which a
language provides” (Couper-Kuhlen & Selting, 2001, p. 8). For example, as discussed in
Chapter 2, while English SVO word order allows for projection of a possible turn-shape
early in an ongoing turn, the predicate-final structure of Japanese does not project an
emerging turn-shape and/or the social action performed through the turn until later (e.g.,
Fox, Hayashi, & Jasperson, 1996; Tanaka, 1999a, 1999b, 2000). Thus, taking a crosslinguistic perspective, research on interactional linguistics aims to reveal how the
linguistic resources, such as grammar, prosody, and lexical tokens, of particular
languages shape and constrain the universal organization of talk-in-interaction.
Therefore, the present study, which deals with two different languages, employs the
perspective and analytic tool of interactional linguistics in order to explore both
linguistic-specific and linguistic-independent aspects in projection of storytelling.
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3.2.3

Studies on Multimodality in Interaction
Finally, Because the present study focuses on non-vocal conduct in addition to

vocal actions, I now discuss how embodied actions in interaction have been examined
within the framework of CA. Although it is crucial for participants to possess common
knowledge in the grammatical and prosodic resources of the languages they use (Ford,
1993), language is not the only resource that they employ in organizing talk (e.g., Stivers
& Sidnell, 2005). Therefore, when analyzing face-to-face interaction, where one’s body
is visible to others, the key is to focus on participants’ embodied displays of their
understanding of what is currently going on. A number of recent research in CA has
shown how language and bodily conduct, such as gesture, gaze, facial expressions,
posture, as well as actions performed with material objects, etc., organize talk-ininteraction (e.g., Bolden, 2003; C. Goodwin, 1979, 1981, 1995b, 2000, 2003a, 2003b,
2004, 2006; C. Goodwin & M. H. Goodwin, 1986; Hayashi, 2003a, 2003b, 2005; Heath,
2002; Koschmann & LeBaron, 2002; LeBaron & Koschmann, 2003; LeBaron & Streeck,
2000; Lerner, 2004; Mondada, 2007; Stivers & Sidnell, 2005; Streeck, 1993, 2009a,
2009b; Streeck & Knapp, 1992). These studies have revealed that the use of such
multimodal resources can inform the participants about the kinds of activity in which
they are engaged. For example, when a speaker has a trouble finding a word, s/he usually
indicates the problem using his/her bodily conduct, and prefigures the concept
represented by the searched-for word with gestures (C. Goodwin & M. H. Goodwin,
1986; Hayashi, 2005; Streeck, 1993, 2009b). Through the speaker’s vocal and non-vocal
display of his/her problem of locating a next word, other participants can then join-in the
speaker’s word-search by providing candidate words. That is, such bodily behaviors
make the ongoing activity a publicly observable practice which can furnish the
opportunity for others to organize their coordinated entry into that activity.
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In sum, drawing on conversation analytic framework, this study analyzes
participants’ vocal and non-vocal behaviors relevant to storytelling projection. Because
of its cross-linguistic perspective, the analytic concept of interactional linguistics is also
employed. Therefore, through the examination of naturally-occurring conversations in
American English and Japanese, I pay close attention to the sequential structures and the
participants’ moment-by-moment deployment of linguistic resources and embodied
actions.

3.3 DATA
The data for this study consists of videotaped conversations in both English and
Japanese. I obtained face-to-face conversations at casual gatherings (e.g., dinner); all
participants were sitting around a table, facing each other. Conversations at casual
gatherings are recorded in order to obtain natural talk. All conversations were videotaped
so that the researcher was able to analyze both vocal and non-vocal behaviors of the
participants as well as view the data repeatedly for detailed analysis. Upon data
collection, all the subjects agreed to participate, and signed the consent form. While the
camera was visible to the participants, they did not show any particular attention to it. As
Duranti (1997) argues, the camera did not seem to keep them from producing normal
behaviors.
All English data were recorded in Texas between 2007 and 2009. The dataset
includes a total of approximately 375-minutes of conversations among family members
or friends at dinner, breakfast, or coffee. Although there was one non-native English
speaker included in the entire dataset (Cari in [Grey’s Night]), she lived in the U.S. and
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had near-native skills of English speaking. The following are descriptions of each
recording:
(1) [Dallas Family 1]: 60-minute dinnertime conversation of a family at their home. The
participants: Mother, Niece, Daughter, and Grandma.
(2) [Dallas Family 2]: 60-minute conversation of the same family during brunch. The
participants: Mother, Niece, Daughter, Grandma, Father, and Son.
(3) [Dallas Family 3]: 60-minute dinnertime conversation of the same family. The
participants: Mother, Niece, Daughter, Grandma, Father, and Son.
(4) [Four Girls]: 45-minute dinnertime conversation among four female college students
at a sorority house. The participants: Nicole, Claire, Rebeca, and Monica.
(5) [American Friends’ Talk]: 45 minutes conversation among two male and one female
in their late twenties. The participants: Paul, Steve, and Lisa.
(6) [Grey’s Night]: 60 minutes after dinner conversation among three graduate students a
house. The participants: Cari, Leah, and Kate.
(7) [Classmates’ Talk 1]: 45minutes conversation among three college students (two
males and a female) on campus. The participants: Fred, Mia, and Sean.
The Japanese data came from a total of about 420 minutes of casual conversations
among female friends recorded between the fall of 2007 and spring of 2008. Although all
the data was recorded in Texas, all the participants were native speakers of Japanese:
(1) [Japanese Dinner Conversation 1]: 60 minutes dinner conversation among three
female friends at a house. The participants: Maki, Ryoko, and Yumiko.
(2) [Japanese Dinner Conversation 2 and 3]: a total of 120-minute dinner table
conversation among four female friends at a house. The participants: Eri, Maki,
Ryoko, and Yumiko.
(3) [Japanese Tea Time 1, 2, and 3]: a total of 180-minute tea time conversation among
five female friends at a house. The participants: Eri, Hisako, Maki, Rin, Toko, and
Yumiko.
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(4) [Japanese Friends’ talk]: 60 minutes after dinner conversation among five female
friends at a house. The participants: Hisako, Maki, Ryoko, Saya, and Yumiko.

3.4 TRANSCRIPTS
I viewed all the obtained data repeatedly and chose the relevant examples for the
present study, which were then transcribed. Transcripts are not only a tool for researchers
to present their data and analysis in a written form, but also useful to analyze the recorded
segment in details. Through the transcribing process, researchers are able to notice
various details in conversation, such as overlaps in utterances, sound-stretches, start and
end points of gestures and gaze shifts, etc. (Hopper, Koch, and Mandelbaum, 1986). In
addition, transcripts enable researchers to pay close attention to the utterances, words,
and contents of the conversation under analysis. Therefore, both the process and products
of transcription are essential for the analysis of talk-in-interaction.
The transcription is based on the conventions originally developed by Gail
Jefferson for CA (c.f. Atkinson & Heritage, 1984, ix-xvi; Jefferson, 2004) (see
Appendix). In the transcripts, the start and end points of the overlapping talk, length of
pauses, pitch, volume, and speed of utterances are recorded as accurately as possible. To
indicate the location and duration of embodied actions (e.g., gestures) in relation to the
turn of talk, their onset and end points are marked with a numbered square bracket, and
the description of the action is indicated either in a double bracket or box:
1 ((descriptions of a body behavior))
┌───┴───┐
Descriptions
of a body
behavior

1
┌───┴───┐
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In the text, the reference to these descriptions in the transcript is indicated with “(body
#).” Also, the duration of a participant’s gaze to a current speaker in relation to the
ongoing talk is indicated in the transcript as below (“gaze #” in the text):
Recipient’s name:

+---------------+

Descriptions of embodied behaviors not particularly relevant to the analyzed
phenomenon are either omitted or provided in double parenthesis. All participants are
treated anonymously in the transcripts.
For non-English data, original utterances and their English translations are
provided in the transcripts using three lines following Hayashi (2003a): the sounds of
original utterances are presented using the Roman alphabet in the first line, an interlinear
word-by-word gloss and grammatical description are in the second line (see Appendices),
and in the third line, a vernacular translation in English is provided as follows:
Y: mo

kooiu toki wa nani yutte mo dame da toka

already this when SP what say
PT bad CP PT
There’s no use saying anything to my dad when he is like this.

(PT: particle, SP: subject particle, CP: copula verb be)
It needs to be noted that for languages with a different word-order from English, the
translation can be a problem (Hayashi, 2003a). In an attempt to keep the original
temporal ordering of unfolding talk, some English translations may lack in naturalness.

3.5 THE PROCESS OF ANALYSIS
Examples were chosen from the obtained data, focusing on the sequences of
actions rather than looking at a single turn in isolation. First, I looked for the occasions in
which stories are told, and picked out the segments in which a story emerges without an
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explicit request to tell. Then, at the beginning of each telling, I paid attention to
sentences, phrases, words, grammatical structures, prosodies, laughter gestures, gaze
movements, facial expressions, body posture shifts, etc. that are understood by the
recipients as projecting a multi-unit turn. When projecting a story, speakers often use an
attention-getter, such as an indication of noticing (“oh”), or a ‘key word’ which often
includes the name of a person, place, object, or event (like “That guy,” “My mom,” etc.);
utters an assessment or characterization of a person, place, object, or event (“I had this
great anatomy teacher”); signal noteworthiness (“listen,” “You know what?,” etc.), or
confirms the knowledge of recipients (“Remember when we went to the grave yard
in…?”). Evidence of projection can be found in recipients’ behaviors. When recipients
recognize that the speaker is producing extended talk, they yield a turn to the current
speaker and start to provide a continuer, such as mm hmm (Jefferson, 1985), or turn their
gaze to him/her and continue looking at him/her (C. Goodwin, 1979, 1980), indicating
their intention to remain as recipients. It is not always the case, however, that recipients
recognize that storytelling or some kind of extended talk has been projected. Or, even
when they recognize a possible telling, they sometimes do not align with the projected
upcoming talk. When recipients are not receptive to a projected telling, I paid attention to
what the first speaker does next since s/he possibly makes another attempt to gain the
floor using different resources and actions.
As I collected examples, I noticed similar patterns of processes before the entry
into a story. I categorized the examples based on the place of projection in relation to turn
(pre-beginning, turn-beginning, or mid-turn) and sequence (during a sequence, or at a
closure of a sequence), actions performed by the telling (agreeing, showing
understanding, etc.), and to what action the story is responding to (or not responding to).
The type of resources that project a possible telling (grammatical structure, prosody,
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lexicon, gesture, gaze, body posture, etc.) are examined within their placement in a turn
and sequence. The employment of each modality was analyzed in relation to other
modalities, that is, I examined how multiple modalities used by the participants are
coordinated. Projection does not occur through talk and gesture alone. Rather, how
something is foreshadowed should be considered in relation to where in a sequence and
turn that talk and gesture occurs as well as how each modality contextualizes the others
(Streeck, 2009a). The same processes were then repeated for each example in each
language dataset. It is also examined whether there were any language-specific resources
used for projection.
In this chapter, I provided descriptions of the methodological framework, the data
employed, and the analytical procedures for the present study. In the next three chapters,
I present my analyses on how vocal and non-vocal behaviors contribute to the projection
of upcoming storytelling in American English and Japanese.
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Chapter 4: Story Entry: Projection of Coherence and Disjunction
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter demonstrates how storytelling sequences are projected and how
stories are launched during ordinary conversations. Jefferson (1978) demonstrates that
spontaneous stories in ordinary conversations: (1) emerge from turn-by-turn talk, being
triggered by something just said, or interrupting the otherwise ongoing talk, and (2)
“methodically introduced into turn-by-turn talk” (p. 220), starting in a way that fits to the
ongoing talk. Thus, stories do not start at a random moment in a random way; instead,
there is always some sort of transition from the embedded talk to a storytelling (Jefferson,
1978; Polanyi, 1985; Sacks, 1974, 1992). While some stories begin with an explicit
preface sequence (Sacks, 1974, 1992), such as “do you wanna hear something funny?,”
which overtly offers the start of a storytelling sequence, others are introduced in a more
implicit way. This chapter thus explores both explicit and implicit ways of marking the
entry into storytelling in American English and Japanese conversations. Here, the focus is
on verbal behaviors employed for projection. The purpose is to investigate how a
storytelling sequence is introduced as well as how a story is launched9 in the two
languages. I focus on how a storytelling sequence is projected, how storytelling starts in
relation to the talk-in-progress, and how the floor for a storytelling is negotiated with
other participants.
Before starting the actual analyses of the data, however, let us look at the
following:
(1)
4

P:

[American Friends Talk, 21:09, Proposal]
totally does not acknowledge you know the kind of stress

9

Schegloff (1992) distinguishes “stories” from “storytelling sequences.” He describes, “Stories appear as
parts of larger sequentially organized spates of talk – storytelling sequences” (p. 201).
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5
6
7
8
9

→S:

(2)
1
2
3
4
5

that a person can go through [(…)
[Just like my frie:nd
he went he like planned for it like (.) a month (.)
straight like try- he rented out this (.) restaura:nt
[and everything you know ·hh
((Story continues))
[Dallas Family 3, 27:20, Age misunderstanding]

Niece: Trust me we’ve been studying facial expressions
in my non-verbal class
(0.4)
→Mother: ·hh lo- li- listen to thi:s.((looks at Niece))
Stan was working with this- this girl in a lab and
((Story continues))

In both of these examples, the storytelling does not begin with an explicit preface
sequence which overtly requests for permission. The strategies used to enter a story is
more implicit; in (1), the speaker provides direct response to what is talked about in the
preceding turn (“Just like my friend”), and in (2), the speaker attempts to elicit her coparticipants’ attention by a command (“listen to this”). There is an obvious difference
between these two ways of story entry; the start of the turn, “Just like my friend,” refers
to the content of a forthcoming story while “listen to this” is not a part of a story. That is,
while in (1) the speaker starts the telling immediately after the previous turn, the speaker
in (2) first calls for others’ attention before she actually starts her telling. What causes
this difference? What causes the speaker in (2) to not start the storytelling immediately
after the prior utterance as the speaker in (1)? What accounts for this difference is, I
argue, whether the upcoming story is coherent with and directly contributes to the
immediate prior talk, or whether it starts as a separate activity which is sequentiallydisjunctive to the prior talk. Past studies have discussed that continuing coherently from
the prior talk is an unmarked option while disjunctive move is considered as marked
(Couper-Kuhlen, 2004). Therefore, when initiating the talk disjunctive to the prior one,
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the speaker tends to alert the recipients to the upcoming shift. I thus investigate in this
chapter the projection of coherence and disjunction upon entry into storytelling. Note that
coherence and disjunction are not defined in terms of topic. Schegloff (1990) points out
that coherence of talk is provided by sequence10 or action composed by ‘clumping of
turns,’ and not by topical linkages. In other words, it is not what the talk is about, but
what is done by the talk that shows coherence of talk. In fact, a topic can shift within the
framework of a single sequence. Also, two utterances whose topics are coherent can
appear in two incoherent sequences (Schegloff, 1990).
Therefore, this chapter specifically aims to illustrate the projection of: (a) a story
coherent/continuous with the ongoing talk, and (b) a story sequentially-disjunctive from
the prior talk. I examine the coherence and disjunction in relation to the structure of
sequences. How storytelling is prefaced has been extensively studied for English
(Jefferson, 1978; Polanyi, 1985; Sacks, 1974, 1992), and there are some works in
Japanese that deal with storytelling prefaces (Karatsu, 2004; Li, 2000; Maynard, 1989).
However, how the relationship of an upcoming story to the ongoing action is projected
has not been examined in detail. The analyses in section 4.1 and 4.2 thus aim to provide
better understanding of the introduction of conversational stories. This chapter also
explores the similarities and differences in the linguistic items employed to project a
storytelling sequence or a component of a story in American English and Japanese, two
typologically different languages, in an attempt to contribute to the area of grammar and
interaction (section 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).

10

‘Sequence’ is composed of its basic unit, an adjacency pair (two adjacent turns which comes in pairs,
such as question-answer, request-acceptance/rejection, summons-answer), which can be expanded through
pre-, insert-, and post-expansion (Schegloff, 1990).
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4.2 PROJECTING COHERENCE
First, I investigate cases in which a story is produced as a direct response to the
prior turn. In such cases, a story starts within the ongoing sequence and can directly
contribute to the prior action, such as supporting or falsifying a previous claim, or
indicating alignment with the earlier utterance. The following analyses show that
temporal closeness of an emerging story to the prior action is a main resource to project
the story’s direct relevance to the ongoing talk. As Jefferson (1978) discusses, referring
to Sacks (1972), two utterances that are next to each other are treated as coherent when
there is no device that marks disjuncture between the two. It is also observed that the
signaling of direct connection to the prior talk is another marker of a coherent story.
4.2.1

Proving a Claim
One can tell a story in order to support the previous speaker’s argument. Let us

consider the first example in Excerpt (3). In this excerpt, the potential teller indicates that
he knows a similar episode of what the previous speaker talked about, saying “just like,”
and supports the prior speaker’s point through his story. The story here during the
conversation among Paul, Steve, and Lisa starts after Paul explains to Lisa that women
should acknowledge the men’s effort they make before a marriage proposal. Steve first
agrees with Paul that there is a lot of planning involved when a man proposes – besides
just buying an engagement ring – and tells the story about one of his friends’ preparation
for proposing. His story is consistent with Paul’s earlier claim. Here, Steve immediately
enters the telling before Paul completely finishes his turn.
(3)
1
2
3
4

P:
S:
P:

[American Friends Talk, 21:09, Proposal]
I think that (0.3) when when people just look at the
value of a ring or something it jusAh:
totally does not acknowledge you know the kind of stress
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5
6 →S:
7
8
9
10 P:
11 S:
12
13 P:
14
15 S:
16 P:
17 S:
18
19
20 P:
21

that a person can go through [(…)
[Just like my frie:nd
he went he like planned for it like (.) a month (.)
straight like try- he rented out this (.) restaura:nt
[and everything you know ·hh
[mm hmm mm hmm
the first place they had date a:t (0.2) >you know<
[exactly five years to the day befo:[re
[Yeah yeah
[Yeah
exactly [very thoughtful
[You know
[You know (.) many planning things [(happen)
[Yeah hah
[that was
that cost a lot more money
and took a lot more t[ime than a ring=
[°time°
=exactly.=

Here, as the volume of Paul’s utterance becomes lower as it approaches its completion
(line 5), Steve utters in overlap with Paul’s speech that has trailed off, “Just like my
friend” (line 6), and starts his story. He does not insert any lexical or prosodic ‘disjunct
marker’ (Jefferson, 1978, p. 221)11 before entering the telling. This shows that his story
occurs within the ongoing sequence previously initiated by Paul. Since Paul’s expression
of his opinion (lines 1 to 5) can make an agreement/disagreement with it a relevant next
action of others, Steve’s utterance “Just like my friend” which is placed immediately after
Paul’s opinion can be understood as agreement with Paul. Also, “Just like,” at the
beginning of his turn (line 6) indicates that he knows something related to what Paul has
said. Moreover, saying “just like my friend” at the turn-beginning without specifying the
target event can project a possible elaboration on it. Therefore, by signaling the direct
connection by “just like,” he not only shows his alignment with Paul’s previous talk, but
also foreshadows that he will explain how Paul’s perspective is reflected in his friend’s

11

Jefferson (1978) discusses that a disjunct marker, “signals that the talk to follow is not coherent with the
adjacent prior talk” (p. 221).
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experience; the recipients are informed of the trajectory of the story (which is an episode
of his friend that proves Paul’s point) in advance.
As this example shows, positioning the story entry adjacent to the prior talk as a
direct response to it signals that the forthcoming talk is sequentially coherent. In this
example, by claiming at the turn-beginning that he knows friend’s experience consistent
with the ongoing talk, using “just like my friend,” Steve not only projects a possible
telling, but also indicates his agreement with and support for the previous speaker.
Here is a similar Japanese example. The story in the next excerpt is also told as a
direct response to the prior utterance. Yumiko’s story here is triggered by the ongoing
topic about how unusual Yumiko’s maiden name used to be and how comical the
combination of her first name (Yumiko) and maiden name (Mariko) sounded (because
they rhyme). Prior to this segment, Yumiko said that she used to fight with her parents
when she was younger because she was made fun of by others about her name. Maki then
tells her that although it does not seem natural that they named her “Yumiko” which
includes “ko” while there is already another “ko” in her last name, they may have thought
about her getting married eventually (lines 1 and 2). In response to Maki, Yumiko then
tells a humorous story about how common her present last name is, unlike her maiden
name:
(4)
1

M:

2
3
4→

[Japanese Dinner Conversation 2, 35:35, Last name]
ma demo

Well but

kekk[on shichautte iuno m[o omottetano ka[moshirenai yo
Marry
do
PT
think-PAST
perhaps
Well, but perhaps they thought about you eventually getting married.

Y:

[·hhhh

[un

[ma: ne

yes
Yeah.

well PT
Well, yes.

[kekk(h)on shicha(h)u(hh) de(h)mo(h)sah[h ˙hhhhh
marry

do

but
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PT

FP

Get married. But(hh)…

5

R:

6

M:

7

R:

8

→Y:

ne ima demo Tanaka Yumiko ni na[tta

9

M:

[u:n

10

R:

9

M:

10

R:

11

M:

12

Y:

13

R:

14

yes
Yes.

[u[n

yes
Yeah.

[u:n

yes
Yeah.

no ne,

FP now but Tanaka Yumiko PT become-PAST FP
You know, but now, I’ve become Yumiko Tanaka, right?

FP

yes
Yeah.

u:[:n

yes
Uh huh.

[u:n

yes
Yeah.

u:[:n

yes
Uh huh.

[cho- chotto koishii Mariko Yumiko ga
a little
miss
Mariko Yumiko
You miss Mariko Yumiko a little.

PT

chotto futsu n[anda yo ne:
a little common CP
FP FP
My present name is a little too common.

[futsu:::↑:
common
Common?

u[:::n
hmm
Hmm.

15 →Y:
16

M:

17

R:

18

Y:

19

[u:n

[nan- konaida mo byoin

de (0.4) >nihon de ne?<=

the other day PT hospital PT
Japan PT FP
The other day, at a hospital, (this was) in Japan, okay?

=u[n

yes
Uh huh.

[u:[n

[u:n

yes
Mm hmm

yes
mm hmm.

[byoinde Tanaka sa:n tokaitte [˙hh kusuri matte tara

Hospital Tanaka honorifics say prescription wait-PAST when
At a hospital, when I was waiting for prescription,

[yobarete
called
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they called “Tanaka-san.”

20

M:

[u:n un

21

Y:

hai tokatte tachi agattara sa,

22
23

yes yes
Mm hmm, mm hmm.

Yes say
stand up
When I said “yes” and stood up,

tonari no oyaji

FP

mo

issho

ni tachiagatee sa(hh)

Next PT middle-aged man PT together PT stand up
a mid-aged guy sitting next to me also stood up at the same time.

R:

FP

ahahahahahahaha

As soon as Maki says, “Ma kekkon shichau tteiuno mo omottetanokamo shirenai yo
(Maybe your parents thought it was okay to give you a name with “ko” since you would
eventually get married)” (lines 1 and 2), Yumiko repeats a part of what Maki just said
(“kekkon shichau (get married)”) and laughs (line 4). She then says, “demo sa (but),” and
laughs again (line 4). This indicates that Maki’s utterance is a direct resource that
reminds her of something laughable. Also, by the conjunction demo (but), she projects
more to come after that, and thereby expands the ongoing sequence. Rin (line 5) and
Maki’s (line 6) acknowledge tokens “un (yeah)” show that they are recognizing this
projection. Note that this projection of Yumiko’s possible story is placed at the slot where
her response to Maki’s preceding comment is relevant.
Yumiko does not immediately reveal what she just remembered and laughed at.
Instead, she states, “ne ima demo Tanaka Yumiko ni natta no ne (but now, I’ve become
Yumiko Tanaka, right?)” (line 8), and reminds her recipients of her present name. Maki
then provides her guess about what Yumiko would say next (“Chotto koishii Mariko
Yumiko ga (You miss ‘Mariko Yumiko’ a little),” in line 11), which is immediately
corrected by Yumiko (“Chotto futsu nanda yo ne (My present name is a little too
common)”) in line 12. Right after this utterance, Yumiko enters a story that describes
how common her present last name is, supporting the claim she just made. Therefore,
Yumiko first provides her perspective of her present last name (her present last name is
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“chotto futsu (a little too common)”), and tells the story to explain why she came to think
that way.
In the above examples, a story is told at a place where a response to a prior turn is
relevant during the ongoing sequence. Another case in which a continuous story starts is
when a prospective teller expands the ongoing sequence even after it reached its possible
closure. Let us consider the following example from a Japanese conversation. In this
excerpt, “Soo kamo shirenai (may be like that),” indicates that its speaker knows a case
that illustrates the same point of the immediately prior talk. Soo (that way), a
demonstrative that points to something distant from the speaker but close to the addressee
(Kuno, 1970), refers to what the prior speaker just said (what is closer to her/him) and
indicates a conjunctive relationship (“in that way”) to it. In interaction, it serves to claim
for transition into coherent talk with prior speech (Maynard, 1989). The following
segment starts right after Maki says that if a man grows up in a women-dominant family,
he gets used to talking with a woman. As in above examples, the connection to the
immediately prior talk is signaled right after the previous utterance:
(5)
1

M:

2

Y:

3

M:

4

H:

5

S:

6

M:

[Japanese Friends Talk, 23:58, Onna katei]
Onna no katei de sodatsu to yappar[i otoko
Woman PT family PT grow up PT naturally man
A man who grew up in a woman-dominant family,

[a un

Oh yes
Oh yes.

mo onna ni narerun da to omou.=

PT woman PT used to CP PT think
can get used to a woman/become a woman-like (“nareru” can be taken as two separate
meanings: ‘get used to’ and ‘become.’).

[O(h)tok(h) mo [o(h)nna ni nareru
Man
PT woman
A man can become woman-like.

PT become

[otoko mo onna ni nareru tte ·hh=
Man
PT woman PT become
A man can become woman-like.

=U:n iya: soo dat[o omou yo.
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Yes well so CP PT
Yeah, well, I think so.

7

H:

8

M:

9

Y:

10

E:

think FP

[Teiuka(0.2)onna ni teikoo nakunaru yone=
Or
women PT resistance disappear FPFP
Or, you mean, they don’t get shy around women, right?

=soo[soo soo s[oo soo
yes yes yes yes yes
Right, right. Right, right.

[un un

[un

Yes yes
yes
Yeah, yeah, yeah.

[↑Ahh
Ahh

11 →Y:
12
13

[Hmm
hmm.

[Uchi no otto ga soo kamoshirenai
My PT husband PT so probably
My husband is like that, probably.

nanka chichioya g[a tanshinfunin

tok[a shiteta koto ga

Well
father
PT business bachelor etc.
Well, his father used to live far away from home for work

H:

[un

do-PAST

thing PT

[un un un

Yes.

Uh huh.

14

Y:

nagakute[:

15

H:

16

S:

17

Y:[Obaachan to okaasan to [imooto no nakade sodatt[eruk[ara[:

18

E:[Ah

19

H:

20

R:

[°ah[:°

21

M:

[ah

22

S:

[AH

23

Y:

long
for a long time, and

[un=
Uh huh.

=Ahh:
Ahh:
Grandma
PT mother PT sister PT inside
Because he grew up among his grandma, mother, and sister,

grew up

because

[Hah:

Ah

Hah

[ah:

ah:
ah

ah
ah
women PT
people etc
well PT so
little
women and, well, so, like…
1 ((produces a gesture of gently folding clothes.))

┌────────────┴───────────

24
25

onna no (.) hito toka: (0.3) nanka ne daka chotto (.)

>na[ndaro< myoni koo sentakumono tatamuno toka
What
oddly this laundry
fold
what’s that, when he folds his washed clothes, for example,

H:

[nn
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etc

Mm hmm.

26

Y:

27
28

R:
M:

───────────────┐

nanka sugoi koo [ha[haha
well very this
he goes like this.

[ha[hahaha
[hahaha

In lines 1 and 3, Maki says that she thinks a man who grew up in a family with a lot of
women can get used to being around women. Here, right after Maki says “Onna no katei
de sodatsu to yappari (growing up in a woman-dominant family)” (line 1), Yumiko shows
agreement with Maki, saying “a un (oh yes)” (line 2), which can signal that this part of
Maki’s utterance makes Yumiko understand something. Maki then says “onna ni narerun
da to omo (a man gets used to being around women)” (line 3). Hisako and Saya partially
repeat this part of Maki’s utterance and laugh, showing that they assume that Maki says
“a man becomes woman-like,” instead (the Japanese verb nareru has two separate
meanings: (1) to become something, and (2) to get used to something). Misinterpreting
Maki’s utterance, in line 7, starting “teiuka (or, you mean),” Hisako repairs Maki’s
interpretation, stating that a man who grew up among women is used to talking with
women without being shy in general (“Teiuka onna ni teikoo nakunaru yo ne (Or, you
mean, such men don’t get shy around women, right?)”). The possible closure of the
ongoing sequence then reaches after Maki and Yumiko agree with Hisako (lines 8 and 9).
Even the co-participants’ responses possibly close the current sequence, however,
Yumiko expands it by volunteering to talk about her husband’s case that reflects what
was just said. She projects the telling by stating that her husband is one of such men
(“Uchi no otto ga soo kamoshirenai (My husband is like that, probably)”) (line 11). Here,
by using soo (like that/that way), she points to an element of the previous talk (backward
reference), and signals that she has something to talk about relevant to it (forward
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reference). This shows that the upcoming talk will be produced as a response to the prior
talk, which exhibits her agreement with what the participants have said and proves the
validity of their argument.
It is then projected that more talk will be produced by the same speaker. Yumiko
utters nanka (something/like/well), which is used as a floor-holder that projects
something more to say (Philips, 1998), and enters her telling. She tells that her husband
grew up in a family with a lot of women (line 17), showing that he is a type of man
whom the participants have been talking about, thereby directly responding to the current
talk.
In the next segment, again, the story is told by expanding the current sequence
after it comes to possible closure. Here, a Japanese adverbial particle mo (also) projects
direct connection to the prior talk. Mo, when used after a subject, marks that the subject
also carries some previously mentioned feature. Using “watashi mo (I also),” the teller
signals some connection to the prior talk before starting her storytelling.
In this segment, a story emerges through the recipients’ lack of prior knowledge.
Prior to this excerpt, Eri talks about her friends’ experience of being consulted by a
professional “color coordinator” to examine which colors look good on them. After her
story, Maki says that she wonders what the other jobs of color coordinators are (not in the
transcript). It is this utterance by Maki that opens up the sequence in the segment below.
Yumiko directly responds to Maki in line 1, stating that the color coordinators also
contribute to the snack package designs. Yumiko then illustrates how she learned about
the color coordinators’ jobs, proving that her response to Maki is a correct and
trustworthy one. At the end of her story, she makes clear the ground for her prior claim
that color coordinators also design the colors of snack packages.
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(6)
1

Y:

2

[Japanese tea time 3, 03:21, color coordinator 2]
·hh ano okashi no pakkeji no iroawase

toka

[aaiuno mo [karaa koodineto no [puro

no hito ga

Well snack PT package PT color combination etc.
Well the color combinations of snack packages,

That
PT color coordinate PT professional PT person PT
those are by professional color coordinators, too.

3

M:

4

H:

5

E:

6

M:

7

→Y:

[Eeh:::
oh
Oh.

[↑ah:::
Oh
Oh.

[ah:::
Oh
Oh.

a sona[n da

Oh that
CP
Oh is that so?

[·hh watashi mo nanka
I

ne ano (0.2)

PT something

PT

well

shamisen no sensei ga[:
Shamisen

8

H:

9

M:

10

Y:

11

H:

12

E:

13

Y:

14

PT teacher

PT

[u[n

Yeah
Yeah.

[un

Yeah
Yeah.

karaa <koodineetaa> (.) no shikaku

Color coordinator
PT certification
My Shamisen teacher was a certified color coordinator and,

motte t[e
have

[fu[:n
Oh
Oh.

[hee::
Oh
Oh.

nanka ko: (.)·hh so bun- nan- nandaro
Well

this

what is it

shogai gakushu sentaa toka de[:
life-long learning center like PT

15

M:

[un

16

H:

[un

17

Y:

Yeah
Yeah.
Yeah
Yeah.

karaa koodinetaa koza tokatteno o yattetan dakedo
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Color coordinator class like
PT do-PAST
but
She used to teach at like, what is it, somewhere like a life-long learning center.

((18 lines of describing her experience with the teacher are
omitted))
36 →Y:

Ato wa sooi- nanka pakkeji no dezain toka [o suruyoona
and PT like something package PT design

37

H:

38

Y:

ano bidai

39

M:

=A[h::

40

Y:

etc

PT do

[un

Yeah
Yeah.

no gakusei toka ni

uhm art college PT student etc PT
Also, those art school students who design packages,

[soo:

Oh
Oh.

right
I see.

[oshie ni ittari toka mo: [shiteta
teach PT go
she used to teach them.

etc

PT

do+PAST

After Yumiko claims that one of the color coordinators’ jobs is to design the colors of
snack packages and receives responses from others (lines 1 and 2), Maki reacts as “Eeh:
soo nan da (Oh, is that so?)” (lines 3 and 6) and Hisako and Eri say “ah:: (oh)” (lines 4
and 5). Their responses register their lack of prior knowledge; prolonged eh or ah, as
English oh (Heritage, 1984), marks the receipt of informing12 (Shimotani, 2008). Their
lengthened eh thus signals that what they just heard is new to them, which triggers
Yumiko’s further informing. That is, while the display of receipt of the informing
possibly closes the informing sequence, Yumiko expands it to provide further details.
Yumiko’s next unit of utterance “Watashi mo (I also)” projects that something in
line with the previous talk will be mentioned in the subsequent talk; like the previous
speaker, Yumiko “mo (also)” knows about color coordinators or has some relevant
experience. The use of the adverbial particle mo thus marks the emergence of a coherent
story. Yumiko then states, “Shamisen no sensei ga karaa koodinetaa no shikaku motte te

12

Shimotani (2008) argues that the lengthened eh is used as an assessment of informing.
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(my Shamisen teacher was a certified color coordinator)” (lines 7 and 10). By telling the
recipients that her Shamisen (a Japanese traditional instrument) teacher was a certified
color coordinator, she explains the reason why she knows about that profession. After
explaining her experience with her Shamisen teacher, she tells that the teacher also used
to teach color-coordinating for snack packaging (lines 36, 38, and 40), revealing the
reason for her earlier claim made in lines 1 and 2, and proving that her earlier claim is
indeed based on valid information. Her story thus directly answers Maki’s earlier
question regarding color coordinator’s jobs.
Here is a similar example in English conversation. In the next excerpt, the
ongoing sequence is expanded before launching a story. The story by Mother in the next
excerpt during a family dinner is told to support her own previous statement concerning
the ongoing talk.
(7)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

[Dallas Family 3, 15:50, Grandma’s question]

Grandma: So: (0.2) what do you think about the eggsprice of eggs in China
(0.3)
Niece: The pr(h)ice of e(h)ggs in China(h)? hehehehehe
I don’t know what do you think grandma?
Grandma: Why they gotta raise it.
(0.4)
Niece: They are the WHat?
Grandma: Raise it.
(0.5)
Niece: ºmhhh ·hhº Did you hear what grandma said
→Mother: She always does that when she doesn’t know how taha(h)dd int[o conversation
Niece:
[A(h)h(h) hah hahh
(1.0)
→Mother: One time (0.2) Uncle Stan’s (.) uncle
Niece: mm hmm
Mother: was really gone crazy (0.4) about politics
Niece: mm hmm
Mother: and about everything that(.)goes against anyone to be
Niece: mm hmm
Mother: and we were jus- (0.2) [just swallowing at it
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Niece:
[mm hmm mm
Mother: listening to it swallowing it=
Niece: =Yeah.
Mother: but then grandma said (0.3) so wh(h)at do you think
about the price of e(h)ggs in Ch(h)ina
I thought o↑kay let’s go outside and look at my
roses [we gotta get out of kitchen no:w
Niece:
[hahhhh

Here, after Grandma asks Niece out of the blue what she thinks about the price of eggs in
China (lines 1 and 2), Niece finds her question funny and shares it with Mother, asking,
“Did you hear what grandma said?” (line 11). Mother responds that Grandma’s conduct
is a deliberate strategy that she sometimes uses in certain situations and not something
based on insanity (“She always does that when she doesn’t know how to add into
conversation”) (lines 12 and 13), which Niece laughs at (line 14). Her laughter as a
response to Mother’s utterance and a 1.0 second pause that follows (line 15) mark the
possible closing of the ongoing sequence. However, Mother expands the sequence by
volunteering to provide further details; she utters “one time” (line 16), projecting to talk
about one-time occurrence of some relevant event, and recounts that Grandma ended up
asking about “the price of eggs in China” when everyone was feeling uneasy about
“Uncle Stan’s uncle” talking about politics.
4.2.2

Showing Alignment
Previous subsection showed the cases in which coherence is projected when

supporting a claim with a story. Next, I demonstrate how coherence is projected when a
story is told to show one’s alignment with the prior talk. Again, the temporal closeness of
story entry to the prior talk is a marker of coherence. Also, the prospective teller’s
alignment of ongoing talk is signaled before or during the initial stage of storytelling. Let
us first examine the start of a story that shows agreement. In the following excerpt, the
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story is told as a response to an agreement-seeking. By indicating agreement at the turninitial position, the prospective teller projects that the upcoming story explains her
agreement and is coherent with the ongoing talk. When Rin, the ongoing speaker, brings
up the name of Yukuko Tanaka, the president of a cosmetic company in Japan, only
Yumiko among other participants displays her knowledge regarding the person. Other
recipients, Hisako, Maki, and Toko, on the other hand, align as unknowing recipients.
The knowing recipient, Yumiko, enters her telling after agreeing with Rin (“soo (right)”).
Her story illustrates the reason why she agrees with her.
(8)

[Japanese tea time 1, 23:30, Face Massage 1]

48 R: demo[nanka ano hito

o miruto:(0.2)

but well that person PT see
But, well, when you see her,

49 M:
[·hh
50 Y: °su[goi°

amazing
Amazing.

51 R:

[yaru ttoka ki ni[nacchau yo(hh)ne
Do like feeling PT become FP
FP
You’d feel like doing (her massage), wouldn’t you?

52→Y:
53→
54

[soo: chotto ne
right little FP
Right, actually

jitsuwa ne(hh) wa(h)ta(h)shi(hh)
actually FP
To be honest, I

choudo ne h[hh·hh kino gurai kara ((waves her left hand))
Exactly FP
Since just yesterday,

55 H:
56
57→Y:
58

I

yesterday about since

[mada iinjyanai Yumiko-chan

Still good+NEG Yumiko honorifics
Yumiko, you are still too young to do that.

ne[:yannakute ii to [omou

[un

FP do+NEG
okay PT think
Don’t you think? You don’t have to do it.

[·hh

yes
Yeah.

[nanka ne chichioya ga konaida ano[:
Well FP father
PT a while ago uhm
When my dad, a while ago uhm,

nihon kara asobi ni kita toki[ni:,
Japan from visit PT come when PT
came visit me from Japan,
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59 H:

[un

yes
Yeah

60 Y: Bungeishunjyu tteiu

Bungeishunjyu
say
the magazine called “Bungeishunjyu”

61

ano[:ojisan muke no[zasshi o[kattekita no ne
That man
for PT magazine PT buy-PAST FP
that magazine for middle-age men, he brought that.

FP

Prior to this segment, the unknowing recipients, Hisako, Maki, and Toko, humorously
discussed that the president of a Japanese cosmetic company might have done a cosmetic
surgery to keep her skin looking young. Then, in lines 48 and 51, Rin resumes her point
that Yukuko Tanaka’s face massage does indeed look effective, and seeks agreement
from Yumiko. Yumiko responds to Rin, “sugoi (amazing)” (line 50), while Rin’s
utterance is still in progress, and in line 52, before Rin finishes her sentence (“Yaruttoka
kini nacchau yo ne (You’d feel like doing it, wouldn’t you?)”), Yumiko indicates that she
agrees with her by “soo (right).” She then says, “chotto ne jitsuwa ne watashi choudo ne
kinoo gurai kara (well, to be honest, just yesterday, I…),” while laughing (lines 52, 53,
and 54). By her laughter and “chotto ne (literally meaning ‘a little’),” she pre-indicates
that she has something to talk about. Also, her display of alignment with Rin, “soo
(right),” projects that what she wants to talk about is consistent with the prior talk.
Foreshadowing further talk while agreeing signals that Yumiko’s forthcoming talk is in
line with Rin’s statement.
Her next utterance, “Jitsu wa ne watashi (to be honest/actually, I…),” prefigures
the kind of action that she is going to perform within this turn – a confession about the
speaker herself. That is, by projecting that she is making a confession immediately after
agreeing, she foreshadows that the subsequent talk explains why she agrees. Indeed, her
subsequent story illustrates that she just saw an article about the face massage in a
magazine the previous day and thought about trying it out. Also, the next components,
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“choudo ne kinoo gurai kara (since just yesterday),” mark the timeliness of the event that
she is about to tell, which provides a reason why she is starting the emerging story at this
particular moment.
The example above shows that a second pair-part (agreement) of a first pair-part
(agreement-seeking) is provided with a story. Let us next consider how a story told to
show understanding is projected. Talking about a similar experience as the prior speaker
is one way to show strong understanding of the point of the prior speaker’s talk (Sacks,
1992). That is, telling a similar story does not only demonstrate that the prior talk is
heard, but also shows that it is actually understood. The story in the following example is
a ‘second story’ (Sacks, 1992), a topically similar story to the previous one. It is shown
how the beginning of the second story is negotiated during another speaker’s story (first
story). The prospective teller, Rebeca, indicates that she comes up with something to say
without responding to Monica’s previous story, signaling that the potential next talk is a
response to the prior story. Rebeca then attempts to take the floor to begin her storytelling
while Monica is still speaking.
(9)

[Four girls, 36:43, Dad’s hair]

11 Nicole:
12 Monica:
13
14
15 →Rebeca:
16 Monica:
17
18 →Rebeca:
19 Nicole:
20 →Rebeca:
21 Monica:
22 Rebeca:
23
24 Monica:
25 Claire:

Uhm
My dad was a good dad (.) two little girls
our favorite thing was to (0.2) comb his hair
we put every single one of our bows to his hair.
Oh[: I use- ((looking at Monica))
[And he would let us do it every:
you kno[w ((shakes her head))every time I did it=
[>no< ah
=Oh::
I used to play w[ith my dad’s hair
[okay ((to Nicole))
I would sit there and put mousse and gel in it
[·hh and comb it all ba(h)ck straight ba(h)ck?
[oh thathat’s [weird
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26

Rebeca:

[hah haha

From lines 12 to 14, Monica tells that she and her sister used to play with her father’s hair
when they were younger. When her story reaches a possible completion point, in line 15,
Rebeca utters prolonged “oh::,” which registers her ‘change of state’ of her orientation or
awareness (Heritage, 1984) and attempts to take the floor (“I use-”). This projects that she
intends to talk about some past relevant experience (since “I use-,” which is likely to be
intended as “I used to…,” foreshadows the talk about a past experience) as a response to
Monica’s talk. In other words, she attempts to tell a story as something coherent with the
prior talk.
However, she cannot finish her sentence since Monica continues her telling in
overlap (line 16). Rebeca then negotiates the floor with Monica; since there is Monica’s
competing story that is ongoing, what Rebeca needs to do in order to launch her story is
to derail the current talk. Thus, when Monica says, “you know” (line 17), seeking for
other’s acknowledgment, Rebeca promptly utters, “no,” in order to quickly acknowledge
her talk. Then, as soon as Monica finishes her telling (line 17) and Nicole provides her
response to it (“oh::” in line 19), which confirms the completion of Monica’s telling,
Rebeca repeats her earlier attempt; she repeats the beginning of the sentence that she
attempted to produce earlier and completes it (“I used to play with my dad’s hair”) (line
20). The similarity between the previous and emerging stories is indicated right at the
beginning, “I used to play with my dad’s hair,” which projects that she is starting to tell a
similar experience. That is, by indicating the similarity to the prior talk where her
response to it is relevant, she expands the current sequence and anchors her contribution
to Monica’s prior telling.
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Here is another example. In the next excerpt, after the preceding storytelling ends,
the potential teller projects a telling by indicating about whom she intends to talk. By
uttering the name of a participant where a response to the prior speaker’s storytelling is
relevant, she shows that she recalled something about that participant which relates to the
ongoing talk. It is observed that the story which Mother, the teller, starts in this segment
is triggered by the ongoing topic of different accents within and across languages. After
Niece talks about a humorous cartoon episode that describes how hard it is to understand
a Scottish English accent even though it is not a foreign language, Mother describes how
rudely Father responded to the people in Scotland. Mother’s story thus shows her
alignment with the point of the current talk: how difficult to understand the Scottish
accent. Observe that while others orient to closing Niece’s prior telling sequence, Mother
expands it and launches her story.
(10)

[Dallas Family 2, 30:45, Accent]

1
Niece:
2
3
Son:
4 Grandma:
5→Mother:
6
7
Son:
8
9 →Mother:
10
11
12
13

nobody kne(hh)w li(h)ke what he was sayin'
a[nd=
[mm [hmm
[=Is that a bloody no[se, hun?((speaks to Son))
[Sta(hh)n hhha((laughs and
points to Father))
Ehe ehe ehe
(0.4)
We were in a pu(h)b (0.2) in Scotland and,(0.5)
and we wer- (.) we’ve just gone to a glass factory
and, we were (0.4) in the middle of >I mean<
we’re driving on this road and we looked down and
there’s the North Sea and it’s li[ke
((Story continues))

After the end of Niece’s story (line 1), the sequence of her telling reaches its possible end
as Son shows acknowledgment to it (line 2). Grandma also treats the sequence as closed
since she initiates a new action, which is a question to Daughter asking whether her nose
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is bleeding (line 3). However, Mother orients to continuing the sequence; as we can
observe in the transcript, as soon as Niece finishes her story in line 1, Mother latches her
utterance (“Stan”) as she points to Father with her right index finger (line 5). In doing so
at the position where a response to Niece’s story is relevant, Mother indicates that she has
a humorous story about Father (Stan) related to Niece’s story, showing her alignment
with Niece.
Similar behavior is also observed in Japanese conversations. In the following
excerpt from a dinnertime conversation among four female participants, a story is told to
illustrate that its teller (Eri) understands the current speaker’s (Yumiko) perspective
because she has a similar experience. It is observed that Eri signals that she has a similar
experience (lines 17 and 18) as Yumiko, who just talked about watching video clips on
the YouTube website after hearing the other day that her friends has been doing so (lines
13 to 16). Eri takes the turn in line 25 and tells that she also started to watch some video
clips on YouTube when she ate dinner recently. The direct connection to the previous
talk is indicated through an adverbial particle mo (also) (“watashi mo (I also)”):
(11)
13

[Japanese Dinner Talk 3, YouTube 2]

Y: demo konaida gaaruzu de sa ·hh ano (0.3)
but recently girls
PT PT
But, the other day, at the girls’ night, uhm,

14

minna

well

ga sa yuuchuubu no hanashishit[eta no

Everyone PT FP YouTube
PT talk-PAST
everyone was talking about YouTube.

15

M:

16

Y: sorekara

FP

[u:n
Uh huh.

sa ·hh Yuu(h)chuu[bu: to omotte

since then FP
YouTube
Since then, I’m like, oh, YouTube, and

PT think

17 →E:
18

[ah wa(h)tashi mo

oh I
PT
Oh, me too, (I also watch YouTube videos)

soreka(h)rahh: [mo(h) ·hha hah soo soo
since then

right right
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since then.

19
20
21

Right, right.

Y:

[·hh mo are sa: mazui yo ichinchi are de
That PT bad
It’s really bad.

FP

one day

that PT

owaccha[u mon

End
FP
I can spend the whole day with it.

E:

[un un [u(h)n

[·hhhh u(h)n u(h) u(h)::

Uh huh.

Uh huh, uh huh.

22

M:

[so- honto?

23

R:

[so maji yabai [maji yabai maji aru.

24

Really
Really?

[Sonnani aru?

that
exist
Are there that many TV series on YouTube?

Yes really bad really bad really exist
Yeah, it’s really bad. Really bad. There really are many.

[Un sugoi yo.
Yes very
Yeah, a lot.

FP

25 →E: [Watashi mo saikin nanka gohan no toki wa:
I
PT recently well meal
I also, recently, well, when having a meal,

26

R: =u:n

27

E: nanka pasokon no mae ni itte:

28

R: un un [un

29

E:

when PT

yes
Yes.

well computer PT front PT go
I go sit in front of my computer and
Yes yes yes
Uh huh, uh huh.

30
31

PT

[Yuuchuubu no do(h)rama o minagara
YouTube

PT drama

PT watching

gohan ta(h)be[teru mon hah ·hh
Meal
eat
FP
eat while watching TV series on YouTube.

R:

[ah: atashi mo
Oh
I
Oh, me too.

PT

Observe in this example that coherence of the forthcoming story is marked: (1) by
indicating at the turn beginning that she has something in common with the previous
speaker (using an adverbial particle mo (also) in this case), and (2) by starting a story at
the place where a response to the prior talk is relevant. The story directly contributes to
the ongoing talk since it is about the teller’s similar experience which shows that she
aligns with the prior speaker’s perspective.
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As demonstrated in this subsection, tellers can anchor their contribution to the
prior talk by providing an extended response (agreement or understanding) to the prior
speech with a story. In order to project that prior talk is responded to by a story, the direct
link (similarity) to what has been said is indicated at or close to turn-beginning.
4.2.3

Showing Understanding against Expectation
In the last part of this subsection, I examine cases in which an alignment, such as

understanding or agreement, contradicts with its recipients’ expectations in Japanese
conversations. The present data demonstrates that in such cases, turn-initial demo (but)
pre-indicates that the speakers acknowledge that their understanding or agreement is
against others’ normal expectations. In other words, a token for disjunction or
disalignment (demo (but)) can be used for alignment. In the following segment,
Yumiko’s story emerges after others disagree with Hisako, who tells that turtleneck
sweaters do not look good on her since her neck is not long enough. When Saya says that
she has not thought about whether Hisako’s neck is short or not, Hisako, in line 1,
mentions that people usually do not notice others’ body features. While everyone thinks
that Hisako’s concern is unusual, Yumiko shows that she understands Hisako’s point by
telling a story about a friend who has a similar concern. It is indicated at the beginning of
her turn that Yumiko acknowledges that her understanding of Hisako’s concern might
contradict what others think.
(12)
1

H:

2

→Y:

3

H:

[Japanese Friends Talk, 57:10, Turtleneck]
Hito

made sa (0.2) soo nano yo so nano yo.

Person even PT
so PT
FP so PT
You don’t notice others’ body features. Right, right.

ah demo watashi no tomodachi mo=
But my
PT
Oh, but, my friend also

friend

=u[n
Uh huh.
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PT

FP

4

Y:

5
6
7

[nanka taatorunekku niawanai kara tte

well
turtleneck
suit-NEG because
told me that the turtleneck sweaters didn’t look good on her

taatorunekku zenbu watashi ni kureta koto a[ru.
Turtleneck
all
me
and gave me all her turtleneck sweaters.

E:
H:

PT give-PAST

exist

[hahahaha
[Honto:¿
Really
Really?

After Hisako says that people usually do not notice others’ minor body features, such as
the length of someone’s neck, Yumiko utters, “ah (oh),” signaling that she remembers
something, and says, “demo (but)” (line 2). While she signals some contrast or
contradiction by “demo (but),” what she shows next is a conjunctive move. She
continues, “watashi no tomodachi mo (my friend also),” by which she marks a connection
to the ongoing talk with an adverbial particle mo (also); she indicates that just like
Hisako, a friend of hers “also” did not think turtleneck sweaters looked good on her.
Thus, demo (but) here does not indicate disjunction; instead, it points to the others’
surprise that Hisako is concerned about the length of her neck, and marks that what she is
about to say may contradict their surprise. That is, she is acknowledging that others may
think Hisako’s concern is unnecessary and unique, but at the same time, claims that it is
actually not so unique. The teller enters the story that demonstrates her understanding by
indicating the connection at the beginning of her telling while at the same time, signaling
that what other participants are surprised at is in fact nothing extraordinary.
In the excerpt below, demo (but) shows its speaker’s recognition to the sensitivity
of the ongoing conversation. Here, the teller agrees with the previous speaker and enters
her story, indicating that she can relate to what was just talked about and that she has a
similar experience. Before this segment starts, Ryoko shares her concern that she still
does not know how to start a conversation in English although she has lived in the U.S.
for a long time. Maki then shows understanding, saying that even though she grew up in
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the U.S. and English is her first language, she still cannot tell jokes in English since she is
concerned about being considered unfunny. She says that she does not have the same
problem when speaking in Japanese since she knows how to act when a joke is not
successful. Although Ryoko’s concern is based on her lack of English speaking
competence, Maki expresses affiliation with Ryoko in order to save her face by saying
that even she, as a native speaker of English, has a fear for not successfully tell a funny
joke in English. After Ryoko and Maki made their potentially face threatening
confessions, Yumiko aligns with Maki’s concerns by sharing her experience of not
knowing cultural expectations of what is funny in the U.S. She starts her turn with demo
(but), as seen below:
(13)
1

R:

2

M:

3

R:

4

M:

5

R:

6

→Y:

[Japanese Dinner 3, 37:13, Jokes and Culture]
Soo[soo so:

un un un

Right right right yeah yeah yeah
Right, right. Uh huh, uh huh.

[Baka ni sareru daro toka omocchattari surun da yone.=
Silly PT do
PT
etc think
I tend to think that people may think I’m silly.

do

CP

FP FP

=omou omo[u=

Think think
I think that way, too.

[watashi mo so omou yo.
I
PT so think FP
I understand what you mean.

u:[n u:n
Uh huh uh huh.

7

[·hh ahhh °demo:° ((M, R, and E shift their gaze to Y))
but
But

Wakaru na: sore watashi mada chotto shika inai ked[o:
Understand FP that I
still little only
I understand that. I’ve only been in the U.S. for a little while, but

be-NEG but

8

M:

[u[n

9

R:

[un

10

E:

[un

Uh huh.
Uh huh.
Uh huh.
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11

Y:

12

R:

yappari ko:(0.2) nanka (0.5) raitingu no kurasu toka de[:
Still
this
well
writing
still, like this (0.2) well, (0.5) in my writing class,

PT class

etc. PT

[un
Uh huh.

13

Y:chotto komikaruna bunsho toka kakase[rareta toki[toka demo:

14

M:

15

R:

16

E:

17

Y:

little comical
essay etc. made to write
when I had to write a humorous essay,

when

etc

even

[un

Uh huh.

[u:n
Uh huh.

ah: [ah:
Oh:

18
19

oh:

[nanka jibun de wa omoshiroi to omotte mo shi:n toka
well

self

PT PT funny

PT think

PT quiet

etc

na(h)[te(h)tari toka(h) sugoi kizutsuku

Become-PAST
etc.
very hurt
when everyone was quiet after I read the part that I thought was funny, I was hurt.

R:

[hahahaha

After Maki expresses that she has a similar concern as Ryoko (lines 2 and 4), Yumiko
inhales in a hearable way, and says “demo (but)” (line 6), which draws the recipients’
attention to her. She then agrees with Maki, saying “wakaru na sore (I understand that)”
(line 7), referring to the previous talk by “sore (that).” As she shifts her gaze to Ryoko,
she says, “watashi mada chotto shika inai kedo (I’ve only been in the U.S. for a little
while, but…)” (line 7), showing that she can relate to Maki’s concern despite her lack of
experience of living in the U.S. Her “demo (but)” at turn-beginning, as in the previous
example, signals that although she recognizes that the co-participants may think that their
concerns are abnormal or embarrassing, she still agrees with them, as if saying: “You
may think it is not normal and embarrassing to have such concerns, but I actually do not
think it is an unusual thing.” Demo (but) here thus shows Yumiko’s recognition of her coparticipants’ potential humiliation, but at the same time, denies their assumption that their
concerns are embarrassing and indicates that they are nothing extraordinary. Therefore, it
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is used as a device to deal with this sensitive moment. Her subsequent story is then told to
describe why she can relate to the prior speaker’s concern.
Throughout this section, I have demonstrated that, whether a forthcoming story is
coherent with the talk-in-progress can be projected before it begins. Coherence is
preserved when a story fits in an ongoing sequence, namely, directly contributes to the
ongoing talk, such as (dis)proving his/her or others’ point, or providing an extended
response of understanding or (dis)agreement. Coherence can be projected by: (1) placing
a story adjacent to the prior utterance, where a response to the prior turn is relevant, with
no disjunct marker in between, and/or (2) indicating direct connection to the prior talk at
turn-beginning. Various devices that point to and make connection to the prior talk, such
as just like in English, and soo (like that/right) or an additive particle mo (also) in
Japanese, can be used at turn-beginning to project that what comes next is continuous
with the preceding turn.
Additionally, I discussed an interactive function of demo (but) in Japanese that is
placed before showing alignment with a story. By demo (but), speakers can indicate that
they recognize that their forthcoming expression of alignment is against their coparticipants’ expectations. It can thus treat what is mentioned previously in the ongoing
sequence as nothing unique. That is, a token for disjunction or disalignment, such as
demo (but), is used for tying to the prior talk before the entry into a story.

4.3 PROJECTING DISJUNCTION
In the previous section, I examined the cases in which participants tell a story as a
part of an ongoing sequence by responding to the prior talk with a story. In such cases,
coherence between a forthcoming story and ongoing talk is projected before its telling
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through the temporal proximity and direct connection between them. This section, in
contrast, investigates cases in which storytelling starts as itself a new activity which is
sequentially disjunctive to prior talk. The analyses of the present data display that in
staring the telling of a story not as a part of the prior activity, a prospective teller: (a) calls
for others’ attention to alert to the disjunction, and/or (b) explicitly announces the
transition into a new sequence.
4.2.1

Implicit Marking of Disjunction
During conversation, the participants do not stick to the same theme the whole

time. Instead, the theme of the ongoing talk frequently transitions. When starting a story
triggered by ongoing talk, but not thematically coherent with it, what a potential teller can
do is to either wait until the prior sequence closes, or close the prior sequence. The first
excerpt below shows that the potential next teller attempts to close the current speaker’s
talk to launch the projected telling. When a narrative is started by interrupting the other’s
talk, the intending teller’s job is to avert the recipients’ attention away from the
interrupted talk. In this example, the teller (Rebeca) first signals that the ongoing story
about chicken reminded her of something relevant. Rebeca describes a scene from the
movie “Babel” in which a chicken’s head is cut off; this is triggered by Claire’s previous
story of her grandmother seeing a chicken’s head being cut off. While there is a topical
similarity between these two stories, Rebeca does not start her story as a continuation
from the previous talk. Instead, she starts it as a separate, new activity.
(14)

[Four Girls, 27:45, Chicken 2]

1 Claire: ·hh because (.) she then on their farm, (0.3)
2
she saw chickens right off their heads cut off hhh.
3
sh(h)e wa(h)s like hh [she was thohh- she was like=
4→ Rebeca:
[no wait ((points to Claire))
5 Claire:=those things >she goes<those animals are the stupidest
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6
7
8→
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

animals ever I’[ve refused to eat lik-(eat that stupid)=
Nicole:
[hhha HAh
Rebeca:=NO o↓k[ay Ba:be[l? Have ya’ll seen the movie Ba[bel?
((still holding the “pointing” gesture))
Claire:
[·hh
[that’s really funny
[uh [uh
Monica:
[is
that Brad Pitt?=
Rebeca: =yea[h
Nicole:
[Have you seen it?
Rebeca: (.) ((cough)) I saw it uh:m o:n
Claire: Is it good
Rebeca: (0.2) yeah >I thought it was good< ·hh it’s kinda like
world-wide Cra:sh?=
Nicole: =yeah
Rebeca: (.) but I liked it (.) better be[cause
Monica:
[Crash the movie=
Rebeca: =yea[h
Claire:
[I’ve never seen Crash=
Rebeca: =but I liked it better because it’s so: i-integrates
all the cultures th[en- ] I me[an ]
Nicole:
[yeah]
[yeah]
Rebeca: being from Texas you can really relate to like Mexico?
·hh an- ((raises her right hand in front of her))
with er- in Mexico (0.8)
it- I think it’s like a tradition or I don’t know (.)
↑some↓game that they play in Mexico: (.) with chicken=
Monica: =were they (…)?=
Rebeca: =↑No↓: this gu:y (0.2) ri- goes like this with the
chicken, ·hh and rips its head off
Claire: =ugh::

During Claire’s telling, before she finishes her turn (line 3), Rebeca indicates that she
comes up with something, uttering, “No wait” (line 4), and pointing at Claire. By
producing these actions, it is displayed that what Rebeca comes up with is triggered by
what is just said in the current turn’s talk. “No wait” is an attempt to stop the flow of the
ongoing talk; by no, she attempts to reject the continuation of Claire’s talk and distract
the recipients’ attention away from what Claire has just talked about. By the command
wait, which can mark urgency as well as signal the shift into the talk not coherent with
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what immediately precedes it (Polanyi, 1985), she tells to stop the ongoing course of
action and indicates that it is at this exact moment that she needs to tell something.
However, her utterance is not picked up by the recipients since Claire continues to
talk (“She was thohh- she was like”) (line 3). While Claire’s telling continues, Rebeca
holds her hand in its elevated position, showing her intention to talk as soon as she has an
opportunity to take the turn (for the detailed analysis of this gesture, see Chapter 6). After
Nicole provides laughter to Claire’s story (line 7), which shows that the punch line of the
story is told and that the story reaches its possible completion, Rebeca says “no” again
and reproduces the same pointing gesture. By repeating the same word and gesture, she
indicates that she is redoing what she intended to do earlier, that is, she is rejecting the
continuation of Girl2’s talk again, drawing her co-participants’ attention toward her, and
signaling that Claire’s story reminds her of something at the specific point in her talk.
Rebeca then says, “O↓kay,” recalling the recipients’ attention and utters, “Babel?”
(line 8) with rising intonation, which shows that she is attempting to solicit recognition
from the recipients and seeking to set the condition for her telling. Since those who have
seen the movie “Babel” may instantly recall its memorable scene in which a chicken’s
head is cut off, uttering this one word is enough for her to see if there is a need to
describe the scene. Beach (1993) describes that okay signals “a ‘state of readiness’ for
moving to next-positioned matters” (p. 339). By pre-positioning okay, therefore, she preindicates that she is moving her talk forward and warns them to prepare for what comes
next. Since she does not get any sign of recognition from any of her recipients, she then
rephrases her prior utterance to inform that she is referring to a movie: “Have you all seen
the movie, Babel?,” reattempting to seek for the recipients’ recognition. In so doing, she
not only indicates that what she comes up with concerns that movie, but also attempts to
see if the story about the scene is ‘tellable’ to the recipients. Additionally, by inserting the
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activity of seeking for the co-participants’ recognition, what she intends to talk about is
not presented as a continuation from the prior talk, that is, the shift into the talk about the
movie is projected.
The story about a scene from a movie that Rebeca tells is a triggered story from
the prior turn, but does not provide a direct response or directly contribute to the previous
talk about Claire’s Grandmother’s experience. Thus, the story does not begin as a
continuation from the previous talk; instead, the teller attempts to close the ongoing talk,
calls for the recipients’ attention, and alert them to the upcoming shift before moving on
to tell the projected story.
All the rest of the examples provided in the remainder of this subsection also
demonstrate that a prospective teller, before entering a story, calls for the recipients’
attention and attempts to shift the recipients’ focus away from the previous talk.
In the following example, the teller first closes the prior sequence, and then
foreshadows a telling of her personal experience. In this segment, the participants are
talking about how their mothers used to make them wear matching clothes and
accessories when they were younger. Rebeca’s story starts after Monica talks about how
much she hated that her mother made her wear matching clothes.
(15)

[Four girls, 35:32, Match]

1
Monica:
2
Rebeca:
3
Monica:
4
Nicole:
5
Monica:
6
Nicole:
7
Monica:
8 →Rebeca:
9
10
11 Nicole:

I went through a phase where I hated matching (0.4)
O[h
[because I wanted jus- you know.
[Cuz I want to match everything.
(0.2) Why match (.) to those clothes
(0.2) Oh [I had to match=
[(whatever that was)
=>Oh I had to match< (.) ↑Oh my mo:m, (0.4)
<I had to match my bow?, (0.2)
[perfectly? (.) to (.) my (.) dress>
[My bow matched to my (everything)
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12
13
14
15

Rebeca:
Nicole:
Rebeca:

>like< (.) ·hh I had probably fi:ve
my mom had like [belt hanging on the wall?
[I had the same way
and they like each belt was like fabric belt?

When Monica finishes describing how much she hated matching (line 5), Nicole aligns
with her, saying, “Oh I had to match” (line 6), which can close Monica’s storytelling
sequence. Right after that, Rebeca repeats the same line, “Oh I had to match” (line 8),
echoing Nicole’s alignment with Monica. Then, Rebeca briefly pauses and says, “↑Oh
my mo:m” (line 8). That is, Rebeca is initiating further talk after showing agreement with
the prior speaker. Therefore, her alignment with Monica, “Oh I had to match,” is a
sequence-closing third which the speaker produces to respond to the prior talk before
initiating a new sequence (Couper-Kuhlen, 2004). Also, as Hayashi, Mori, and Takagi
(2002) demonstrate, by starting a turn with agreement, the teller close the prior sequence
and can indicate her contribution to the prior turn, and thus locate the prior speech as the
“point of departure” for her current turn.
Rebeca’s utterance, “↑Oh my mo:m,” marks the transition into a new sequence,
namely, her storytelling. First, by “Oh,” she marks that she notices something (Heritage,
1998); she publicly displays that something is triggered by the ongoing talk. “My mom”
projects possible talk about her mother. Second, “Oh my mom” is uttered with noticeable
change in pitch, volume, and speech rate; after she shows alignment with Monica (“Oh I
had to match”), she pauses and turns her face from Nicole to Monica. Then, she slows
down, shifts to high pitch and volume, and utters “↑Oh my mom.” Couper-Kuhlen (2004)
demonstrates that a sequential disjuncture is marked with noticeable prosodic cues, such
as high pitch. Therefore, Rebeca is projecting the start of her story as something
disjunctive from the prior talk. In line 9, Rebeca then enters her story about how strict her
mother was in making her wear matching clothes.
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In English data, it is observed that a potential teller starts a turn with an evaluation
not a response to the prior talk in order to mark disjunction from the preceding one. Such
term or phrase at a turn-initial position projects further units of talk since it causes in the
recipients a possible question of “to what is this an evaluation?” and “why does s/he utter
this now?” These implicit questions can provide the speaker with the ticket to tell more
about what caused him/her to feel such way and why s/he needs to talk about it at this
particular moment. Such term also functions as a ‘prospective indexical’ (Goodwin,
1995) that describes the characterization of a projected story. It informs the recipients of
what they should look for in order to know when a storytelling reaches its end. In the
following excerpt from a conversation among three friends, the speaker tells a story that
describes something opposite to the adjacent previous talk. Prior to the following excerpt,
the participants, Paul, Steve, and Lisa, talked about the Japanese garden at which Lisa is
planning to have her wedding. Paul jokingly says that some Asian gardens would look
authentic if he walks through them since he is Asian American (Lisa and Steve are
Anglo-American). He then says that the same thing would happen if he goes to Asian
restaurants (line 1), which Steve jokingly responds to, saying that random people might
ask Paul what they should order just because he is Asian (line 2). In contrast, Paul’s
following story describes his experience of him not knowing what to order at an Asian
restaurant. His telling starts with his reaction, “shoot” (line 4):
(16)

[American Friends Talk, 36:19, Chinese Restaurant]

1 P: It’s like going to those restaurants you know?
2 S: ghhh hhh What should I order (0.2) ·hh you kno[(h)w ahah
3 P:
[Ye(h)ah(h)
4 →
·hh (0.2) Shoot. (.) I- (.) I went with Saya (.) to this
5
uhm Asian (0.6) American restaurant=
6 S: =°mm hmm°
7 P: Chinese restaurant, (0.6)
8
and it had a (.) Chinese American food (0.4)
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15

>°you know general sauce and [all that kinda stuff°<
S:
[Yeah
P: and I- I never really knew what it was.
Because the restaurants that (.) that I ate at
weren’t (.) those r[estaurants
S:
[right
P: and (0.3) growing u[p in a really smALL TOWN
((Story continues))

Paul’s storytelling in this excerpt starts after both Steve and Paul laugh at Steve’s
utterance. After responding to Steve while laughing (“yeah” in line 3), Paul moves his
gaze to him and utters, “Shoot” (line 4), with falling intonation, and starts to report his
experience at a Chinese restaurant. As he says “shoot,” Steve moves his gaze to Paul and
stops laughing. This sudden “shoot” after Steve’s utterance bridges between the prior
sequence and the next one; it refers back to the prior talk in that it signals that the current
talk just reminded him of some event that caused him to react in such a way. However, at
the same time, it projects disjunctive talk since it is not a reaction to anything talked
about previously. It also signals the shift of the talk away from the moment of laughing,
and marks the transition into the talk about his unpleasant experience that he reacted as
“shoot.”
The following excerpt presents a similar example; the storytelling starts with the
teller’s reaction and marks the shift into the next units of talk. In the following excerpt,
the teller first utters “oh, my god” and calls for the co-participants’ attention as well as
projects further talk, which is not continuous with the ongoing talk. In this segment, Cary
and Leah are talking about different people in the statistics class in which they both enroll
while Kate listens to them. Just prior to this excerpt, Cary mentions that she does not
know the countries of origin of the three Asian students who always sit in the second row
of the classroom. Leah then answers her that the one student with a baby is from Korea
(line 1), which can close the question sequence initiated by Cary. Then, immediately after
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the closure of the sequence, she raises her voice and utters, “Oh my god,” glances at
Kate, and enters a story as she brings her gaze back to Cary (line 3).
(17)
1 Leah:
2 Cary:
3 →Leah:
4
5
6
7
8 Kate:
9 Leah:
10
11
12
13
14 Kate:
15 Leah:
16 Cary:
17

[Grey's night 3, 45:45, Lab]
The one is Korean. The one with the new baby? (0.3)
[·hh
[>OH my god.< (0.4) In our lab?, he gottawe had to (.) like bring in these articles,
and like we’re suppose to summarize these articles
and we’re supposed to use some (.) specific statistics
or whatever
°mm hmm°
and then one person from every small group presents
for the whole class.
·hh so he got up and he was like (0.2) he was like
A:s you all know I had a new baby. It was born last week
and it’s home now(hhh) hah l(hh)i[ke
[°What°
We’re like >I mean< every day for the last tw[o weeks
[yeah
he is very proud about her.

As in Excerpt (16) above, the potential teller first responds to the prior speaker and then
suddenly signals that she just came up with something. Her sudden “oh, my god” not
only marks her sudden remembering based on what was just said, but also indicates a
transition; since “oh my god” is not the reaction to what was said or done in the prior
turn, it projects that it is a preface to the talk disjunctive to the prior talk. It thus warns the
recipients that shift is forthcoming – a shift from Cary’s question sequence to the telling
of the triggered talk about an event that Leah reacted as “oh my god.”
4.2.2

Explicit Announcement of Disjunction
The subsection above discusses how prospective tellers project the launching of a

sequentially-disjunctive story; they either close the current sequence or wait until it
closes. After a sequence closes, speakers can also open up a completely new talk in
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explicit ways. One common way to offer a new topic that is triggered by the prior
conversation or a part of it is to explicitly announce a transition. In English it can be
accomplished by the “speaking of X” format, That reminds me, I know it’s off the point
but…, etc. (Jefferson, 1978; Polanyi, 1985). As Polanyi (1985) describes:
If the storyworld propositions and point of the story are not really relevant to the
preceding talk, the storyteller has a positive obligation to excuse the fact that the
story might be interpreted as off the point. The excuse is often teamed with a
justification of the importance of the story to the teller. In American storytelling,
this complex sort of entrance talk may take a form such as Oh, wait a minute!
That reminds me, or I know it’s off the point but… (p. 188).
In the following excerpt, a component of prior talk is cited as the source of the
forthcoming story:
→Roger: Speakin about forties. I worked on a k-o::n
Morgane lli’s Forty.
(Jefferson, 1978, p. 221).
The same technique is used in Japanese as well, such as Hanashi kawaru kedo ne
(I’m changing a topic, but) or Zenzen kankeinai kedo (It’s totally off topic, but) (Li, 2000;
Maynard, 1989). The six participants of the following conversation have just talked about
the color of the necklace that one of the participants, Rin, wears. Eri then shares her story
about her friends’ experience of consulting a “color coordinator,” who assists people with
picking out colors to wear. Her story is triggered by the topic on the color of the
necklace. At the beginning of her turn, therefore, Eri tells that she remembers something
related to color: “Soo nanka iro de omoidashitan desu kedo (Yeah, well, color reminded
me of something, but)” (line 1). With “soo (right),” and “omoidashita (remembered),” she
signals that something has just occurred to her after hearing the previous talk on colors.
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(18)
1

F:

2

A:

3

F:

4

A:

5

F:

6
7

[Japanese tea time 3, 02:28, color coordinator 1]
So

nanka iro

de omoidashitan desu ke[do

Yeah well color PT remember
Yeah, color reminded me of something, but

CP

but

[un

Yeah
Mm hmm.

nanka watashi no nihon no tomodachi ga f[utari gurai[:
Well I
PT Japan PT friend
Well, two of my friends in Japan

PT two

about

[un

Yeah
Mm hmm,

[un

Yeah
mm hmm

nanka nihon de: (0.3) nanyaro (0.2)
Well Japan PT
In Japan, what was it

what

<karaa koodineetaa mitai>[na
Color coordinator like
someone like a color coordinator,

A:

[ah: aru yone:
Oh exist PT
Oh, that’s right.

((E’s story continues.))

“Iro de omoidashitan desu kedo (Color reminded me of something, but)” provides an
account for why she starts the subsequent talk at this specific moment; the previous talk
about color reminded her of the emerging topic, and thus she intends to talk about it at
this point in the sequence. Since the forthcoming talk is not coherent with the
immediately prior talk about Rin’s necklace, it is required that Eri justifies the start of the
talk. She indicates the source of the forthcoming story by citing a part of the prior talk:
“iro (color).” This explicit signaling of the shift of topic moves the participants’ attention
away from the current topic and makes them prepare for the subsequent talk. “Kedo
(but),” after the end of possible completion of the sentence, projects that her turn still
continues, and that she is possibly going to reveal next what she remembers.
In the next excerpt from a family dinner conversation, the teller, Mother, gains the
floor for a story by telling the others to listen, “Listen to this” (line 4), which overtly alert
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that something noteworthy is about to be told. Prior to this segment, the participants,
except Mother, recount that Father (Stan) looks younger than his actual age after he says
that he used to think he did, but not anymore. In contrast, the story told by Mother below
is about Father’s embarrassing experience that he misunderstood that his subordinate is
older than she actually is. That is, what she talks about does not support the point that her
co-participants just made (while they tell that Father looks younger than his actual age,
the story describes that he assumed that his subordinate is older than her actual age). The
story thus starts with foreshadowing the shift:
(19)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[Dallas Family 3, 27:20, Age misunderstanding]

Niece: Trust me we’ve been studying facial expressions
in my non-verbal class.
(0.4)
→Mother: ·hh lo- li- listen to thi:s.((looks at Niece))
Stan was working with this- this girl in a lab and
((points to Father with her right index finger))
(0.3)
Son:
((coughs))
Mother: ·hh he mentioned this show that used to come along
when he was a ↑ki↓d ((looking at Niece))
(0.4)
Father: hahh ye(h)ah hah hah hah
Mother: and
Niece: hh[ha
Mother:
[<A:nd uhm> she said (.) I- (.) I don’t know
what you’re talking about doctor and he said
·hh well ↑sure you do you’re my age
it was on with a >blah blah blah<
·hh she said doctor (but you’re not) thirty-↑fi:ve
Niece: ↑ohah hah h[ah
Father:
[ye[ah
Mother:
[and HE(h)’s li(h)ke fi(h)fty-seven
°whew sorry.° hh[ah hah hah
Father:
[hah yeah hah
·hh she never let me forget tha:[t
Niece:
[hmmm
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Niece’s utterances in lines 1 and 2 are produced to convince Father to trust that she thinks
that he looks younger than his actual age. Her utterances are followed by a 0.4 second
pause (line 3), which can mark that the sequence comes to a possible closure. Mother
then takes a turn saying, “Listen to this” (line 4), while looking at Niece. The imperative,
“listen,” and the cataphora, this, signal that something noteworthiness will be mentioned
in the subsequent talk. As a result, Mother elicits Niece’s gaze, shifting her focus away
from the prior talk, and successfully takes the floor for her forthcoming story. She then
enters her story immediately in line 5 (“Stan was working with this…”), signaling the
start of a new subject of talk. Therefore, “Listen to this” after the closure of the prior
sequence, not only is used as a turn-entry device, which is an attention-getter that enables
the speaker to take the floor, but also marks the start of a new sequence and projects the
shift into the talk about something noteworthy.
Another way to explicitly announce a new topic and introduce a new sequence in
English is You know what?, an overt way to offer to tell something possibly new to
recipients. This is designed to be responded to with what?, which is a go-ahead sign from
the recipient. The following conversation takes place during a family brunch when the
participants recount the trip they went on together. After Niece talked about the tomb
stone they saw on the trip, Mother opens up a story about a different event during the trip:
(20)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[Dallas Family 2, 32:55, House tour]

Niece: hh Do you remember when we went to the grave yard (…)?
Were yo- you were[with us.((looks at Father))
Mother:
[That was That was me. We rode a bike
Niece: Oh okay. Across that island?
Mother: (0.2) mm hmm
Niece: (0.4) And uhm (0.8) we had that contest to see
who could find the oldest tomb stone?
Mother: mm hmm
Niece: and we found one from what the seventeen hundreds?
Mother: (0.2) mm hmm
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11 Niece:
12
13 Mother:
14 Niece:
15
16 Father:
17→Mother:
18 Father:
19
20 Grandm:
21 Niece:
22 Grandm:
23
24→Mother:
25
26
27 Niece:
28 Mother:
29
30
31
32
33

but it was all- it was completely rubbed off from I
mean almost rubbed off [me- ((looks at Father))
[you could bare[ly seen
[barely outlined
you know [the seventeen:=
[yeah
=[>You kno-<
=[It was probably it was probably something like
m[arble or something that [(wasn’t made) very we[ll
[Alan ((to Son))
[yeah
[Yeah=
=Don’t make him bark ((to Son))
(0.8)
You know what
(0.5) ((chewing food))
I remember the most about that trip?=
=What.
Katie and I took the bikes.
You had Mary- Mary was either napping because Mary was
so little. (0.2) And we just went and rode our bikes.
And we got a map and it said oh here’s the historical
so we were driving and oh there’s there’s the old
captain’s house okay that’s from the sixteen hun[dred

At the beginning of this excerpt, we can observe that Mother is a knowing recipient of
Niece’s story (line 3). As Niece describes how the tomb stone they saw was like, Mother
joins her explanation. Then, in line 17, Mother attempts to start a turn, saying (“You kno“), but stops since it overlaps with Father’s attempt to take a turn. Niece’s talk comes to a
possible closure after Niece responds to Father (“Yeah”) (line 21) and shifts her gaze
toward Son, who walks by. Then, after a pause (line 23), Mother reattempts to take the
turn and asks, “You know what I remember the most about that trip?” (lines 24-26). “You
know what?” marks that something noteworthiness will come next. Also, using a
demonstrative that (“that trip”), Mother refers to the prior talk and signals that Niece’s
previous talk reminds Mother of the most memorable event from the trip. This utterance
calls for the co-participants’ attention to her, and moves the conversation from the brief
silence (line 23) to the talk about her memory. That is, while it is signaled that what
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comes next is also about the same trip, it is also projected that there is a change in subject
in the upcoming story: from the tomb stone to Mother’s most memorable experience.
Therefore, by projecting noteworthiness after the prior sequence closes, the teller signals
a new departure, namely, the talk disjunctive to the prior one.
Similarly, in the following excerpt, a prospective teller explicitly announces a
new topic by noteworthiness (“You know what?”) and the teller’s desire to tell (“I wanted
to tell you”). Here, the participants are talking about Son’s high school marching band
performance they saw the day before. Concerning high school marching bands, Niece
comes up with a story about her boyfriend’s marching band contest when he was in high
school.
(21)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[Dallas Family 2, 13:17, marching band contest]

Mother: Alan, what wer- did you get a chance to watch the
other people perform or were you busy getting [ready
Father:
[No:=
Son: =No you can’t do that. (0.4)
→Niece: Oh you know wh↑at. I wanted [to tell you. (.)
Mother:
[°Could you get that back
swee[tie° ((passes a plate to Niece))
Niece:
[Yeah= ((to Mother))
Mother: =°thank you°= ((to Niece))
Niece: =about DCI you know what Jay did? ((puts the plate
on the table))
(0.4)
→Son: What=
Niece: =That’s what the sweater is. This is the sweater that
(.) this is Jay’s DCI sweater. Uhm (0.4)
He was part of the Blue Knights? And it’s a marching
band it’s an international marching band (0.3)
contest and they traveled all around the- the United
States (.) and this was in Colorado.
so he had to fly down to Colorado and audition ·hh
and he made it (0.4) and so what they did was
they just traveled and they put on all of these
different every single stop that they make every
single contest? They played different music. and so
it’s a lot of rehearsing and it’s a lot of (0.3)
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26
27
28

Mother:

wel- I mean it’s reall[y stressful.
[Well what about marching (0.2)
Is it different marching?

Prior to the start of Niece’s story, Mother asked Son, who is a member of his high school
marching band, whether he was able to watch other marching band teams perform the
previous day (lines 1 and 2). What she asks is denied in a relatively strong way; Father
says “no” before Mother even finishes her question (line 3) while Son responds, “No, you
can’t do that” (line 4) rather than just saying “no.” Then, after Son’s answer, which is a
possible sequence closure, Niece signals some noticing by “oh” and indicates to Son that
she just remembered that there was something that she wanted to tell him: “you know
what. I wanted to tell you” (line 5). While her utterance is interrupted by Mother (lines 6
to 9), she continues and introduces a new topic: “about DCI. You know what Jay did?”
(line 10). This projects a possible story about Jay’s “DCI” experience as well as calls for
the recipients’ attention; it shifts the talk away from the current awkward moment after
what Mother asked was strongly denied.
Her question, “You know what Jay did?,” seeks for acceptance of the teller’s offer
to start the projected story; by asking Son whether he knows what Jay did, she provides
an opportunity for her recipient to indicate whether he already knows what she intends to
talk about and whether he is interested in hearing it. Thus, by “what” (line 12), Son not
only shows that he is an unknowing recipient, but also gives her a ticket to start her story.
Niece’s story then starts as a response to Son’s request to tell. The start of a new
storytelling sequence separate from the prior talk is explicitly signaled by the
announcement of a new theme and request for permission to tell.
As demonstrated in this section, a potential teller can indicate disjunction by the
combination of prosodic or linguistic cues, or explicitly announcing the shift. The teller
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exhibits his/her orientation to not suddenly shifting to a new topic by often closing the
ongoing talk or waiting until the closure of the prior talk, and evoking the recipients’
attention beforehand. In so doing, the teller turns the recipients’ attention away from prior
talk, elicits their attention towards him/her, and projects some kind of shift that is
underway.

4.4 FEATURES OF STORY ENTRY IN AMERICAN ENGLISH AND JAPANESE
Thus far, I have demonstrated the similar ways a story is introduced during
ordinary conversation in American English and Japanese. The excerpts examined in this
chapter, however, also reveal some differences in how entry into a storytelling is
accomplished between the two languages. It is repeatedly observed in Japanese
storytelling that recipients frequently display their listenership, a go-ahead sign to tell,
before and during the telling of the main storyline. In Japanese utterances, slots for
recipients to provide a short response, such as an acknowledgement token un (mm
hmm/yes) is created during a turn construction unit (TCU). Iwasaki (2009) argues that a
Japanese TCU is more permeable and responsive to local contingencies than an English
TCU. She demonstrates that Japanese speakers create “interactive turn spaces (ITSs)”
within a TCU and make others’ response relevant while the speaker’s turn still unfolds.
ITSs allow recipients to orient to a projected action and co-participate in the unfolding
talk. The present data demonstrates that the speaker provides ITSs for co-participants to
show that they are aligned as recipients, allowing the speaker to progress to the main
storyline. It is also observed that after receiving a sign of listenership, tellers project more
to come by using a floor-holder, such as nanka (well/like; literally means ‘something’) or
ano (uhm/well), before proceeding to the main storyline:
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(22)
1

F:

2

→A:

3

→F:

[Japanese tea time 3, 02:28, color coordinator 1]
Soo

nanka iro

de omoidashitan desu ke[do:

Yeah well color PT remember
Yeah, color reminded me of something, but

→A:

5

→F:

but

[un

Yeah
Mm hmm.

nanka watashi no nihon no tomodachi ga f[utari gurai[:
Well I
PT Japan
Well, two of my friends in Japan

4

CP

PT friend

PT two

[un

Yeah
Yeah

nanka nihon de: (0.3) nanyaro (0.2)
Well Japan PT
what
Uhm, in Japan, what was it

(23)
1

[Japanese tea time 1, 23:12, Face Massage 1]

R: watashi konkai nihon ni kaetta
I

to[ki ni:

this time Japan PT return-PAST when
When I went back to Japan last time,

2 →H:

PT

[un

yes
uh huh

3 →R: ano giri

no haha

ni:(0.2)

uhm in-law PT mother PT
uhm, from my mother-in-law,

(24)
25

[Japanese Dinner Talk 3, YouTube 2]

E: [Watashi mo saikin nanka gohan no toki wa:
I
PT recently well meal
I also, recently, well, when having a meal,

PT

when PT

26 →R: u:n

yes
Yes.

27 →E: nanka pasokon no mae ni itte:
well computer PT front PT go
I go sit in front of my computer and

(25)
2

Y:

[Japanese Friends Talk, 57:10, Turtleneck]
ah demo watashi no tomodachi mo=
But my
Oh, but, my friend also

PT

friend
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PT

about

[un

Yeah
Yeah

3

→H:

4

→Y:

=u[n
Uh huh.

[nanka taatorunekku niawanai kara tte
well
turtleneck
suit-NEG because
told me that the turtleneck sweaters didn’t look good on her

5

taatorunekku zenbu watashi ni kureta koto a[ru.
Turtleneck
all
me
and gave me all her turtleneck sweaters.

PT give-PAST

exist

In the examples above, recipient’s response un (uh huh) is provided at or near the end of
a particle (conjunctive particle kedo (but), adverbial particle mo (also) or gurai (about),
and case particle ni (at) or wa) attached after a subject or a clause. In any case, after the
recipient’s intervention un, the production of a further unit is projected through nanka
(well/like) or ano (uhm/well).
In contrast, in American English, a recipient’s verbal response that shows his/her
listenership is usually not provided until the end of a TCU or even after several TCUs. A
further telling is then projected by a connective and or and then:
(26)

[Dallas Family 1, 15:40, Wok]

8
Mother:
9
Niece:
10 Mother:
11 →Niece:
12 →Mother:
13
(27)

·ghhh maheh heh ·hh [I just remember your dad, (0.2)
[I know
I came up to see you guys you lived on Jennifer?=
=mm hmm
and I walked at the back yard↑, (0.2)
and there was like this gas hose↑, (0.2)

[Grey's night 3, 45:45, Lab]

1 Leah: >Oh my god.< (0.2) In our lab, he gotta2
we had a (.) like bring in these articles,
3
and like we’re suppose to summarize these articles
4
and we’re supposed to use some (.) specific statistics
5
or whatever
6 →Kate: °mm hmm°
7 →Leah: and then one person from every small group presents
8
for the whole class.
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And can be also employed to project that a telling still continues when a recipient
attempts to interrupt instead of providing a continuer, such as uh huh or mm hmm. In
(30), as soon as Rebeca attempts to take a turn in line 15, Monica, the teller, foreshadows
the continuation of her telling by “and” (line 16), avoiding her interruption.
(28)

[Four Girls, 36:43, Dad’s hair]

12 Monica:
13
14
15 →Rebeca:
16 →Monica:
17

My dad was a good dad (.) two little girls
our favorite thing was to (0.2) comb his hair
we put every single one of our bows to his hair.
Oh[: I use[And he would let us do it every:
you kno[w every time I did it=

Examining how and when in a turn or sequence co-participants show their
alignment as recipients as well as how tellers proceed to their main telling reveals that the
construction of a storytelling sequence is the product of the interplay between the teller
and recipients. Japanese utterance can provide a slot for others to display their
listenership within a sentence before and during the telling while in English conversation
tellers often do not require receiving a verbal response from recipients in proceeding to
the main storyline. Therefore, Japanese tellers can more frequently assure that their
recipients are with them and willing to listen. Additionally, as Japanese TCUs are more
open to other’s interventions as discussed by Iwasaki (2009), it is possible that tellers in
Japanese conversation frequently utilize a floor-holder token, such as nanka (well/like) or
ano (uhm), within a TCU, and pre-indicate that there is something more that will be said
next. In so doing, tellers can signal to the recipients that they should still stay listening. In
contrast, in English, recipients can wait until the end of a sentence or sentences to provide
a sign of listenership. Since there are less opportunities for recipients to intervene during
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a TCU, tellers can produce a connective and after a TCU to project that their telling still
continues.

4.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, I have investigated how spontaneous stories – narratives that are
not overtly requested – are projected during everyday conversation in American English
and Japanese. The analyses have revealed that a variety of actions can be performed by
telling a story, namely, a description of an event which the teller may or may not have
experienced: supporting one’s own or someone else’s argument, agreeing or disagreeing
with a previous speaker, showing understanding of an earlier utterance, telling news,
demonstrating one’s knowledge, etc.
The relationship between a forthcoming story and ongoing talk is usually
indicated at story beginning. First, a story coherent with the prior talk: (1) starts as a
direct response to prior talk, or (2) expands the current sequence that comes to a possible
closure. Therefore, coherent story is placed immediately after the prior turn and/or begins
with the indication of its direct connection to the prior talk. In such a case, a story can be
told to prove or disprove one’s own or others’ claim, or indicating understanding or
(dis)agreement with the prior speaker, thereby directly contributing to the preceding turn.
In contrast, when forthcoming storytelling activity is not a part of the prior sequence,
disjunction is projected by: (1) an explicit verbal announcement of a new sequence/topic,
or (2) a combination of linguistic and prosodic cues that alert to the shift. In either way,
tellers turn others’ attention away from the adjacent prior talk while claiming the floor,
and then justify the reason why they intends to start a new topic or sequence. Therefore,
the story entry patterns show the teller and recipients’ orientation to preserving coherence
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throughout their conversation; placing the two actions adjacent to each other indicates
that those two are coherent while when an emerging story is not directly consistent with
the ongoing talk, tellers warn and justify the forthcoming shift in advance.
Another purpose of this chapter was to explore the similarities and differences
between American English and Japanese story entry. The analyses have revealed that the
similar techniques are employed to project the start of a storytelling in English and
Japanese conversations. Concerning linguistic items, in both English and Japanese,
demonstratives are often employed at the beginning of the telling. In Japanese, while soo
(like that) or sore (that) is used to point to what has previously been mentioned,
projecting the talk as related to the previous utterance; koo (like this), kore (this), or are
(that) (Hayashi, 2004) points forward and signals something more is coming in the
subsequent talk. Similarly, in English, that refers to a previously-mentioned matter and
projects the talk relevant to it while this directs the recipients’ attention toward what will
be mentioned next, foreshadowing that what this points to will be revealed in the
subsequent talk.
Cross-linguistic differences were observed in the interplay between teller and
recipient. In Japanese, since a slot for a recipient’s sign of listenership (continuer) un
(yes/mm hmm) is often provided within a sentence, more opportunities are provided for
recipients’ to show that they are aligned as listeners. In American English data, recipients
often do not provide a continuer or other signs of listenership until the end of a sentence
or turn. Since more frequent interventions from a recipient is possible during the
production of a Japanese TCU, a floor-holder token such as nanka (well/like) or ano
(uhm) is used to project further units within a sentence. In contrast, during storytelling in
English, since there are fewer opportunities for recipient’s responses within a TCU, and
placed after a sentence can project further units. How a TCU is constructed, therefore,
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can shape how a telling can be started and proceeded as well as how recipients can coparticipate in it. Examining typologically different languages in this chapter allowed us to
observe not only both language-specific and language-independent ways in which a
storytelling is projected and started, but also the ways in which linguistic structures are
consequential for constructing human social practices. Additionally, by looking at
projections of storytelling both across and within a TCU, it was explored how the macrolevel of projection, projection of a large action – a storytelling – and micro-level
projection, such as the moment-by-moment trajectory of a sentence, work together.
This chapter shows how the floor is negotiated at the initial stage of storytelling.
In the next chapter, I turn my focus to the course of storytelling. Since storytelling can
often get interrupted half-way, it is needed that tellers project that it is still not yet
completed and there is more to come. Chapter 5 thus explores how the restart of an
abandoned storytelling is projected and how co-participants respond to it.
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Chapter 5: Returning to an Abandoned Story: Projection of
Continuation and Resumption
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter, I focused on the start of spontaneous storytellings that
occur during casual conversation. When a storytelling is first projected, it becomes
relevant that the story is told until it comes to its end. However, since a story often takes
more than an utterance to complete, once a storytelling starts, it can be vulnerable to
various kinds of interruption by co-participants. As a story is told, they may ask questions
to clarify what they do not know, comment on what has just been said, say something that
is triggered by the ongoing telling, or begin an irrelevant action. It is also possible that
tellers themselves deviate from the main storyline during their telling, for example, when
they try to provide some background or relevant information, or say something that they
just remembered. Therefore, in this chapter, I turn my focus to what happens during the
course of storytelling, more specifically, after the insertion of interruption. I show how
tellers deal with interruptions that suspend their ongoing narrative and project their return
to their storytelling.
In section 5.1 and 5.2, I examine continuations and resumptions of suspended
storytellings respectively. Jefferson (1972) differentiates ‘resumptions’ and
‘continuations’ of a main line of talk after the insertion of an activity that is not part of
the ongoing sequence (‘side sequence’): “‘resumption’ marks that there is a problem in
accomplishing a ‘return,’ while ‘continuation’ is specifically directed, for example, to
‘covering up’ the problem” (p. 319). That is, when a return is accomplished as a
continuation, the preceding talk is incorporated into the main story, treating the
interruption as unproblematic, while resumption of a story indicates that the intervening
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talk is considered as a deviation from the main line of talk, which is a problem.
Therefore, the following two ways of returning to a main storytelling activity is explored:
(1) Continuation: unproblematic return to an ongoing story; whatever suspended a
telling is treated as a subsidiary part of a story.
(2) Resumption; problematic return to an ongoing story; whatever suspended a telling
is treated as a digression.
The analyses here focus on the linguistic resources employed to project a return to
an interrupted narrative. Specifically, it is observed that the participants frequently use
conjunctions such as and and but as devices to return to an abandoned action. Mazeland
and Huiskes (2001) refer to such conjunctions as ‘sequential conjunctions,’ which
connect turns, rather than units within a turn, and specify the relationship between the
preceding and subsequent turns. I show how such conjunctions are used to connect turns
within the context of storytelling. To make clear where and how an interruption sequence
starts and ends during a storytelling, it is marked with a bracket in the left part of the
transcripts.

5.2 CONTINUATION OF A STORY
First, I examine how tellers of a story project a continuation of its telling after it
has been interrupted by either themselves or others. A return is accomplished as a
continuation by integrating the line of talk pursued during an inserted sequence into the
subsequent story.
5.1.1

English: and, but
The present data shows that conjunctions such as and and but are employed to

project a continuation of a suspended narrative. In the following excerpt from a family
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dinnertime conversation, a storytelling does not start smoothly because of a recipient’s
questions. Niece’s story below is triggered by the previous story about Son’s high school
teacher, Mr. Parker, which Son, Father, and Mother jointly told her earlier. They talked
about how funny and great Mr. Parker was; Son’s story involved how Mr. Parker made
fun of him, and Mother told that he once imitated Son in a funny way. Niece here tells a
story about her high school anatomy teacher, who is also humorous. She recounts several
episodes that describe how laidback and funny her teacher was. The transcript below
shows the initial part of her storytelling. It is observed that her story does not proceed
smoothly as Father interrupts her telling multiple times. Thus, she repeatedly signals the
continuation of her narrative.
(1)

[Dallas Family 3, 27:53, Anatomy teacher]

1 Niece:
2
3
4
┌5 Father:
│6 Niece:
│7
│8 Father:
│9
│10 Niece:
│11
│12
Son:
│13 Niece:
│14
Son:
│15
└16Mother:
17→Niece:
18Father:
19 Niece:
20Mother:
21 Niece:
22Mother:
┌23Father:
│24 Niece:
└25

I had this great (.) anatomy teacher when I was in
high school and this is wha- Wes was in this class
we had (.) this class together.
(0.4)
In high school?=
=In high school I was in anatomy class in high school,
>it was really cool< it was a real sma[ll class
[Is it the (…)
an anatomy class in high school?=
=mm hmm yeah
we were about to dissect cats and f[ro- everything
[ah bhh
like it was really neat
↑Hi: Henry ((talking to the dog))
(0.2)
°You can’t eat a[ny of these° ((talking to the dog))
[and uhm=
=yeah?
he was a real like a sacra[stic (0.3)
[°sit down good boy°
you know ch[aracte:r and he [was alwa[°good boy° ((to the dog))
[Was he nice [out there?
[oh he was so
great he was so nice everybody loved him
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26→
27
Son:
28 Niece:
29
30
31
32
33

[>but he would always make fun of people you know<
[who is this man?
>or or do the< you know imitate people an·hh and it was ju(h)st really weird
because he was the baseball coach (.) and he anjust kinda was real laid back like ↑ahh↓ whatever gu:y
you kno:w and we were all thinking why he’s teaching
anatomy you know?
((Story continues))

Here, Niece prefaces a story by saying, “I had this great anatomy teacher when I was in
high school” (lines 1 and 2), which draws all the participants’ attention toward her.
Pomerantz (1984) argues that an assessment makes an agreement or disagreement with it
a relevant next action. When a speaker does not provide enough information about the
assessed referent, it becomes relevant that the speaker elaborates on it in order for the
recipient to respond to the assessment (Kushida, 1995). Therefore, her use of the
assessment term, “this great anatomy teacher,” projects that she is going to explain in her
subsequent talk how and why her high school anatomy teacher was “great.”
Niece’s story is not launched smoothly after it is projected, due to Father’s
questions starting in line 5. Her first utterance that she had “this great anatomy teacher”
when she was in high school elicits Father’s question, “in high school?” (line 5). She
responds to it by saying that she was in an anatomy class in high school (line 6) and that
it was a “really cool” and “real small” class (line 7), describing what the class was like. In
lines 8 and 9, Father still asks about her high school anatomy class. Since she provides
evidence that shows that what she had was really an anatomy class (“we were about to
dissect cats and frogs” line 11), it is possible that Niece takes Father’s repeated question
as a display of his surprise or doubt about her having an anatomy class in high school.
After answering Father’s question by assessing the class (“like it was really neat” in line
13), she signals that she is ready to continue, saying “and uhm” in line 17, and returns to
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the talk about her teacher (from line 19), indicating the completion of the inserted
sequence initiated by Father’s question. However, after she says that her teacher was a
sarcastic character, her telling is again interrupted and cut off (“he was alwa-”) by Father
asking whether the teacher was nice (line 23). She responds that he was nice, and then
returns to where she left off with a faster tempo; “but he would always make fun of
people” (lines 24 to 26), which explains why she said earlier that her teacher was a
sarcastic character. By “but,” therefore, she leads back to her main line, and by repeating
“always,” she marks the return to what was interrupted earlier. Then, in line 29, she slows
down, inhales, and utters “and,” pre-indicating that her telling is moving forward to the
next matter, and says “it was just really weird because he was the baseball coach.” After
this, she goes on to finish her story without being interrupted any more.
In this example, the storytelling is interrupted by a recipient’s questions. Since a
question makes an answer a relevant next action, the teller temporary discontinues her
ongoing telling as she answer the questions, completing the adjacency pair, and after that
returns to the main storyline and continues the telling. By using the conjunctions and and
but, what was said during the interruption is integrated into the syntax of the ongoing
storytelling, which shows that the interruption is not treated as a digression13.
Here is another example. In the following excerpt, and projects a continuation to
the main activity after the recipient’s intervention suspends the ongoing telling.
(2)
1
2
3

[Dallas Family 2, 36:40, Tomb Raider]
Niece: You know what there’s another: uhm
Alan you might have seen this (0.2) there’s a (.)
show that’s (.) really cool it’s a (.) it’s a guy

13

According to Jefferson (1972), “the work of “continuation” is specifically to incorporate the content of
the side sequence into the syntax of the on-going sequence, but in effect deleting the sequence,” namely,
the inserted activity which is relevant but not part of the main activity (p. 319).
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
┌14
│15
└16
17

he’s considered a Tomb Raider not a raider
but ·hh he goes and he: uhm tries tah- he they hehehe
(0.2)
Father: ha[hahahaha
Mother:
[hehehe
Niece: uhm
Mother: and Bob goes
Niece: Yea(h)h hah
Niece: but he uhm he goes to all these different countries
and he: (0.4)
Father: b[reak tombs? hahahaha
Niece: [uhm
yeah(h) yeah no he he tries to find tombs
→
and he tries to uncover kinda some of the secrets and=
((Story continues.))

When Father humorously attempts to pre-empt the next element of Niece’s ongoing
sentence while asking for confirmation in line 14 (“break tombs?”), Niece acknowledges
it, saying “yeah yeah,” but responds to it by correcting him “no he he tries to find tombs”
(line 16). After responding to Father’s pursuit of confirmation, Niece marks the
continuation of the main storyline by producing and (line 17). She then connects the next
section of her telling to the response she just gave to Father, thereby incorporating it into
her storytelling (“he finds tombs and he tries to uncover…”). Therefore, and not only
marks the return to the main storyline, but also links the forthcoming story development
to the content during the prior intervention by syntactically tying the preceding and
forthcoming units.
5.1.2

Japanese: de (and), dakedo (but)
Similarly, it is observed in the Japanese data that de (and) is often used to mark

the continuation of an ongoing narrative after interruption. Sakuma (1992) argues that de
can indicate that a conversation moves forward, or that the previous topic is retrieved. In
the following segment, Hisako is telling the participants that she is planning to go back
and forth between Taiwan and the U.S. because her husband works for a Taiwanese
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company while she has a job in the U.S. Hisako’s telling is interrupted as Maki asks for
confirmation and Toko comments on what Hisako says. After the interruption, Hisako
projects continuation, employing de (and).
(3)

[Japanese tea time 2, 2:11, Taiwan]

1 H: Muko ni nikagetsu kocchi ni yonkagetsu
There PT two months here
PT four months
I’ll be there for two months and here for four months

2
┌3
│
│
│4
│
│
│5
│
│
│6
│
└
7
8
9

(1.0)
M: Acchi ni nikagetsu:
there PT two months
There for two months,

H: K[occhi ni yonkagetsu=
here
PT four months
Here for four months.

M:

[Kocchi ni yonkagetsu
Here
PT four months
Here for four months.

H: =teiu no ga riso kana:=
such PT PT idea
That would be ideal.

FP

Y: =((coughs))
(0.4)
M: Ah[h
[kanashi na:

10H:
┌11T:
│
│
│12
│
│
│13H:
│
│
│14M:
│
│
│15T:
│
│

Sad
I’m sad.

FP

[Shigoto[:
Work
My work…

[Joe-kun ni totte wa demo sooiu no ii ne
Joe
PT
for
PT but
For Joe though that’s good

so

PT good FP

ryoohoo ikete:
Both
go
Since he can go both.

Soo dayo [ne
So CP FP
Right.

FP

[Risoo dayo sonnano ry[ooho ni ouchi ga arunda mon
Ideal CP FP such
both
PT house PT
That’s ideal. He’ll have a house in the both places.

exist CP FP

[Nihon de sonnano ga dekitara
Japan PT such PT possible if
If he can do that in Japan,
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│16
│
│
└17R:

sugoi

ii yo ne

Really good FP FP
that’d be really good.

°u::n°
Yes
Yeah.

18→H: De ·hh acchi wa moo kite hoshii wake Dakar[a:
and
they PT PT come
And, since they want him to come,

want

because so

19M:

[u:n

Yes
Yeah.

20H: De: ichioo uchi wa mini iku no ne?

and just in case house PT see go PT FP
And, we’ll go to see the house just in case.

((Story continues))

When Hisako tells that she plans to live in Taiwan for two months and in the U.S. for
four months every half year (line 1), in line 3, Maki asks for confirmation by partially
repeating Hisako’s prior utterance. This confirmation sequence is closed as Hisako moves
out of the repetition of her prior utterance (line 6) and Maki makes a new move of
providing an assessment (line 9). Hisako then orients to continuing her telling in line 10
(“shigoto (my work)”), but is interrupted by Toko’s comment that it would be ideal if
Hisako and her husband could go back and forth between the U.S. and Taiwan (line 11
and 12). After other participants all agree with Toko, in line 18, Hisako projects that she
is returning to her narrative, uttering “de (and),” which indicates that the interrupted talk
is now moving forward. Her subsequent telling is about her plan of going to check out the
houses in Taiwan, incorporating Toko’s earlier comment that having two houses is ideal.
Thus, upon returning, she is not ignoring the content of the inserted sequence, but instead
treating the recipients’ intervention as a part of her telling.
De (and) connects a suspended telling and an upcoming narrative even after a
longer digression caused by an expanded repair sequence. In the next excerpt, the
participants are talking about good cosmetic skin products. Rin’s storytelling starts in line
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1, but is interrupted by others’ request for more details. After she responds to their
request and the recipients show understanding, Rin projects continuation of her
suspended storytelling by a turn-initial de.
(4)

[Japanese tea time 1, 23:12, Face Massage 1]

1 R: watashi konkai nihon ni kaetta

to[ki ni:

I
this time Japan PT return-PAST when
When I went back to Japan last time,

2 H:

PT

[un

yes
uh huh

3 R: ano giri

no haha

ni:(0.2)

Well in-law PT mother PT
well, from my mother-in-law,

4

<Tanaka Yukuko-san>

no ha[nashi o kiite

Tanaka Yukuko
PT story
I heard about Yukuko Tanaka, and

5 Y:

PT hear

[↑a:: Squu non de=
oh
Squu N PT
Oh, the founder of ‘Squu’.

6 R: = so[o soo so[o so soo
Yes yes yes yes yes
Right, right, right.

7 Y:
┌8 H:
│
│
│9 R:
│
│
│
│10
│
│
│11H:
│
│
│12M
│
│
│13T:
│
│
│14H:

[ºhmmmº

[e nani nani: ((M slightly leans forward))
oh what what
Oh what?

ano(.)zoogan massaji tteiu no ga
Well
zoogan massage
say
N PT
Well, what is called ‘zoogan (face-making) massage’ is

ima[sugoi hayatte[te:,
Now very popular
very popular now and,

[fu:::n
oh
Oh:::.

[e nani nani[sore
Oh what what that
Oh, what is it?

[nandaro
what
What is it?

zoogatte dou kaku no zotte[nani
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│
Zooga
how write FP zoo what
│
How do you write ’zooga’? what is ‘zoo’?
│15R:
[tsukuru[kao
[a [no [zo
│
Make
face
that
zoo
│
It’s “face making”. That “zoo”.
│16Y:
[ºtsukuruº zoo[tte[tte
│
Make
zoo
│
“zoo” is for “make”
│17H:
[a:[:::
│
oh
│
oh::::
│18M:
[a::
│
oh
└
oh:::
19→R: De nanka(.)hh giri no haha wa D(h)bi:D(h):o ka(h)tte(h)·hh
and something in-law PT mother PT DVD
And, well, it seems that my mother-in-law bought its DVD and

buy

((Story continues))

In line 1, Rin takes a turn, saying, “Watashi konkai Nihon ni kaetta toki ni (When I went
back to Japan last time…),” projecting a telling about an event that happened while she
visited Japan. Her story here emerges out of the ongoing topic on good skin products. She
tells that she heard about “Yukuko Tanaka” (president of a cosmetic company in Japan)
from her mother-in-law when she was in Japan a while ago. However, her story does not
start right away. While Yumiko immediately displays recognition of who Yukuko Tanaka
is (line 5), Hisako initiates a repair, asking for details (line 8). In line 9, Rin then starts to
engage in explaining that person, which elicits another repair initiation from Maki (line
12), Toko (line 13), and Hisako (line 14). Maki and Hisako show a sign of understanding
when Rin and Yumiko explain the origin of the word, “zoogan” (lines 17 and 18). Seeing
that the repair is completed and the problem that suspended her telling is solved, Rin
returns to her narrative: “De nanka giri no haha wa… (And, well, my mother-in-law…)”
(line 19). This de (and) at the turn beginning not only projects that she is continuing her
telling, but also connects the upcoming talk to the preceding repair sequence. That is, her
continuation hinges on the successful outcome of the repair, which shows that everyone
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is on the same page. Additionally, her repetition of the referent “giri no haha (mother-inlaw)” in line 19, which also appears earlier in line 3, is another resource to accomplish
continuation.
Other conjunctions placed at turn-beginning can also project a return and
continuation of a suspended storytelling since they show that the talk is moving forward.
For example, in the excerpt below from a conversation in which Yumiko is explaining to
Maki why she wants to move out of her current apartment, dakedo (but) is used after a
deviation from her main storyline. As soon as the teller tries to explain that her husband
is financially not well off since he is doing a “shihi ryuugaku,” paying for his MBA
program by himself, the recipient initiates a repair and asks to clarify the meaning of the
word. After the repair is completed, dakedo (but) marks continuation of the main
storyline.
(5)

[Japanese Dinner Talk 1, 11:42, Shihi ryuugaku 2]

9 Y:
10
┌11
│
│
│12
│
│
│13
│
│
│14
│
│
│15
│
│
│16

[Nanka ne hora watashi sa shihi ryuugaku
Well PT see I PT self-funded study-abroad
Well, I’m studying abroad self-funded,

jyanai?
not
right?

M: (0.2) Na- nani ryuugaku? ((leans toward Yumiko))
What study-abroad
What studying abroad?

Y: Shihi Shihi ryuugaku?=
self-funded study-abroad
Self-funded study-abroad?

M: =Wakaranai
Don’t know
I don’t understand.

Y: Ko watashi no hi hiyotte kait[e hiyo no
This private PT ‘hi’ expense write expense PT
‘Shi’ as in ‘private’ and,

M:

[Un.
Yes
Yeah.

h[i de

shihi

ryuugaku?
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│
│
│17
│
│
│18
│19
│
│
│20
│
│
│21
│
│
│22
│
│
│23
│
│
│24
│
│
│25
│
│
│26
│
│
│27
│
│
│28
│
│
│29
│
│
│30
│
│
│31
│
│
│32
│

‘hi’ PT self-funded study-abroad
‘hi’ as in ‘expense’, so that’s self-funded study-abroad.

M:

[Un.
Yes
Yeah.

(0.3)
M: Jibun de harautte koto
Self PT pay
mean
Does that mean that you pay for school yourself?

Y: So so. Shihi

ryuugakusei

to ((M leans back))

Yes yes self-funded international student PT
Yeah. There are self-funded international students and

shahi

ryuugakusei tt[eiu

company-funded international student
company-funded international students.

M:

[Un
Yes
Yeah.

Y: kotoba ga at[te,
Word
PT exist
There are two different terms.

Y:

[Un.
Yes
Yeah.

Shahi tte

iuno wa (.) kigyo kara kiteru hi[to

Company-funded say PT
company from come person
Those who are company-funded are supported by their company.

M:

[Un.
Yes
Yeah.

Y: Shihi tte iuno wa (.) u- uchi no danna mitai n[i
Self-funded say PT
my
Self-funded are those like my husband

PT husband like

M:

PT

[Un.
Yes
Yeah.

Y: ano jibun no okane de kiteru hito?
Well self PT money PT come
who pay to study by themselves?

[suponsaa ga nakute
Sponsor PT not
With no sponsor.

M: [So so da yo ne=
Yes yes CP FP FP
That’s right.

Y: =So.=
Yes
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person

│
Yeah.
│33 M: =Chuzaiin
jyanai mon ne un
expatriate employee not
FP FP yes
│
│
He’s not an expatriate employee.
│34 Y: So nano yo[:
Yes FP FP
│
│
Exactly.
│35 M:
[So(h)kka(h) hah hah
right
│
│
Right. Hah hah
│36 Y: Maki-cha[n kibishiino ne, >wagaya
wa.<=
│
Maki
hard
FP
our household PT
│
Maki, we’re not financially well off.
│37 M:
[hahaha
hahaha
└38→Y: =DAkedo: Emubiiee no hitotte: kekko ano shahi ryuugaku no
But

39

MBA

PT

people

very

well company-funded

PT

hito
ooi kara:
People many because

But, since many of the MBA students are sponsored by their company…

Here, when Yumiko uses the word, “shihi ryuugaku (self-funded study-abroad)” and asks
a confirmation question to see if Maki knows that her husband is a self-funded student
(line 9), Maki, who is a Japanese American, first indicates a hearing problem (“nani
ryuugaku (what study-abroad)?”) in line 11 while leaning toward Yumiko. Even after
Yumiko repeats the word (line 12), the repair does not succeed since Maki initiates
further repair by signaling that she does not understand that word (line 13). After Yumiko
explains what the Chinese characters of the term stand for (lines 14 to 16), Maki proffers
a candidate understanding of what “shihi ryuugaku” means, asking if it means that a
student pays for his program by himself (line 19). However, Yumiko goes on to explain
further; she starts to engage in describing not only what “shihi ryuugaku (self-funded
study-abroad)” is, but also what “shahi ryuugaku (company-sponsored study-abroad)” is
(lines 20 to 30).
It is after this repair sequence is completed that Yumiko returns to her original
story. In line 31, Maki shows that she now understands what “shihi ryuugaku” is, and
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expresses sympathy towards Yumiko’s financial situation (line 33). Yumiko assures the
completion of the repair sequence by agreeing with Maki that she and her husband are
having a hard time financially with him being a “shihi ryuugakusei (self-funded
international student).” Yumiko then, without a pause, utters “dakedo (but)” in line 38
and says “Emubiiee no hitotte: kekko ano shahi ryuugaku no hito ooi kara (since many
MBA students are sponsored by their company…).” This “dakedo” contrasts the teller’s
situation as a “shihi ryuugakusei (self-funded international student)” to that of most other
MBA students who are “shahi ryuugakusei (company-sponsored international student).”
This indicates that Yumiko is now continuing to talk about other MBA students upon
Maki’s understanding of the differences between the two types of international students.
In other words, what is talked about during the repair sequence is treated as a subsidiary
part of her storytelling. Dakedo (but), which contrasts what is previously talked about and
what comes next, thus incorporates the repair sequence into the main line of activity
while at the same time projecting the continuation of the suspended telling.
This section has demonstrated that when continuing a suspended telling, an
interruption is treated as a subsidiary, necessary part in an ongoing storytelling. That is,
what is said during the suspension is integrated into the storytelling upon its continuation.
As a result, a side sequence of an ongoing, main activity of storytelling is in fact treated
as a necessary component of it, and not as a digression. In all excerpts above, what
suspended an ongoing storytelling is settled or solved before its continuation. It is only
after the inserted action is interactionally closed that the teller orients to leading back to
the abandoned activity. By returning after closing the inserted sequence, the return is
accomplished as unproblematic. It is also observed that in both the English and Japanese
data, employing conjunctions such as and or but (de or dakedo in Japanese), tellers not
only connect the upcoming talk to the sequence before the interruption, but also mark the
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integration of the line of talk pursued during the side sequence into the subsequent
telling.

5.3 RESUMPTION
5.2.1. Attention-getter
Next, I demonstrate how tellers present a return to the main line of storytelling as
a ‘resumption’ after it is temporary interrupted. Unlike simply continuing an interrupted
narrative by adding on to the content of the talk during a side sequence, the job of
resuming it is to ‘put aside’ the content of the prior inserted sequence before moving back
to the original course of talk. Jefferson (1972) argues that when resuming rather than
continuing a suspended telling, tellers call for recipients’ re-attention to it since the
intervening talk may cause a shift of focus. That is, upon resuming an abandoned
storytelling, it is necessary that tellers avert their recipients’ attention away from what
was said during the interruption, and turn the shifted focus of talk back to the original
line. In order to do so, it is observed that tellers deploy an attention-getting device to
recall the recipients’ attention to what was ongoing earlier. For example, in Excerpt (6)
below, so with prosodic emphasis is employed to project the return to the suspended
storytelling after a digression caused by the teller himself. While so syntactically treats
the prior component as a reason for the subsequent part, what it does here is different
from indicating a cause-effect relationship. Rather, by producing it noticeably louder than
the prior units after deviating from the main storyline, it recalls the recipients’ attention
toward what was attended before. In this segment, the three participants, Mia, Fred, and
Sean, are talking about “Chrismukkah,” an event that combines Christmas and Hanukkah,
which was introduced in a popular TV series, “The O.C.” The relevant section of this
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conversation begins after Mia and Sean have talked about how much they enjoyed
watching the show, interrupting the talk by Fred, who has mentioned the word
“Chrismukkah.” Mia gives the floor back to Fred in line 1, asking, “Did you watch this?”
As a response, in line 6, Fred starts to talk about his experience of attending a
Chrismukkah party. However, he soon deviates from his main storyline as he tries to
remember which sorority it was that held the party. He then marks the return to his
ongoing storytelling after uttering “so”:
(6)
1 Mia:
2 Fre:
3 Sea:
4 Fre:
5 Mia:
6 Fre:
7
8
9
10
11
12 Mia:
┌13 Fre:
│14
│
│15 Sea:
│16 Mia:
│17 Fre:
└18 Mia:
19→Fre:
20
21

[Classmates Talk 1, 25:41, Chrismukkah]
Did you watch this?=
=I- I haven’t but that’s wh[at
[Ah:
But, [someon[You’ve heard where [it
[Someone who has watched
The O.C. said (.) you should like do Chrismukkah someday
and I was like ↑oka:y and then my freshman year,
<I was invited (.) to> (0.3) >it was hilarious
I was invited to a sorority
I had no idea what sorority this was<,=
=Yeah.
It’s a- Lambda: Delta: no Lambda Delta (they’re not)
Lambda Alpha Omega or something like that Alpha whatever
((bends his left hand next to his face))
A[hahaha ((Fred waves his left hand in front of him))
[hahaha
I don’t care I don’t like Greek letters anyways=
=[Hha
[SO: uhm and- (0.2) it’s- it’s essentially a- a
bla- a- a black sorority (0.2) and (.) one of them
happened to be a Messianic Jew,

When Fred realizes that he deviates from his storytelling, trying to remember the name of
the sorority that he went to in lines 13 and 14, he utters, “Alpha whatever.” As he says
“whatever,” he bends his left hand forward from his wrist right next to his face, and
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waves it once. When his left hand comes back to the position right next to his face, he
utters, “I don’t care, I don’t like Greek letters anyways” (line 17), as he puts both of his
hands on the table. By “whatever,” the waving hand movement, and “I don’t care, I don’t
like Greek letters anyways,” he cancels his attempt to remember the name of the sorority,
and terminates the word-searching activity that he initiated. That is, when his wordsearch is not successful, he brings it to closure by denying its necessity.
What becomes relevant after closing the activity that had suspended the ongoing
storytelling is to return to the telling. Fred increases the volume of his voice and utters,
“SO: uhm and” (line 19), indicating that what is abandoned earlier is going to be reattended. By uttering it loudly, he elicits the recipients’ attention and directs their focus of
attention away from the prior word-searching sequence. He then refers to the sorority as
“it’s essentially a black sorority” (lines 19 and 20), replacing the name of the sorority
with a general description and, in so doing, recycles the last story component produced
before the telling was suspended (“It’s a [name of the sorority]” in line 13). This
recycling of the earlier telling component can be recognized as preliminary to the
refocused storytelling.
The excerpt above demonstrates that when a teller returns to a suspended telling
by way of resumption, s/he uses an attention-getting device to recall the recipients’
attention to what is forthcoming after closing the intervening talk. Similarly, in the
following Japanese example, the teller deploys an attention-getter in order to direct the
recipients’ attention back to her main storyline.
(7)
32→H:

[Japanese Friends Talk, 24:28, Onna Katei 2]
[ah sokka: (.) Shun atashi sa
oh I see
Shun ((name))I
Oh, I see. Shun.
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PT

33

imoto futari irujyan?

34
35 S:
36 E:
37 H:

(0.3)
[A↑h:[::
[°ah:[:°
[De uchi no haha desho? (0.3)

38

sister two
have
I have two sisters, right?

and my PT mother CP
And my mom, right?

de suekko mitainamon dakara uchi no [haha no [tokoro[dato ne
And the youngest child like so my
PT mother PT
So, Shun used to be like the youngest child when I was at my mom’s.

39 M:

place

CP

FP

[un
Uh huh.

40 S:
┌41 M:
│
│
│42
│
│
│43 H:
│
│
│44
│
│
│45 M:
│
│46 H:
│
│
└47→

[un

Uh huh.

[e demo:
Oh but
Oh, but,

(.) o[toto:
Brother
you have a brother.

[eh
What
What?

ototo mo iru ke[do ototo mo Shun no koto [sugoi
Brother PT have but brother PT Shun PT
I have a brother, too, and he really

very

[un

[un

Uh huh.

Uh huh.

kawaigatterun da kedo:
love
loves him, too, but

CP

but

daitai hora
usually you see
usually, you know,

48

(0.2) pechakucha shaberu (.) [jyo[sei no naka ni
chatty

talk

women

49 S:

PT among PT

[un [un un un un

Yes yes yes yes yes
Uh huh, uh huh.

50 M:

[ah ah
Oh oh.

51 H:

potsuntte itsumo ita

kara

alone
always exist-PAST because
He (Shun) was always around the women who talked a lot, so…

((H’s story continues))
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Hisako’s telling of a story about what her son was like as he grew up in a family with lots
of women, including her mother, two sisters, and herself, is interrupted when Maki points
out that Hisako also has a brother (line 42). Hisako thus responds to Maki, saying that she
does have a brother (lines 44 and 46). After dealing with the intervening sequence
initiated by Maki, Hisako marks the closure of the inserted sequence and recalls the
recipients’ attention, uttering “hora (you see?/you know?)” (line 47). In so doing, she
directs their attention back to what is suspended, namely, the original storyline.
As the above examples show, a resumption of an abandoned storytelling is
accomplished differently than a continuation. Upon resuming, instead of building the
ongoing story upon the content of the inserted sequence, tellers push aside the line of talk
which had been pursued during the side sequence, and avert the recipients’ attention
away from it. To do so, an attention-getter is deployed to recall the recipients’ attention
toward the original storyline. It is thus a process of putting an intervening sequence in the
background while bringing the abandoned story back into the foreground.
5.2.2. English: but
The present data displays that other than an attention-getter, turn-initial but and
Japanese demo (but) can also resume an abandoned storytelling. Norrick (2001)
demonstrates that but employed after a digression in spoken narratives can signal a return
to the main storyline and modify the trajectory of an ongoing story, rather than indicating
a contrastive or adversative meaning. This is because it can, when used during
conversational storytelling, “recall listener attention to the developing plot or the point of
a story” (p. 851). However, Norrick (2001) does not discuss how but can mark a specific
type of return, a ‘resumption’ rather than a ‘continuation.’ Also, he does not provide a
detailed analysis of the sequential placement and environment in which but occurs.
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Concerning the use of connectives that can specifically resume an abandoned line of talk,
Mazeland and Huiskes (2001) show the characteristics of the Dutch connective maar
(but) placed in turn-initial position. By prefacing a turn with maar after an inserted
sequence, they argue, the speaker can re-install his own line of talk and formulate the
inserted talk as “alternative to, competitive with and/or a departure from the line of talk
that is picked up again” (p. 164). That is, returning to an abandoned line of talk by maar
deals the preceding intervention as a digression.
In what follows, I describe the use of but and demo (but) as markers of a
resumption of a suspended storytelling. Before we get into the examples, note that this
use of but is different from but or dakedo (but) that appears in Excerpt (1) and (4) in the
previous section, which can be paraphrased as however or although. For example, in the
following excerpt, but is used after the intervening sequence, but it is only because the
teller is repeating the last unit of talk she produced before the intervention, which
happens to be but. This but as a conjunction simply projects the contrastive relationship
between her prior utterance (“I would not have bought that for the word”) and her
upcoming talk. As shown below, Mother’s ongoing telling about how she bought black
bean sauce is interrupted when Niece seeks agreement for her assertion that the sauce was
thick, but the continuation of her telling is projected before the interruption occurs (“but”
in line 5). After Mother responds to Niece’s pursuit of agreement, she signals the
restarting of the telling from where she left off by repeating what she uttered right before
responding to Niece, which is “but.”
(8)

[Dallas Family 1, 06:13, Sauce]

1 Mother:
2
3 Niece:
┌4

but they also have a (0.3) a black bean sauce?
and I would not ha[ve bought that for the world
[you know what?
Th[at is thick isn’t it?=
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│5→Mother:
│6
│7 Niece:
│8 Mother:
└9
10→
11 Niece:
12Mother:
13 Niece:
14Mother:

[but ((extends her left index finger upwards))
=it’s real thick, but once you start cooking i:t
right=
=and and the juices from the meats and the vegetables
and everything (0.2)
but they had samples of it at the store
mm hmm
and that’s what made me buy it
mm hm[m
[and I thought it was wonderful.

During Mother’s talk here, recognizing Niece’s attempt to take a turn, Mother says “but”
in line 5, projecting that her talk still continues, in order to prevent her turn from being
interrupted. Niece’s tag question (“isn’t it?”), however, makes Mother’s response
relevant. Thus, Mother responds to it, saying that the sauce is thick, but diluted during the
process of cooking: “It’s real thick, but once you start cooking it and and the juices from
the meats and the vegetables and everything” (lines 6, 8, and 9). After completing this
adjacency pair, she repeats “but” in line 10, and returns to her main storyline. Thus, this
but is a recycling of an earlier unit, which shows the return to the original telling. Also, as
we can see, what follows (“they had samples of it at the store and that’s what made me
buy it” (lines 10 and 12)) contrasts with the last units before Niece’s intervention (“I
would not have bought that for the world” in line 2). Therefore, this but is an example of
a typical use of the conjunctive but which marks contrast. It is not this type of use of but
that is dealt with in this chapter. What is explored is the one that is used to specifically
mark a resumption of an abandoned activity.
Halliday and Hasan (1976) identify that one of the functions of but is to correct or
replace the preceding unit. Similarly, when it is used after the closure of an inserted talk
that suspended an ongoing storytelling, but can correct or replace the focus or direction of
an ongoing telling, bringing the main focus of the telling into the foreground again. It can
signal that the inserted sequence is a digression while marking the shift to the abandoned
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line of telling. In the following excerpt, but corrects the possible focus shift due to the
expanded repair sequence that suspended an ongoing storytelling. The ongoing narrative
is interrupted when the recipients ask questions regarding the ongoing topic. The teller
returns to the storytelling in line 35 after but:
(9)

[Dallas Family 3, 23:31, Chupacabra 2]

5 Niece:
6
7
8
9
Son:
10 Niece:
┌11 Fathe:
│12
Son:
│13 Niece:
│
│14
│
│15 Daugh:
│16 Niece:
│17
│18 Fathe:
│19 Grand:
│20 Niece:
│21 Mothe:
│22 Niece:
│23
Son:
│24 Niece:
│25
│26
│27
│28
│29
│30
│31
│32 Mothe:
│33 Niece:
└34 Mothe:
35→Niece:
36
37 Daugh:
38
39

=Oh they were talking (.) yeah I was watching that
(0.5)this morning with Macy and they were (0.2)
talking about the chupacabra?
(0.6)
chupa-thingy?
(0.3) yeah an[d it means
[a what?
°chupa[thingy°
[the chupacabra? (0.2) It’s in Mexico? ((looks
at Father))
It’s like a: (0.2) it’s it’s ei a: (0.2) ((looks at
Mother))
kills goats [plus taking out their blood
[it kills goats (0.2) it sucks their blood
(.)·hh And it’s a=
=it’s a paras[ite?
[like a Dracula
(0.2) Ye[ah.
[it’s a it’s a parasite?
(0.2) No (.) well=
=it’s a lizar[d
[for a long time they didn’t know what
it was and they (.) came up with this usually like
alien looking thing because they thought it was like
the boogieman you know? like that had the boogie man?
all of the (0.2) you know
women who had children would say
↓uh ↑uhh ↓like the chpa↑cabra will get you
it’s like a big (.) [kinda fairy tale thing there but
[hm
it’s actually true haha[hso·hh it’s a little different
[hm
but there’s lik- what was it Macy
was it like a beetle-looking thing?
Yeah and (0.3) yea- other farmers would go out (.)
in the morning and by then lots of goats just sitting
there dead
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((Niece’s story continues))

Prior to this example, Niece first projects a possible telling by saying that she saw a TV
show about the “chupacabra” with Daughter (lines 5 to 7). Since Father initiates repair
(“a what?” in line 11), the side sequence opens up and her telling is suspended. Although
the repair can complete after Niece explains the chupacabra with Daughter’s assistance
(“it kills goats. It sucks their blood” in line 16), she orients to adding more explanation
(“and it’s a…” in line 17). Also, Father (line 18) and Mother (line 21) still ask questions
to clarify what the chupacabra is, which leads Niece to extend her explanation and
provide more background information about the “fairy tale thing” (line 24 to 31, and line
33). Mazeland and Huiskes (2001) demonstrate that tellers can resume, rather than
continue, their telling using maar (but) after an inserted repair sequence when it is ‘postexpanded’ (Schegloff, 1990). This is because, they argue that, such post-expansion can
shift the focus of the ongoing conversation. Similarly, in this example, Niece’s extended
explanation potentially causes a shift in focus of the ongoing talk; while the projected
story is about what she saw on the TV about the chupacabra, the recipients’ attention may
be shifted to the myth about the creature which Niece just described.
It is “but” that corrects this possible focus shift and brings the recipients’ attention
back to the main story theme. Niece first closes the inserted repair sequence by denying
the “fairy tale thing” about the chupacabra since “it’s actually true” (line 33). She then
utters “but there’s like” and asks for Daughter’s co-participation: “What was it Macy,?”
projecting the return to the main storyline. Note that the “fairy tale thing” that she just
described is an extra piece of information not relevant to her narrative about the TV
show. Therefore, by but, the teller signals the ‘resumption’ of a suspended telling,
directing the recipients’ attention away from what had just been talked about during the
repair sequence and treating it as a digression, something not part of the main storyline.
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In the next example, the intervention is caused by a possible co-teller, who had a
common experience. The focus of the telling which may be shifted during the attempted
assistance by the potential co-teller is modified by the use of but.
(10)

[Dallas Family 2, 33:28, House tour 2]

21 Mothe: you know what
22
(0.6)
23
I remember the most about that trip?=
25 Niece: =what
26 Mothe: Katie and I took the bikes.
27
You had Mary- Mary was either napping because Mary was
28
so little. And we just went and rode our bikes.
29
And we got a map and it said oh here’s the historical
30
so we were driving and oh there’s there’s the old
31
captain’s house okay that’s from the sixteen hun[dred
┌32 Niece:
[it
│33
was the house tour.
│34 Mothe: ye:s
│
1((M moves her left hand)) 2((M flips her left hand palm upward))
│
┌──┴───────┐
┌──┴──┐
│35 Niece: It was like a Quaker house (0.2) something.
│
3((bends her left hand wrist))
│
┌──┴──┐
└36→Mothe: I don’t know. But we came up to this one house and the
37
door was ope:n and it and it’s
38 Fathe: oh yeahh hahaha
39 Mothe: We’re reading on the pamphlet where it says
40
you know this is what happened in this house and you
41
can go in and you can walk around so we go in
42
and we’re just like wow look a[t this
43 Niece:
[yeahhh this is a great
44
house [this is well decorated
45 Mothe:
[we were just looking around
46
and this woman comes up to us and says
47
·hh can I help you?
48
And we said oh we’re just on a house tour we’re just
49
·hh she said this is not the- she was having like some
50
bridal tea or some[thing
51 Niece:
[She- they were [having
52 Fathe:
[damit it
53
hahaha[haha
54 Mothe:
[Hey how’s it [going
55 Niece:
[She was like this is a private
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56

house

The digression during Mother’s storytelling is caused by Niece, a possible co-teller; as
Mother starts her storytelling in line 26, Niece, who has a shared experience, indicates
that she recognizes the event Mother is talking about: “it was the house tour” (line 32).
Mother, hearing Niece’s utterance, stops her talk, looks at Niece, and says “yes” (line
34). In so doing, Mother provides confirmation to the contribution from her co-teller.
Mother then attempts to continue her story by reproducing the gesture that she
discontinued earlier (body 1), but stops her hand movement immediately (body 2) since
Niece again talks and provides some more specific information regarding the event (“It
was like a Quaker house something”) (line 35). This time, Mother does not respond to her
with “yes.” Instead, she utters “I don’t know” (line 36) with falling intonation and waves
her left hand once in front of her face (body 3). This “I don’t know” produced with
falling intonation and the waving gesture signal not only her lack of knowledge, but also
her denial of the importance of the information just provided. She also rejects the
necessity of Niece’s attempt to assist her telling and closes the sequence initiated by
Niece in line 32; “I don’t know”; Mother’s lack of knowledge discourages the progress of
the line of talk pursued by Niece.
It is in this context that Mother utters “but” and returns to her telling. She enters
the description of the next stage in the narrative (“but we came up to this one house
and…”) rather than repeating the earlier description. By but, she marks the shift of focus
away from the name of the tour, and redirects the recipients’ attention toward the next
development of the story.
Thus far, I have shown how but can signal a shift back to the original focus before
transitioning into the next development of an ongoing story. But can also be used before
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returning to the point where a storytelling left off. In the examples above, after marking
the resumption of a suspended storytelling using but, the tellers transition into the next
stage in an ongoing narrative. In contrast, the tellers in the following examples repeat
their earlier unit(s) of talk and signal the return to the point before their telling is
suspended.
But can modify the focus or direction of an ongoing activity not only after a
digression initiated by a recipient, but also after a digression caused by a teller
him/herself. The next example represents a case in which a digression occurs when the
teller introduces a joke after a recipient comments on what he says. Here, but is used to
modify the focus that has possibly shifted during the inserted sequence, and to mark a
resumption of the original activity.
(11)
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
┌61
│62
│63
│64
│65
│66
│67
│68

[American Friends Talk, 36:19, Chinese Food Restaurant 2]

P:

[No but (0.2) we went (0.4) and ah:
(0.6) d(hh)idn't know how to order
I was like >↑how the hell do you know what this stuff i:s<
S: heh[h
P:
[you kn↑ow ↓like (0.3)
it doesn't have any description at all it's jus-=
S: =right
P: a- names
(.)
S: yeah h[hah hah
P:
[you know (.) orange (0.3) chicken
I know it has chi↑cken
(0.2)
S: ·hhh
P: [or something
S: [you know it either has oranges in it or orange ↑colored=
P: =yeah [but you know you don't know
S:
[hah hah
P: if it's really chicken [either you know
L:
[·hhhHA
S: hah ha[h hah
P:
[you- think it's probably a cat
L: ·hhha[ha hahaha
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│69 P:
└70 S:
71→P:
72 L:
73 P:
74
75

[or ·hh people=
=r(h)ight heh [heh
[but (0.2) but I was there and I was like
[·hheh
[what the hell is this stuff and he was like
you don't know? I was like we:ll I mean (0.2)
I've (.) probably eaten it befo:re (0.2)
((Story continues))

Paul recounts his experience at a Chinese restaurant in this excerpt. In line 48, he
expresses his puzzlement when he saw the menu (“I was like how the hell do you know
what this stuff is”). Steve aligns with Paul’s perspective when he says that he knows
“orange chicken” has a chicken in it by inserting his comment “it either has orange in it
or orange colored” (line 61). Paul’s narrative then deviates from the main storyline since
he extends this intervention by Steve; he humorously says that he never knows whether
“orange chicken” really has chicken in it (line 64), and it might be a cat (line 67) or
people (line 69). The recipients, Steve and Lisa, align with this humorous line he is
pursuing by laughing. After Steve provides agreement (“right”), which can settle this
inserted sequence caused by Paul’s joke, in line 71, Paul utters “but.” He then utters, “I
was there,” and repeats the similar line of telling he produced before the digression, “I
was like what the hell is this stuff” (lines 71 and 73). By recycling the earlier units of
talk, he signals that he returns to where his storytelling left off. Thus, but employed here
modifies the course of activity from the joking phase to his storytelling before he projects
the return to the original line of talk. This leads to the successful resumption of the
storytelling.
Excerpt (12) is another example in which a digression is caused by a joke initiated
by the teller. Again, after closing the joking sequence, but is employed to signal the
return to the place right before the intervention started. In this excerpt in which Niece
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describes a TV show about a man who discovers the secrets behind old tombs in different
countries, her inability to properly compose her narrative leads her to deviate.
(12)
1
2
3
4
┌5
│6
│7
│8
│9
│10
└11
12
13
14
15
16
17

[Dallas Family 2, 36:40, Tomb Raider]

Niece: You know what there’s another: uhm
Alan you might have seen this (0.2) there’s a (.)
show that’s (.) really cool it’s a (.) it’s a guy
he’s considered a Tomb Raider not a raider
but ·hh he goes and he: uhm tries tah- he they hehehe
(0.2)
Father: ha[hahahaha
Mother:
[hehehe
Niece: uhm
Mother: and Bob goes
Niece: Yea(h)h hah
→Niece: but he uhm he goes to all these different countries
and he: (0.4)
Father: b[reak tombs? hahahaha
Niece: [uhm
yeah(h) yeah no he he tries to find tombs
and he tries to uncover kinda some of the secrets and=

At the initial stage of her telling, Niece experiences some disfluency. First, in line 4, she
self-repairs her own utterance, “he’s considered a Tomb Raider, not a raider.” By “not a
raider,” she cancels the implication that what the guy on the show does is illegal. She
then exhibits difficulty in composing her narrative (“he goes and he uhm tries to…”), but
does not self-repair her utterance but instead jokingly displays her inability to construct a
narrative smoothly (“he they hehehe” in line 5). This leads to a side sequence with
several turns since it elicits others’ laughter (lines 7 and 8) as well as Mother’s
participation in the joke (“and Bob goes” in line 10). Niece provides acknowledgment of
Mother’s joke in line 11 (“yeah”), and closes this activity caused by her inability to selfrepair.
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After settling this digression, what becomes relevant is to return to the suspended
narrative. In line 12, Niece says “but,” and repeats the telling component that she
produced before the digression (“he goes”) and continues, “he goes to all these different
countries,” indicating what she was about to say the first time while returning to the exact
point where she stopped earlier. Therefore, this example also illustrates that but marks a
shift in focus – putting the joking phase aside – while the recycling of the earlier telling
component foreshadows the resumption of the abandoned storytelling.
In Chapter 4, I demonstrated that no can request the termination of the previous
topic and indicate a shift. In the following example, the teller places no before but, and
terminates the preceding activity in favor of what is forthcoming. This is from the same
storytelling sequence examined earlier in which Paul talks about his experience of going
to a Chinese restaurant but did not know what to order, even though he is Asian
American. His storytelling is interrupted by another competing line of talk introduced by
the recipients.

(13)
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
┌16
│17
│18
│19

[American Friends Talk, 36:19, Chinese Food Restaurant 2]

P: ·hh Shoot. (.) I- (.) I went with Saya (.) to this uhm
Asian (0.3) American restaurant=
S: =°mm hmm°
P: Chinese restaurant, (0.5)
and it had a (.) Chinese American food (0.4)
°you know general sauce and [all that kinda stuff°
S:
[Yeah
P: and I- I never really knew what it was.
Because the restaurants that (.) that I ate at
weren’t (.) those r[estaurants
S:
[right
P: and (0.3) growing u[p in a really smALL TOWN
S:
[Yeah since we really wouldn’t go
the(h)re [·hh heh heh ·hh heh
P:
[WELL, growing up in a small town
we didn’t have those restaurants either. And- so
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│20
I didn’t real[ly know of them until I went to: uhm (.)
│21 S:
[Oh really.
│22 P: university.=
│23 S: =That’s a really small town.
│24 P: An- well [yeah it’s like [I mean
│25 S:
[°whew°
│26 L:
[OH WHATEVE[:R
│27 P:
[four thousand
│28
(0.4) peo[ple?
│29 S:
[It’s a [Chinese food restaurant.
│30 L:
[Ca│31 S: They have Chinese places everywhere.=
│32 P: =Everywhere [yeah
│33 L:
[In not in my ↑to:wn
│34
(0.5)
│35 S:[Tha│36 L:[The town that I grew up in, the first(.) bit of Asian that
│37
I ever saw was when I landed off the plane in (.) Nagoya
│38
·hh[h for the first time in my life and I was like
│39 P:
[heh heh [wow
│40 L: what the he:[:ll
[hahhh
│41 S:
[heh ·hh h[eh ·hh
│42 P: °And [(they get [afraid°) heh heh heh
│43 S:
[·hhhhh
│44 L:
[take the country girl (out)
└45
ahe[hhh
46→P:
[No but (0.2) we went (0.4) and ah:
47
(0.6) d(hh)idn't know how to order
48
I was like >↑how the hell do you know what this stuff i:s<

When Paul tells that he went to a Chinese restaurant (line 4), but did not know what food
to order because he had never eaten at a Chinese restaurant (line 13), his storytelling is
interrupted by the two recipients; in overlap with Paul’s utterance, Steve, assuming that
Paul has the same perspective as he does, shows alignment with Paul saying that they
“really wouldn’t go” to a Chinese restaurant (line 16). Paul then corrects Steve’s
assumption, saying “well, growing up in a small town, we didn’t’ have those restaurants”
(lines 18 and 19). When Steve comments that Paul must have been from a very small
town since usually Chinese restaurants are everywhere (line 31), Lisa disagrees with him,
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stating that she also grew up in a small town and did not see anything Asian until she got
off the plane in Nagoya, Japan (lines 36-40).
This competing line of talk by Lisa does not close even after Steve (line 41) and
Paul (line 42) display their acknowledgment, because Lisa adds further comment to it
(line 44). Paul thus orients to terminating Lisa’s talk by not responding to her last
comment; he utters “no but” (“No, but, we went and…”) (line 46). By no, he brings to
closure the prior competing talk by Lisa, and by but he directs the recipients’ attention
back to his main narrative. Then, saying “we went” (line 46), he rephrases the beginning
of the story (in line 4, Paul says, “I went with Saya to this Asian American restaurant”).
He also repeats the similar content of the earlier unit of telling; “didn’t know how to
order” (line 47) is a recycling of the unit before the interruption, which was “I never
really knew what it was” (line 11). In so doing, the exact point where the teller is
returning to is indicated, and at the same time the resumption of the abandoned
storytelling is projected.
5.2.3. Japanese: demo
I now turn to a Japanese example. It is observed that in Japanese, like English but
examined above and Dutch maar (Mazeland & Huiskes, 2001), demo (but) enables tellers
to mark that they are resuming their main narrative after it was suspended. For example,
in Excerpt (14) below, demo marks the transition into the next story component after a
digression.
(14)

[Japanese tea time 3, 02:28, color coordinator]

1

E: So

2

H:

nanka iro

de omoidashitan desu ke[do

Yeah well color PT remember
Yeah, speaking of color, I just remember

CP

but

[un

Yeah
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Yeah

3

E: nanka watashi no nihon no tomodachi ga f[utari gurai[:

4

H:

5

E: nanka nihon de: (0.3) nan yaro (0.2)

Well
I
PT Japan
Well, two of my friends in Japan

┌7
│
│
└8

PT

two

[un

Yeah
Yeah

Well Japan PT
In Japan, what was it

6

PT friend

about

[un

Yeah
Yeah

what CP

<karaa koodineetaa mitai>[na
Color coordinator
like
Someone like a color coordinator

H:

[ah: aru yo ne:
Oh exist FP FP
Oh I know that

E: NE? Nanka atashi zenzen shiranakute:
FP like
I
not at all know-NEG
Right? Well, I didn’t know about it at all.

9 →

>demo< [itta[Ra,
But
go-PAST if
But, when they went,

10 H:

[Un

[Un

Uh huh. Uh huh.

11 E: ironna iro o awas[etekuret[e (.) de nani kei no iro o niaVarious color PT match
and what kind PT color PT suit(The color coordinators) match various colors to you

12 H:

[un u::n
Uh huh.

13 R:

[ah ah
Uh uh.

14 E: ga niauka toka de meiku toka zenbu shindan shitemoraeru
PT suit
etc
PT make-up etc all
and figure out which colors look the best on you

15

diagnose do

[mitai de=
Like
CP
it seems, and

16 R: [ah::
Oh.

This excerpt shows the initial part of Eri’s story about her friend’s experience of seeing a
professional color coordinator in Japan. In line 5, Eri shows uncertainty regarding the
word she chooses to refer to the profession she intends to talk about. She says, “nanyaro
(what was it)” before uttering “karaa koodineetaa (color coordinator)” (line 5). However,
as soon as Eri utters “karaa koodineetaa (color coordinator),” Hisako indicates that she
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recognizes what it is in line 7 (“ah aru yone (Oh, I know that)”). The final particle yone is
a tag question (“isn’t it?”), which makes a response relevant. Eri, seeing that her choice
of word was not wrong, stops her sentence-in-progress, temporarily discontinues her
telling, and responds to Hisako (“Ne? Nanka atashi zenzen shiranakute (Right? Well, I
didn’t know about it at all”). After completing the adjacency pair, Eri quickly utters
“demo” (line 9), and returns to her narrative. By using demo, she directs the recipients’
attention back to her original course of talk and adjusts the interrupted path of her telling.
Even though the subject changes between her immediately prior sentence (herself)
(Nanka atashi zenzen shiranakute (Well, I didn’t know about it at all”) and her next
sentence (her friends) (“demo ittara (but (they) went)”), she does not produce the subject
here, thereby showing that she is directly returning to her earlier sentence that was in
progress just before she deviated from her storytelling. Therefore, the inserted adjacency
pair is in a sense set aside, not treated as a part of the ongoing narrative, and thus, the
suspended telling is not simply continued, but rather, resumed.
In sum, this section has examined cases in which an interrupted storytelling is
resumed after a ‘break,’ treating an inserted side sequence as a digression which is not
directly relevant to the main storyline. It is observed that tellers redirect the recipients’
attention back to a narrative that is suspended, bringing it back into the foreground. A
digression during one’s storytelling can be initiated either by a recipient – when s/he
comments on what is said, or asks for a repair or confirmation –, or a teller him/herself –
when s/he introduces background information, searches for a word, or intentionally
deviates by uttering something irrelevant. A resumption is necessary when there is a need
to terminate the prior interruption and modify the direction or focus of the ongoing story
that has potentially been shifted. Rather than building the storytelling on the content of an
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inserted sequence, upon resumption, tellers put what happened during the prior digression
to the side and shift the recipients’ attention away from it.
While there are various ways to project the return to an ongoing storytelling, the
data revealed that but is frequently used as a ‘resumption marker’ during conversational
storytelling. After a digression, it can project the upcoming modification of direction or
focus that has been potentially shifted. A resumed story can start either by entering the
next section of an ongoing narrative or by recycling the earlier story component. The
analysis shows that Japanese demo (but) can serve a similar purpose, suggesting the
similar interactional functions of but and demo when used during conversational
storytelling.

5.4 CONCLUSION
The purpose of this chapter was to investigate mid-telling projections: how a
return to an abandoned storytelling is projected after it is interrupted in its midst.
Jefferson (1972) argues that there are two different ways in which return to a suspended
talk can be accomplished after a side sequence is inserted: a ‘continuation’ and
‘resumption.’ This chapter demonstrates that these two types of return are found in
storytelling sequences as well; tellers of a story, when their storytelling is interrupted,
accomplish a return to it either as a continuation or resumption. When an ongoing telling
is returned to by way of a continuation, whatever that suspended it is first settled or
solved and integrated into the ongoing story. Thus, a continuation accomplishes an
unproblematic return. That is, what is talked about during the inserted sequence is treated
as a supplemental part, not as a digression, upon which the subsequent telling is built.
Continuation is often projected by employing a conjunction such as and in English and de
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(and) in Japanese at turn-beginning, in order to link the subsequent continuation directly
to the talk pursued during the inserted sequence. Therefore, the continuation of a
suspended storytelling can be described as follows:
Projected trajectory
of storytelling
Inserted sequence

‘and’

Actual trajectory

On the other hand, when an abandoned telling is returned to by way of a
resumption, an inserted sequence is treated as a digression, which is not a part of the
ongoing narrative. By deploying various resources to recall the recipients’ attention to
what is suspended, such as attention-getters, tellers attempt to avert the recipients’
attention away from the intervening sequence. At the same time, they project the
modification of the focus of talk which was potentially altered during the digression. In
addition to attention-getters, it is also observed that but (as well as Japanese demo) is
frequently used in doing so. Turn-initial but (or demo) after an inserted sequence serves
to perform a backward-looking move, such as putting aside the activity that suspended
the ongoing story, and at the same time foreshadows the shift back to the original focus.
Therefore, to illustrate resumption in a diagram:
Projected trajectory
of a storytelling
Actual trajectory
Inserted
sequence

‘but’
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This chapter has also presented the functions of some conjunctions within a
storytelling context. It was shown that their sequential placement and environment offer
them specific interactional functions different from their original meanings. It was also
demonstrated that similar types of conjunctions are deployed in marking a return to a
suspended storytelling in English and Japanese. In both languages, the conjunctions and
(de in Japanese) at turn-initial position can project continuation, connecting the syntax of
subsequent talk to the prior intervening talk. Additionally, prefacing a turn with the
conjunction but (demo in Japanese) projects resumption while marking a shift of focus
that was altered during the intervening talk. It is to be noted, however, that Japanese
demo was not employed as frequently as the English conjunction but for this purpose in
the present data. Future study could analyze the use of different conjunctions and other
linguistic items in various other sequential environments than storytelling sequences.
We have observed in this chapter and the previous chapter that the process of
telling a story is both cooperative and competitive. While tellers guide their coparticipants what kind of activity they are about to initiate, informing them of an
appropriate participation framework (such as teller vs. co-teller or teller vs. recipient) and
a relevant next action (such as laughing after a storytelling is completed), it is necessary
at the same time that they make sure that the co-participants remain as listeners until the
completion of the narrative. Thus, it is required for an activity to be accomplished that
participants cooperate and align with one another’s actions, and at the same time prevent
other competitive actions from occurring. As demonstrated in this chapter and Chapter 4,
it is projection that manages such cooperation and competition during storytelling; as
participants orient to the progressivity of a storytelling sequence, the pre-indication of the
trajectory that teller intends to take enables action coordination in advance. Since there is
a constant potential for a competing action to occur, projecting what comes next can have
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them both prepare for and prevent a possible next action. The excerpts provided in these
two chapters have illustrated that various devices allow for such projection of what is
forthcoming both before and during a storytelling. While I have focused on the use of
verbal resources thus far, the purpose of the next chapter is to examine non-verbal
resources that project the launching and re-launching of a conversational storytelling.
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Chapter 6: Embodied Projection: Employment of Language and Body
during Story Entry
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous two chapters have dealt with how participants’ vocal conduct
projects the beginning and continuation/resumption of storytelling during conversations.
In this chapter, I extend my focus to the speaker and recipients’ non-vocal conduct during
entry into a conversational narrative. I explore how multimodal communicative resources
available in everyday interaction, including language, gesture, gaze, body posture and
orientation, etc., can together organize the launching of a conversational storytelling.
6.1.1

Multimodality
In human face-to-face interaction, where the participants’ body and the

surrounding environment in which it is situated are visible to one another, language is not
the only communicative modality; rather, various other semiotic resources, both vocal
and non-vocal, mutually elaborate one another and jointly form a coherent action. A
growing number of studies that deal with the sequential analysis of talk-in-interaction
have investigated the precise coordination of talk and bodily conduct in organizing turns
and actions (e.g., C. Goodwin, 1995b, 2000, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2006; C. Goodwin &
M. H. Goodwin, 1986; Hayashi, 2003; Heath, 2002; Koschmann & LeBaron, 2002;
LeBaron & Koschmann, 2003; LeBaron & Streeck, 2000; Mondada, 2007; Stivers &
Sidnell, 2005; Streeck, 1993, 1995, 2009a, 2009b; Streeck & Hartge, 1992; Streeck &
Knapp, 1992). Studies have described that one aspect of the multimodal nature of copresent interaction is that various semiotic resources can supplement one another’s
meanings; talk and body work together and contextualize one another through temporal
coordination in unfolding courses of talk.
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Another aspect of having shared embodied resources in face-to-face interaction is
the visibility of the moment-by-moment projection of forthcoming actions. Streeck
(2009b) investigates “forward-gesturing” that can “enable others to anticipate the
trajectory of an action and, thus, facilitate rapid interpersonal coordination” (p. 161). He
demonstrates that gestures can project not only during one’s turn, but also before the turn
the content or word to be said next, action to be performed next, or stance that will be
shown. Also, a gesture can publicly display one’s intent to take the turn even before the
current turn completes (Mondada, 2007; Streeck & Hartge, 1992). While gestures can
prefigure a forthcoming action or turn-taking, projection within a gesture is also possible
since an unfolding gestural movement can progressively project its own future trajectory.
From its onset, a gesture-in-progress allows others to anticipate what it will take to
complete it. Therefore, the action to be performed through in-progress embodied
behavior can be recognized even before the gesture is completed.
Given that the use of bodily resources for the projection of what is forthcoming is
still understudied (Streeck, 2009b), the purpose of this chapter is to examine how body
behaviors along with talk project forthcoming storytelling and shape the opportunity for
its start. I investigate participants’ precisely-timed production of talk and bodily behavior
in concert with others’ actions relevant to storytelling entry.
6.1.2

Non-Speaker’s Activities
This chapter also focuses on non-speakers’ embodied action. In general, studies

have tended to give a primary attention to speakers’ talk and bodily conduct and have not
dealt much with recipients’ (non-speakers’) use of the body in organizing social actions
(C. Goodwin, 2009; Hosoma, 2009). However, we cannot ignore the role of recipients
since it is for recipients that speakers construct talk and action. Through their bodily
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conduct, recipients can display their online analysis of the current speaker’s unfolding
talk, which at the same time allows the speaker to coordinate their action with it. As
Kendon (1990) puts it, “If we are to understand more fully the conditions in which
effective and efficient social performance may occur, it will be important to examine in
detail the behavior of listeners, and how this is related to the behavior of speakers” (p.
91).
In this chapter I specifically focus on the gaze of recipients. Recipients’ gaze
toward speaker is used to indicate that they are attending to the current talk (C. Goodwin,
1979, 1980). Therefore, lack of recipient’s gaze leads speakers to request their gaze in
constructing an utterance. Likewise, the present data demonstrates that a prospective
teller shows orientation to eliciting recipients’ gaze toward him/her upon entry into a
story. How one launches a telling, thus, can be contingent upon whether or not and how
s/he receives gaze from recipients. This chapter investigates how the gaze of recipients is
relevant to how the storytelling sequence is initiated and organized.
6.1.3

Organization of the Chapter
The first half of this chapter explores the participants’ embodied actions during

the entry into storytelling. Specifically, I demonstrate how the launching of a story is
organized through adapting to the gaze direction of recipients, especially how an
incipient speaker elicits gaze from recipients, a sign that the upcoming talk will be
attended, to gain the floor for storytelling. The analysis aims at expanding the findings
from Chapter 4 – the differences between when a coherent story is projected and when a
disjunctive story is projected. In the transcript, below the utterance, the onset of gaze
toward the speaker is marked with “+” and its duration is indicated with a dash, “-.” In
the second half of this chapter, I focus on a specific type of gesture that is frequently
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deployed at story entry, a pointing gesture – or a hand-shape similar to that. I examine
what pointing gesture’s functions are in organizing the storytelling entry in an attempt to
expand our understanding of what pointing gestures can do in interaction.

6.2 ENTRY INTO STORYTELLING: EMBODIED PROJECTION OF COHERENCE AND
DISJUNCTION
In Chapter 4, I have examined linguistic resources such as conjunctions, particles,
and other lexical items that project a story and organize the start of its telling. Focusing
on non-vocal actions, however, reveals that the floor for storytelling is not negotiated
only through linguistic resources. In fact, the participants’ body behaviors, such as gaze,
gesture, body posture, and body orientation, are consequential to how storytelling is
verbally prefaced (or not prefaced). It is through the moment-by-moment coordination of
talk and body among the participants that entry into a story is accomplished. Chapter 4
has shown that, when starting a story as a unit disjunctive from the prior talk, prospective
tellers call for recipients’ attention in order to alert them to the upcoming shift; however,
they do not do so when starting a story continuous with the prior talk. In order to add on
to the findings from Chapter 4, this section examines how this difference is exhibited in
the participants’ bodily conduct.
6.2.1

Projecting Coherence
Let us first investigate a prospective teller’s non-vocal conduct upon entry into a

continuous story. A story coherent with the ongoing talk starts as continuation from the
prior talk (as shown in Chapter 4). As discussed in Chapter 4, Steve’s story in the
following example supports the point argued by the prior speaker Paul and is produced as
a direct response to it. Focus on Steve’s bodily conduct as he enters the telling:
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Here, the recipient, Steve, starts to move his body during Paul’s next speech in line 5
(“that a person can go through”). First, as soon as Paul says “totally does not
acknowledge you know the kind of stress” (line 4), Steve lifts his right hand that has been
positioned by his knee. He then begins to move his right hand toward his left eye (body
1)14 during Paul’s utterance “that a person can go” (line 5). Note that his right hand starts
to move as soon as Paul utters the object (“the kind of stress”) of the verb “acknowledge”
in his sentence, namely, where the sentence approaches its possible completion point.
Kendon (1970, 1990) argues that while listeners tend to move in synchrony with the
current speaker, they stop doing so when they cease to receive the ongoing speech and
prepare to respond to it. On such occasions, they start to make movements independent
from the speaker’s movement. Steve’s right hand moving toward his left eye, therefore,
may be a sign of him preparing to speak next as a possible transition place approaches.
Steve’s right little finger then reaches his left eye (body 2) when Paul utters
“through” (line 5). Immediately after that, Steve takes the turn. While holding his right
little finger in the same position (touching his left eye) and keeping his gaze toward Paul
(body 2), he says, “Just like my friend” (line 6). After this utterance, he launches a telling
(“He went, he like…”) while keeping the same body posture, hand position, and gaze
direction. That is, when he enters the telling as a direct response to what Paul says, Steve
does not move his body. In other words, neither by his vocal or non-vocal behaviors, does
he attempt to specifically call for his recipients’ attention; thus no disjunction from the
ongoing talk is indicated.
Observe that his entry into the telling is intricately coordinated with the
recipient’s behaviors. When Steve, the incipient teller, utters “Just like my friend,” Paul’s
14

Note that “(body #)” refers to the description of the body behavior in the transcript (for the explanation
of transcription of bodily conduct, see Chapter 3).
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turn is still ongoing although his voice is getting lower (line 5). At this point, Paul is
looking down talking while Steve is looking at Paul as he talks, indicating that Paul is his
target recipient. Paul moves his gaze toward Steve during Steve’s production of the word
“friend.” After “friend” is uttered, namely, after Paul’s gaze reaches Steve, Paul stops his
speech. It is at this point in time when Paul shifts his gaze to Steve and stops speaking
that Steve starts a new sentence: “He went, he like planned for it like…” (line 7), of
which is the start of his telling. That is, Steve’s story entry is coordinated with two
requirements that ensure the recipient’s involvement: the gaze from the recipient and the
end of Paul’s prior talk.
This excerpt shows that entry into a continuous story from the prior talk can lack
any recognizable bodily behaviors. As shown in Chapter 4 that no vocal attention-getter
is used at the start of a coherent story, the continuation of what has been going on is
displayed through lack of non-vocal attention-getter as well.
6.2.2

Projecting Disjunction
The previous sub-section demonstrated how a coherent, continuous story starts

‘unmarked.’ We next consider the projection of a sequentially-disjunctive story from the
prior talk. As discussed in Chapter 4, when a story starts as a new sequence or activity,
disjunction from the prior talk is marked; a prospective teller calls for recipients’
attention and alerts them to the upcoming shift by using vocal means. In this section, I
demonstrate that prospective tellers employ not only talk, but also their body to do so. In
the first excerpt below, by shifting body posture, the prospective teller not only elicits
attention from the co-participants, but also projects disjunction from the ongoing
sequence even before taking the turn. This segment starts after Monica finishes
recounting that she tried to heal an injured chicken when she was a child. After Monica’s
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in the previous talk. Such demonstrative is usually a ‘cataphora’ (Halliday & Hasan,
1976) which refers not to a prior item, but to a forthcoming item. Thus, the demonstrative
this in Claire’s utterance projects that she will specify in her subsequent talk what this
refers to and what “such a random change” is. Indeed, she then enters a telling of her
grandmother’s story, which is triggered by, but not continuous with, the prior talk.
Claire’s entry into a telling in this example is precisely timed and strategically
initiated. First, Claire starts to move her body, aiming for the closing point of the ongoing
sequence. That is, since Rebeca’s question, “is it true?,” only seeks confirmation of
Monica’s just provided answer, it foreshadows that the closing of the adjacency pair
(question-answer) initiated by her prior question is approaching. As Monica has already
provided an answer, “mm hmm,” to Rebeca’s previous question, it is anticipated that her
confirmation request will receive a short response. It is at this point in time, where the
sequence closure draws near, that Claire starts to prepare to shift her posture, a potential
sign of transition in her participation mode. In so doing, she displays to others her
changing participation status, and at the same time attracts the co-participants’ attention
prior to her turn.
Secondly, Claire’s utterance, “This is such a random change of (…),” which starts
right after the prior sequence ends, begins right when both of her hands reach the
armrests (body 2). In other words, the onset of her body repositioning and the start of the
preface of the subsequent story are temporally coordinated with the end of the prior
sequence.
This example thus shows that the prospective teller alerts the recipients to the
transition to a new sequence by employing an embodied attention-getter. Employment of
a non-vocal resource allows the prospective teller to attract her target recipient’s attention
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Here, after taking the turn, Yumiko orients to establishing Maki as an attentive recipient.
Maki’s utterance in line 1, “Ma mochiron nihon no bangumi ga ichiban iinda kedo ne
(Well, of course Japanese TV shows are the best though),” pre-closes their previous talk
on American TV shows. This talk is closed when Maki’s utterance receives agreement
from Eri (line 2) and Ryoko (line 3). After the closure of the previous talk, Yumiko
initiates a new sequence by explicitly introducing a new topic, “Yuuchuubu (YouTube)”
(line 4) (body 1). As soon as she utters “Yuuchuubu (YouTube),” she turns her head to
Maki, looks at her (body 2), and produces the final particle ne as she nods. Ne seeks to
solicit an acknowledgement (English counterparts are you know?, right?, or isnt’it?)
(Tanaka, 2000). Also, in Japanese, speakers often employ a head nod to elicit a
recipient’s head nod, a sign of acknowledgment (Aoki, 2008). That is, as Yumiko
introduces a new topic, she attempts to elicit Maki’s attention and solicit from her a
display of alignment. Also, at the same time, she indicates Maki as her target recipient.
Thus, although Maki is already gazing at Yumiko and showing a sign of recipiency,
Yumiko confirms that Maki is indeed attending to the new topic. In so doing, she also
attempts to establish the new participation framework between her and Maki, where she
herself is the speaker and Maki is the recipient.
However, Maki does not respond to Yumiko’s solicitation of alignment; she only
returns reciprocating gaze to the teller. Therefore, as she enters the telling, Yumiko
makes a second attempt; she moves her gaze away from Maki once during her next
utterance, “konaida gaaruzu de sakki ne (the other day at the girls’ night, a while ago)”
(line 5), but turns her head to Maki again as she says “kuru toki ne (when we were
heading here)” (line 5) and nods (body 3). That is, she stops her ongoing sentence
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“konaida gaaruzu de (the other day at the girls’ night),” which is the start of the story, and
restarts a new sentence that explains that she talked about the same topic a while ago
(“sakki ne kuru toki ne (when we were heading here a while ago)”), backing up to give
background information. Her head nod and ne here elicit Maki’s display of recipiency
and involvement, “un (uh huh)” (line 8). Since the start of a new sequence is now
confirmed by the recipient, Yumiko turns her gaze away from Maki and continues her
narrative about how she started watching video clips on YouTube after the girls’ night the
other day.
In this example, vocal component and body behavior work together to establish
an appropriate participation framework and mark the start of a new sequence. In addition
to obtaining gaze from the target recipient, the prospective teller solicits her vocal display
of involvement as well by using the final particle ne in combination with a head nod.
Only after confirming that the recipient is indeed attending to the new topic, the teller
proceeds to the main storyline.
Similarly, in the next example, the prospective teller explicitly announces a new
topic and confirms her target recipient’s involvement in the topic before starting her
storytelling. However, in this case, while the prospective teller obtains a vocal sign of
recipiency from the co-participant, she cannot immediately elicit gaze from him. In an
attempt to obtain gaze from the recipient in addition to his vocal sign of recipiency and
confirm that he is attending to the new line of talk, she presents to him a visual aid for her
subsequent story.
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question, “you know what Jay did?” (line 10) as she puts a plate on the table (body 1). By
this question, she not only introduces a new story concerning “Jay,” but also elicits Son’s
response (“what?” in line 12), a sign of his alignment as a recipient.
However, Son’s gaze is still on his plate although his answer “what?” requests
Niece to tell what she wants to talk about. Without Son’s gaze toward her, Niece still
does not receive a clear sign of recipiency from him. This leads Niece to present to him a
visual aid for the forthcoming story about “what Jay did”; she brings her right hand
toward her back to reach the back of the sweater that she is wearing (body 2) as she says
“That’s what the sweater is” (line 13). She then touches the back print of her sweater and
turns her back towards Son (body 3) as she says “This is the sweater” (line 13), which is
still not seen by him. However, Son finally brings his gaze to Niece at the end of this
sentence. When his gaze reaches the back of her sweater, Niece grabs and pulls it,
presenting it to Son again (body 4) while adding a further explanation, “that, this is Jay’s
DCI sweater” (line 14). Then, as she moves her right hand away from her sweater and
brings it to her hair (body 5) and projects more to come by a verbal filler “uhm” (line 14),
Son brings his gaze back to his plate to pick up the food. During the silence that follows,
Niece touches her hair (body 6), and proceeds to the next section of her talk, namely, the
projected storytelling. Therefore, Niece enters her story only after receiving both vocal
sign of alignment (“what?’) and non-vocal sign of hearership (gaze) from her target
recipient and confirming that he is indeed attending to the new topic. By receiving both
vocal and non-vocal display of recipiency, she also confirms the new participation
framework between Son (recipient) and herself (teller).
This excerpt shows that upon initiating a new activity after the prior sequence
reached closure, a prospective teller does not only employ lexical markers that call
attention and signal disjunction, such as oh and you know what; instead, she also uses
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various means to elicit from a target recipient both vocal and non-vocal signs of
alignment with and involvement in a new topic. Both language and bodily conduct thus
work together to signal and establish the start of a storytelling sequence as a new,
separate activity.
The examples above are consistent with the findings discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 showed that upon starting a sequentially-disjunctive story that does not directly
contribute to prior talk, prospective tellers employ a vocal attention-getter to pre-indicate
to the recipients the upcoming shift. Similarly, the examples above (Excerpt (2), (3), and
(4)) demonstrated that the use of an embodied attention-getter is associated with the start
of a disjunctive story. Prospective tellers can employ embodied ‘disjunct markers’
(Jefferson, 1978) to alert recipients to the start of a story in a new sequence. In so doing,
they establish mutual gaze with recipients, eliciting a sign of recipiency, upon entry into
the telling. Additionally, when a new topic is introduced upon story entry, prospective
tellers may orient to confirm that a target recipient is involved in the topic. In such a case,
they attempt to elicit both vocal and non-vocal signs of recipiency and involvement. In so
doing, they establish an appropriate participation framework to start a story.
When an emerging story is coherent with the ongoing talk, on the other hand,
noticeable bodily movement is absent upon the entry. That is, a story continuous with the
ongoing talk can lack a vocal or non-vocal attention-getting device (Excerpt (1)).
Participants closely monitor the action-in-progress and publicly indicate their
online analysis of the ongoing interaction. Specifically, they orient to the moment-bymoment unfolding of grammatical structure and body movement as well as sequential
organization as resources to anticipate precise coordination.
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6.3 POINTING
The second part of this chapter focuses on a specific type of hand gesture that is
frequently deployed at the beginning of a story. In the previous section, I demonstrated
how tellers orient to obtaining mutual gaze with the recipient, a display of recipiency. I
showed how they deploy vocal and non-vocal actions to establish an appropriate
participation framework and take the floor for storytelling. In this section, I deal with
pointing gestures, or the hand-shape that resembles them, that is frequently employed to
gain the floor before storytelling. I examine two different positions in which it occurs: (1)
pre-beginning of a story, and (2) story-beginning.
The basic function of pointing is to specify or single out an object, person, or
direction in the immediate space (deictic function), and direct others’ attention to it. In
order for pointing to succeed, the recipient of the gesture has to understand what is being
pointed at. The target of the point cannot be understood by the pointing gesture alone.
Instead, the talk that accompanies the gesture and the surrounding environment
contextualize what the pointing indexes. As C. Goodwin (2003a) argues:
… pointing is constituted as a meaningful act through the mutual
contextualization of a range of semiotic resources including at least 1) a body
visibly performing an act of pointing; 2) talk which both elaborates and is
elaborated by the act of pointing; 3) the properties of the space that is the target of
the point; 4) the orientation of relevant participants toward both each other and
the space that is the locus of the point; and 5) the larger activity within which the
act of pointing is embedded.
(p.218)
The present data shows that a pointing gesture that occurs at the entry into a story
has other roles in addition to its basic deictic function. I discuss that the function of a
pointing gesture at story entry is characterized by the nature of the activity. That is, since
a story usually takes more than an utterance to complete, participants use pointing to
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negotiate the floor with others. Thus, pointing gestures can claim a turn, project talk in
relation to the prior speech, or draw attention to the forthcoming story. The present
analysis exhibits that the timing of the production of pointing and what its producer talks
about at the moment or later in her/his turn play an important role in explicating the target
of the point. In what follows, I demonstrate that it is through various means along with
the placement of a gesture in a sequence that a target of a pointing gesture can be
understood.
6.3.1

Pre-beginning of a Story
Pre-beginning of a turn is often the place where a claim for the turn can be

displayed (Mondada, 2007; Streeck, 2009a; Streeck & Hartge, 1992). Using her/his body,
a participant who self-selects to speak next during the other’s turn can visibly indicate
that s/he has something to talk about. Examining a work meeting of a team of
agronomists and computer scientists, Mondada (2007) shows how pointing is produced as
a claim for the next turn before the completion of a prior turn. She describes that the
participants’ pointing gestures over maps and other documents at a work meeting
generally start before a transition relevance place (TRP) – a possible completion of a turn
where a speaker change becomes relevant – and project their producers’ self-selection to
take the next turn. Pre-beginning is also a place where a speaker’s stance or attitude
toward what is going to be said next can be visibly foreshadowed (Streeck, 2009b). That
is, at pre-beginnings, non-vocal modalities can prefigure turn-taking and/or an action that
will be performed during the turn. The production of such non-vocal resources is closely
coordinated with the unfolding organization of the ongoing interaction.
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head up as soon as
a Claire say
ys, “she saw chickens rigght off their hheads cut offf” (line 2).
h right low
wer arm whille Claire’s tuurn continuees; she movees
Rebeca then begiins to move her
her riight hand in an arc from the left sidee of her chestt toward Claaire, while prroducing a
pointting gesture with
w her righ
ht index fing
ger (body 1).. Next, as shhe says “no w
wait” in
overllap with Claiire’s speech (line 4), shee stops the m
movement annd points to C
Claire (body
2). Sh
he then hold
ds her pointin
ng (body 3) while
w
lookinng at Claire.
This pointing has a sim
milar functio
on as raisingg a hand to inndicate one’s intention tto
speak
k during classs, a meeting
g, etc. Also, as discussedd in Chapter 4, this “no w
wait” is her
attem
mpt to stop Claire’s
C
ongoing talk. Theerefore, com
mbined with ““no wait,” R
Rebeca’s
pointting gesture here
h can be understood
u
as
a a display of her intentt to talk. Addditionally,
the moment
m
when
n Rebeca com
mes up with
h something to say is signnaled by thee point in
time when the geesture is prod
duced. By po
ointing to thee current speeaker, she signals that
she has
h somethin
ng to say thatt is triggered
d by and releevant to what
at the currentt speaker jusst
said.
Gestu
ure hold
Rebeca iss not successsful in gainin
ng the floor ssince Claire continues too talk (“thosee
thing
gs” in line 5); Rebeca’s claim
c
for speeakership is nnot taken upp, but suspennded.
Thereefore, she staarts to search
h for an avaiilable recipieent whose atttention she can attract:

4

5

────
──┴───────
─────────
──────────
─┐┌──────
──┴───────
──────────
─
((R moves
s her gaze
e to C))

---------------------------+---------------------------5 Cl
laire:=tho
ose things
s >she go
oes< those
e animals are the stupidest
t
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As sh
hown above,, realizing th
hat Claire hass not finisheed talking annd that she is not lookingg
at herr, Rebeca mo
oves her gazze to Nicole, who sits to her right (boody 4). In geeneral, a
speak
ker expects a recipient to
o gaze at him
m/her (Goodw
win, 1981). H
However, R
Rebeca does
not obtain gaze frrom Nicole since
s
she is looking
l
at M
Monica, whicch means thaat Nicole
canno
ot be her pottential recipiient at this moment.
m
Seeiing that Nicoole moves her gaze to
Claire, Rebeca th
hen shifts herr gaze back toward
t
Clairre (body 5).
Then, as Claire’s
C
turn
n goes on, Reebeca continnues to hold hher right hannd in the
same position:

6

8

9

│
7((ho
olds)) │
│
────
──────────
─┐┌──────
─┴─┐┌──┴──
────┐┌──┴
┴─────────
─┐┌──┴──┐
------------------------------------------------------6
anim
mals ever I’[ve re
efused to eat lik- eat that
t stupid=
7 Ni
icole:
[hhha Hah

In lin
ne 6, when Claire’s
C
senteence continu
ues, “I’ve refu
fused to…,” Rebeca bendds her right
index
x finger (bod
dy 6), and ho
old the fingerr in the samee position (bbody 7). Thuus, Rebeca’s
pointting is ‘deacttivated’ ratheer than comp
pletely abanndoned; althoough the poinnting itself
has disappeared,
d
her hand is kept
k in virtu
ually the sam
me position, aand thus the function of
the po
ointing is keept relevant. Kendon (20
004) identifiees several ‘ggesture phasees’ within a
‘gestu
ure phrase,’ a performan
nce of a gestu
ural action. ‘Preparationn’ is the phasse at which
one gets
g her/his hand
h
ready for
fo an action by moving iit to the placce where thee gesture is
perfo
ormed, and ‘sstroke’ is thee execution of
o the gesturre. After the stroke of a ggesture
comees the ‘return
n’ or ‘recoveery,’ a return
n to the rest pposition of thhe hands. Heere, since heer
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right hand does not
n return to the rest posiition after thhe stroke of tthe pointing, it is
king relevantt her claim foor a turn that
at she made bby the
indicated that shee is still mak
pointting gesture. Mondada (2
2007) demon
nstrates that the point in time when a pointing
gestu
ure claiming the turn is produced
p
sho
ows the gestuurer’s orienttation towardd a speaker
transiition place. Rebeca
R
‘deactivates’ herr pointing geesture since sshe realizes that her turnntaking is yet to bee relevant wh
hile the speaaker’s utterannce is in proogress and thhat her claim
m
t next posssible transitiion place com
mes closer. H
However, at
for a turn is suspeended until the
he makes herr claim for sp
peakership rrelevant and visible by hholding her
the saame time, sh
hand in the same position. Th
hus, the gestu
ure is not terrminated yett; rather, the hand is keppt
in thee same positiion so that th
he gesture caan be reactivvated. Indeedd, Rebeca’s right fingerss
movee actively alsso during thee next compo
onent of Claaire’s utterannce, “like eatt that stupid””
(line 6); she sligh
htly opens heer right palm
m (body 8), bbut bends all her right finngers again
(body
y 9). These movements
m
of
o her right index
i
finger possibly shoow that she iis seeking foor
a mom
ment when speaker
s
transsition can bee relevant.
Secon
nd pointing
Finally, Rebeca
R
gainss an opportun
nity to take tthe turn as foollows:
Extends
t
her right
index
finger
10

11

12

┌─
─┴┐┌──┴─┐┌
┌────────
───────┴──
─────────
──────────
──────────
─
8→Re
ebeca: =NO
O ok[ay. Ba:be[l?
B
Have ya’l
ll seen the movie Ba[bel?
[tha
[uh[uh
9 Cl
laire:
[·hh
at’s reall
ly funny
[is
10Mo
onica:
──
──────────
─────────
────
11
th
hat like Brad
B
Pitt
t?=
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13

─┐
┐┌─┴┐
ebeca: =ye
e[ah
12Re
[Have you
13Ni
icole:
u seen it
t?
14Re
ebeca: (.)
) ((cough)
)) I saw it uh:m o
o:n
16Cl
laire: Is it good

Rightt after Clairee’s utterancee “like eat thaat stupid” (liine 6), Rebeca says “no”” (line 8) as
she sttarts to exten
nd her right index fingerr again (bodyy 10). As sooon as her rigght index
finger is fully exttended, she moves
m
it dow
wn slightly ((the stroke off the pointinng gesture)
(body
y 11) as she says “okay”” (line 8). Su
uch use of okkay marks ‘thhe state of reeadiness’; it
ackno
owledges thee prior talk, and at the saame time proojects transittion into the next topics
or acttivities (Beaach, 1993). Her
H right indeex finger moovement prooduced with hher utterance
“okay
y” thus has a different fu
unction and purpose
p
from
m her previoous pointing gesture:
whereas the previous pointing
g is produceed to claim a turn and prooject the talkk relevant too
the on
ngoing speech, the one produced
p
herre in combinnation with ookay calls foor the
recipients’ attentiion toward what
w comes next.
n
ure hold
Gestu
Rebeca th
hen holds herr pointing geesture until sshe receives a response ffrom her co-particcipant. She says
s
“Babel??” (line 8) wh
hile holdingg the pointingg gesture at tthe one
o’clock position in
i front of heer (body 12)) to see whetther her recippients can reecognize
what she intends to say only by
b hearing the movie tittle. She then asks, “Havee ya’ll seen
the movie,
m
Babel?” (line 8), while
w
still ho
olding the poointing gestuure and makiing it visiblee
to herr recipients. When she reeceives a ressponse from Claire, “uh uh” (line 9), as well as a
questtion from Mo
onica, “Is th
hat like Brad Pitt?” (liness 10 and 11),, she glancess at Nicole,
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who has not responded. She then responds to Monica with “yeah” (line 12) and bends her
right index finger, retracting the pointing gesture (body 13). After that, she completely
abandons her pointing; she brings her right hand to her mouth and coughs (line 14). This
shows that her pointing gesture is held until she receives a response to her question.
Hosoma (2009) investigates the gestures produced not only within a single turn, but
extended to the next turn of other speakers (he calls such gestures ‘grand gestures’ or
‘extended gestures’). Rebeca’s pointing gesture produced with “okay” is extended until
she receives a second pair-part (answer) to her first pair-part (question). That is, by the
hold of the gesture, she indicates to the recipients that she is requesting their response to
her, and thereby takes the initiative of the ongoing interaction (Hosoma, 2009). As
discussed in Chapter 4, knowing whether the recipients have seen the movie “Babel?” is
a key to constructing her forthcoming telling since those who have seen the movie are
likely to instantly recognize what she intends to talk about. It is for this reason that
Rebeca specifically calls for the recipients’ attention before uttering “Babel” and keeps
their attention until she receives an answer. This also shows that the pointing gesture here
is a practice for organizing a sequence. Her abandonment of the pointing then signals that
the adjacency pair (question-answer) that she has initiated is completed and projects that
her talk is now moving to the next stage.
As Rebeca starts the projected telling about the movie scene in which a chicken’s
head is cut off, how the story is triggered becomes clear. As discussed earlier, by her first
pointing directed to Claire during her speech, she signals the moment when she comes up
with something to tell relevant to Claire’s ongoing speech. What exactly in Claire’s
speech has triggered Rebeca’s possible talk is not clear to the participants at the moment
when the gesture is produced. However, as Rebeca enters the telling of the projected
story, what her earlier pointing singled out in Claire’s speech is retrospectively revealed.
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The target of its point is thus understood through the combination of the timing of its
production and the content of her story.
Thus, included in this example are two different pointing gestures: one produced
at pre-beginning, the other at turn-beginning. The one produced during the pre-beginning
(i.e., during the prior speaker’s turn) have two functions: (1) indicating that the current
talk has triggered something to talk about, and (2) claiming a turn. The general referential
function of pointing gestures and the timing of the production allow for the first function
(1). As the gesturer later starts to talk, what specifically in the prior talk reminded
her/him of something to talk about becomes retrospectively clear to the participants. The
pointing during the pre-beginning also functions as a claim for a turn (the second function
(2)) because it is produced in combination with an attempt to interrupt the ongoing
speech (such as “no wait”). It is also observed that the pointing gesture can be produced
at turn-beginning in order to draw the co-participants’ attention toward what comes next,
which allows the gesturer to sustain speakership.
It is also observed that the production, deactivation, and reactivation of the
pointing gesture are precisely coordinated with the ongoing utterance. The prospective
next speaker orients to a possible speaker transition place during the current turn, and
progressively updates to others her ongoing status as a participant; when a possible
completion point of an ongoing utterance is not close, the pointing is deactivated while
the hands are prepared to become active again as the transition place approaches.
Unlike the above excerpt in which the pointing is coordinated with a verbal
attention-getter (“okay” in the above example), in the next excerpt, a pointing gesture is
produced after a verbal attention-getter is produced. Here, Mother is the storyteller. Her
turn starts with an attention-getter, “Listen to this,” as she prepares for the forthcoming
pointing gesture. She then points to Father and starts her story. In this case, as in Excerpt
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(2) ab
bove, it is this preparatorry movemen
nt that drawss the co-partiicipants’ atteention, and
not th
he pointing gesture
g
itselff.

Figure 6.5: Participantts

(6
6)
1
2
3

[Dall
las Family 3, 27:2
20, Age mi
isunderst
tanding]
Niece: Trust
T
me we’ve
w
bee
en studyin
ng facial expressi
ions
in
i my non-verbal class
c
(0.5)
(
Turns
her
head to
N

1

4

Sweeps up
p her
right han
nd while
turning h
her gaze
to Father
r
2

3

┌┴
┴─┐┌───┴
┴────┐┌─
──┴──┐
→Mother:
→
·hh
·
lis- listen
l
to
o thi:s.
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Aban
ndones the
e
poin
nting
gest
ture and
move
es her han
nd
down
n
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

5

┌───────
─────┴───
────┐┌───
───┴───┐
Stan
S
was working
w
with
w
this- this girl in a l
lab and
(0.3)
(
Son:
((coughs))
(
)
Mother: ·hh
·
he men
ntioned this
t
show that used to come
e along
when
w
he wa
as a ↑ki↓d ((looki
ing at Nie
ece))
(0.4)
(
Father: hahh
h
ye(h)
)ah hah hah
h
hah

Prepaaration
This segment starrts immediattely after thee participantss talked abouut how younng Father
lookss. In line 4, after
a
a 0.5 seecond pause following N
Niece’s utteraance, Motherr inhales in a
hearaable way as she
s turns herr head to Nieece (body 1)), showing thhat she has ccome up withh
someething to say. Then, Moth
her utters “liis- listen to tthis” (line 4)), which is not only an
attenttion-getter, but
b also a preeliminary to
o further talkk15. During thhis utterancee, Mother
movees her right arm;
a
she firstt slides her right
r
hand, w
which is undeer her chair, to her right
thigh
h so that it caan be moved up above th
he table whille saying “liss- listen” (boody 2). This
moveement of herr hand, togeth
her with herr utterance (““listen”), prooject a furtheer unit to
comee. At this poiint, Father, Son,
S and Graandma movee their gaze tto Mother, w
which
indicates that they
y have recog
gnized that further
f
talk iss going to bee produced bby Mother.
Strok
ke
Next, Mother says “to
o this” and sw
weeps up heer right arm ffrom her thiggh and bringgs
her riight hand in front of her chest (body 3). Right w
when she utteers “this,” heer gaze turns
to Father and herr right hand reaches
r
the highest
h
posittion of the m
movement. Shhe then
15

Sch
hegloff (1980) argues
a
that statting what is go
oing to be invollved for the reccipient (such aas “listen to thiss”
or “telll me somethin
ng”) is heard ass a preliminary to the projecteed action.
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makes a pointing gesture with her right index finger and points to Father, and quickly
swings it down and up four times (body 4) at the arrival of each of the words in her
utterance, “Stan was working with” (line 5). While the pointing is directed to Father and
the subject of the emerging sentence is “Stan,” her gesture and utterance here mark the
beginning of a report about Father. Mother’s pointing is thus coordinated with her bid of
the onset of the telling. Since the timing that the pointing gesture is produced matches the
timing of the utterance of “Stan,” it is understood that what the pointing indicates is
Father. Therefore, while “listen to this” and the preparatory movement of her hand
project more to come and allows her to take the floor, the subsequent pointing is aimed to
direct the co-participants’ attention toward Father, the subject of the emerging story.
This pointing also has a backward-looking function; it marks the relevance of her
emerging talk to the previous one. While the participants previously talked about the gap
between Father’s appearance and his actual age, producing a pointing gesture right when
she utters Father’s name signals that she is referring back to the prior topic and thus
indicating the connection between what was just talked about and what is going to be
talked about next.
Therefore, in this example, Mother draws the participants’ attention toward her
upcoming talk even before she completes the preface to further talk, “listen to this,”
through the preparation phase of her pointing gesture. Thus, the preparation phase of the
pointing takes the ‘visual floor’ (Mondada, 2007) even before the completion of a verbal
attention-getter. Her pointing gesture directed toward Father produced as his name is
uttered directs the participants’ attention to the emerging referent (deictic function) as
well as signals that the emerging talk is relevant to the prior topic which was also about
Father (organizing sequences). What the pointing is indicating is understood through its
coordinated production with the ongoing action; the timing when it is produced is
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coord
dinated with the utterancce of the refeerent’s namee, “Stan.” Ass she continuues her
ongoing sentencee, “this- this girl” (line 5)), she abanddons her poinnting gesturee, starting to
bring
g her right haand back to its
i rest positiion, namely,, under the taable (body 55). Thus, the
pointting used forr gaining the floor is no longer
l
relevaant.
6.3.1..2 Indicating
g the characcter in the forthcoming
fo
story
The pointting at the prre-beginning
g of a story ccan be used tto foreshadow an
upcom
ming referen
nt as well. In
n Excerpt (7)) below, the pointing nott only enablees its
produ
ucer to obtaiin the floor, but
b also indiicates the chharacter of thhe emerging talk. Motherr,
who sits
s to the left of Niece, points
p
at Fatther, who sitts in front off her across tthe table (as
show
wn in Figure 6.4).

(7
7)

[Dall
las Family 2, 30:4
45, Accent
t]

1
Niece: nobody
n
kne
e(hh)w li
i(h)ke wha
at he was sayin'
2
a[nd=
3
Son:
[mm [hmm
4 Gr
[=Is that a bloody
randma:
b
no[
[se, hun?((to Daug
ghter))
Raises her
left in
ndex
finger
1

2

┌
┌──┴─┐┌──
─┴────┐
[
[Sta(hh)n hhha

other:
5→Mo

Turn
ns her gaz
ze
to N while
hold
ding the
poin
nting
3

7
8

Son:
S

Points at
Father

┌─────┴───
┌
────┐
Ehe
E
ehe eh
he ehe
(0.4)
(
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Holds her gaze to N and
the pointing gesture to
F, moving her right
index finger down and up
4

9

Mother:

Retracts the
pointing gesture
and turns her gaze
to F
5

┌─────┴───────────┐┌──┴──┐
We were in a pu(h)b (0.2) in Scotland and,(0.5)
Scratches her
forehead with
her left hand
6

┌─────┴───────────┐
and we wer- (.) we’ve just gone to a glass factory
and, we were (0.4) in the middle of >I mean<

10
11

First stroke
This excerpt starts right after Niece finishes talking about a cartoon episode. Mother
produces a pointing gesture as soon as Niece completes her telling and looks down (line
2), namely, at the end of Niece’s telling sequence. Mother raises her left hand (the
preparation phase of a gesture) (body 1) while uttering Father’s name, “Stan,” and
looking at him (line 5). She then points to him right when she finishes uttering his name
(body 2). The pointing gesture is thus coordinated with Mother’s bid for the next turn
(“Stan”).
Gesture hold
After producing the pointing, she turns her gaze from Father to Niece while
holding the pointing gesture at the same position (body 3). At this point, the floor is not
yet cleared and no one is attending to Mother; Son is still reacting to Niece’s story (line
3) and Grandma is talking to Daughter (line 4). However, Mother’s holding of the
pointing gesture directed to Father and a pause that follows draws Niece’s attention to
her. “Stan” is not a constituent part of the sentence that follows, but an extra-sentential
unit used for attention-getting. Thus, this pointing in combination with “Stan” serves to
call for others’ attention, which allows Mother to gain the floor. In addition to the
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attention-getting function, this pointing gesture also indicates a referent of the upcoming
talk; Mother’s gaze to someone other than Father after uttering his name shows that
“Stan” is not produced as an address term, and projects that the upcoming talk is about
him and not addressed to him.
Second stroke
Even after gaining the floor to talk, Mother’s pointing gesture is not abandoned,
however. Instead, the gesture is held. As soon as Niece looks at Mother, who thus knows
that she now has a recipient, Mother begins a new sentence and enters her narrative, “we
were in a pub” (line 9), while still holding her pointing gesture and keeping her gaze to
Niece (body 4). As she says “we were in a pub,” she moves her pointing gesture directed
to Father slightly down and up twice. This pointing disambiguates the referent of the
pronoun “we” – by pointing at Father while uttering “we,” she indicates that the story
concerns the experience of Father and herself.
Mother’s pointing gesture is abandoned (body 5) as soon as Niece moves her gaze
away from her and looks at her plate. Mother then turns her gaze to Father, and continues
her telling: “in Scotland and” (line 9). Mother’s pointing gesture is thus an interactive
achievement; it is coordinated with the start of her turn and the recipient’s action. It is
first produced to draw the recipient’s attention and gain the floor (practice of organizing
turns) as well as to project the talk about the pointed-at participant (referential use). After
the recipient’s attention is elicited, it is used to indicate who she means by “we” (deictic
use) while keeping the recipient’s attention to her (floor-holding use; practice of
organizing turns).
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6.3.1..3 Bridging the prior an
nd forthcoming talk
Let us con
nsider anoth
her function of
o a pointingg gesture em
mployed befoore
storyttelling. In th
he following excerpt, we observe thaat Hisako poiints at Yumiiko, the
previious speaker, and then po
oints forward
d as she enteers her tellinng. Such direection change
of a pointing
p
gestture not only
y marks the transition
t
to the next acttion, but alsoo bridges thee
two adjacent
a
actions or sequeences. The seegment beloow starts afteer the participants talkedd
aboutt how men who
w grew up
p in a women
n-dominant ffamily are ussed to being around
women.

Figure 6.6: Participants
(8
8)
23

H:

24
25

S:
H:

26

E:

[Japa
anese Friends Talk
k, 24:28, Onna Kat
tei 2]
[A
Aa de[mo n
ne wakaru wakaru

But FP
P understa
and underst
tand
Ah, but I know
w what you meean.

[HAHA
AHA hahaha
Daka
ara onnapp
poi jyose
ei jyanaku
utte[:=

so
girly
women NEG
It doeesn’t mean thatt he is a girly woman.
w
((Obvioously, she meaant to say “girlyy men”.))

[hahahaha
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27

Y:

=un
Yes..

1

┌───
──────────
─────────
───┴──────
─────────
──────────
───┐
jyos
sei to ite
e mo kinc
cho mo sez
zu teikokan m[o na
ai?=

28

H:

29

Y:

30

M:

=[so
o so so so
o:

31

S:

=[un
n un un un
n un [da ne

wom
men
PT be
e PT nerv
vous PT do-NEG resistance PT
He do
oesn’t feel nerv
vous or dislike being around w
women, right??

NEG

[un u
un
Yes yyes.
Ri
ight right,
, right ri
ight.
Right right, rightt right.
Uh
h huh uh hu
uh
Uh
h huh, uh huh, right.

CP FP

H
poin
nts
forw
war
d
2

32 →H:
→

3
4
│
5((L
│
Lifts her p
pointing))
┌┴─┐┌┴┐┌──────
────┐┌┴─┐┌
┌─────────

[ah sokka: (.
.) Shun atashi sa
oh I see
S
Shun ((nam
me))I
Oh, I see. Shun.

PT

Holds he
er
pointing
g as
she spea
aks

6
───
──┴────────
──────────
──

33

imot
to futari irujyan?
?
sis
ster two
have
I havee two sisters, riight?

34
35
36

(0.
.3)
S:
E:

[A↑h
h:[::
[°ah
h:[:°

First pointing: Op
pen hand
Immeediately befo
ore this segm
ment starts, Yumiko
Y
talkss about her hhusband havving some
woman-like featu
ures as a resu
ult of growin
ng up in a faamily with m
more women than men.
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Her story is told as a response to Maki’s preceding utterance that men who grew up
among women are used to being with women. After Yumiko tells that her husband has a
feminine features, Hisako shows that she understands the point of her story (line 23) and
referrs back to what the participants have previously talked about: “Dakara onnappoi
jyosei jya nakutte (So, it doesn’t mean that he is a girly woman [Obviously, she meant to
say “girly men”], but), jyosei to ite mo kincho mo sezu teikokan mo nai? (He doesn’t feel
nervous or dislike being around women, right?)” (lines 25 and 28). Here, during her talk,
Hisako directs her open right hand palm toward Yumiko, the prior speaker (body 1).
According to Kendon (2004), ‘open hand oblique’ is often used to comment on an object
or person that the hand points to. Thus, with her open hand directed toward Yumiko,
Hisako shows that she is referring to Yumiko’s prior story and commenting on it.
Changing direction and second pointing
Then, as soon as she finishes this utterance, Hisako starts to transform her open
right hand directed to Yumiko into the shape of a pointing gesture (body 2). She then
moves her right hand up toward her face (body 3) as she says “ah,” and strokes it with
forward motion while producing the pointing (body 4) and saying “sokka (oh I see)” (line
32). In other words, she first points to Yumiko on her left with her open hand, and then
points forward while verbally showing that she just understood something. On the one
hand, the temporal closeness of the two adjacent pointing gestures link Yumiko’s
preceding talk and Hisako’s forthcoming talk. That is, since the second pointing is
produced right after the first one, the second pointing can be understood as produced
based on what the first pointing was indicating. Thus, Hisako’s forthcoming talk is
understood as caused by and directly relevant to Yumiko’s prior story. On the other hand,
the shift in the direction of her hand from her left, where Yumiko is (body 2), to forward
(body 4), and the transformation from an open hand pointing to an index finger pointing
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project the transition into a new action. That is, by moving her right hand away from
Yumiko, Hisako marks that she is done commenting on Yumiko’s story (line 28). The
production of the forward pointing then signals that she is entering a new action related to
what she just said about Yumiko’s husband. Since the pointing directed forward is
produced with the gesturer’s indication that she understands something, its purpose is to
recall the recipients’ attention; shifting the direction of her hand from her left (the prior
speaker) to front (the new floor for her forthcoming talk) directs the recipients’ attention
toward the subsequent talk.
Gesture hold
Hisako then utters her son’s name (“Shun”) (line 32) as she lifts her pointing hand
again (body 5). The combination of “ah, sokka (oh, I see)” and “Shun” here projects the
start of the talk about what she just understood about her son (the detailed discussion is in
Chapter 4). As she starts her telling after that (line 33), she holds the pointing hand in
front of her (body 6), and keeps their attention to herself. The hold of the gesture is thus a
practice of sustaining the turn.
As described above, in this example, the change in the direction of the speaker’s
pointing marks the boundary of an ongoing action or sequence and transition into a new
one while signaling the link between the two actions. The gesture can thus organize
sequences in talk.
6.3.2

Storytelling-beginning
Thus far, we have looked at pointing which starts to emerge before actual entry

into a storytelling. This subsection examines pointing produced as a storytelling is
launched, namely, after the floor is secured. Consider Excerpt (9) in which the emerging
teller points at a participant as she enters her telling. As in Excerpt (5), the prospective
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tellerr here points at the prior teller. The following
fo
seggment starts after Claire tells that shhe
wanteed to becom
me a veterinarrian when sh
he was a chilld and made a diorama oof a
veterinarian officce for her eleementary sch
hool project. Monica, thee incipient teeller, points
to Claaire, the prio
or teller, as she
s enters heer storytellingg as followss:

Figure 6.7
7: Monica’s pointing tow
ward Claire: “vet so badlly”
(9
9)
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Afterr a pause folllowing the end
e of the preevious storyy sequence, M
Monica takess a turn; she
slighttly raises herr head (body
y 1) and sayss, “I wanted to be a vet sso badly” (linne 4),
mark
king the begin
nning of a teelling. As sh
he says “wannted,” she staarts to extendd her left arm
m
(body
y 2), and wh
hen she utterss “vet,” she fully
f
extendds her left arm
m and pointss at Claire
with her left indeex finger (body 3) – the previous
p
speeaker who taalked about hher childhoodd
desiree to become a veterinarian – and hollds the pointting until thee end of the ssentence.
This pointing has two
o functions. First,
F
it is ann attention-geetter; by exteending her
left arm toward th
he center of the table, wh
here all the pparticipants can easily seee it, she
draws their attenttion. Second
d, it marks th
he link betweeen the forthhcoming talkk and the
prior story. Note that the prod
duction of th
he pointing iis precisely ccoordinated w
with her bidd
of thee word that she
s intends to
t single out – “vet” in thhis case. Theerefore, by ppointing to
the prrevious speaaker right wh
hen she utterrs “vet,” she indicates thhat her forthccoming talk iis
relateed to the prio
or speaker’s story in thatt it is also abbout a vet.
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Thus, in this example, as in the previous one, it is the sequential and topical
relationships that are referenced by the pointing produced at the beginning of the story.
The pointing at the prior speaker not only is a device to gain the other’s attention, but also
signals that the emerging talk is related to and triggered by the previous one.
In sum, this section has examined the use of a pointing gesture before and during
the beginning of storytelling. We observed that pointing has various functions not limited
to referential or deictic functions which can “point to” or “single out” an object. The
examples demonstrated that it is used for: (1) deictic or referential practices, (2) turnorganization practices, and (3) sequence-organization practices. To summarize these
functions:
(1) Deictic or referential practices: Pointing can indicate the source of the forthcoming
talk by singling out the specific component in the prior talk. What the gesture points
at is made clear through the accompanying talk or the subsequent talk. The pointing
can also index a character in the forthcoming story (if the character is one of the
participants).
(2) Turn-organization practices: When the gesture is produced at a possible speaker
transition place, it can be an attention-getter that claims the floor (forward-looking
use). It is often kept until the gesturer takes the turn. It can also be a turn-holder when
kept after taking the turn, which projects more to come and directs the recipients’
attention toward the subsequent story.
(3) Sequence-organization practices: By pointing to the prior speaker, the gesturer can
link the emerging talk to the prior one (backward-looking use). In so doing, s/he
projects further talk that is triggered by the prior speech. When a speaker attempts to
enter a story in the middle of her speech (as in Excerpt (8)), producing the pointing
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for recalling the co-participants’ attention during the turn can mark the transition into
the next action.
Therefore, pointing produced during story entry has both backward-looking and forwardlooking functions; it can indicate the relevance to the past talk or direct the coparticipants’ attention to a possible future action.
As C. Goodwin (2003a) argues, a pointing gesture can be a meaningful act
because of the context provided by the surrounding environment. In the present case,
when used for a referential function, it is through the precise temporal coordination
between the production of the gesture and a component in talk that the participants can
understand what a pointing gesture singles out. It was also shown that the pointing
gesture produced during the entry stage of a story is not always used for deictic or
referential practice. Rather, it is often employed to attract the co-participants’ attention to
gain the floor (except for Excerpt (8), where the speaker already has the floor) or indicate
that the forthcoming story is relevant to the prior talk.

6.4 CONCLUSION
The purpose of this chapter was to focus on the participants’ bodily conduct along
with talk during conversational storytelling. The analysis has demonstrated that
participants’ body behaviors display that they monitor actions-in-progress real-time and
produce their bodily conduct in synchrony with other’s conduct.
The first purpose of this chapter was to supplement the findings of Chapter 4.
First of all, as shown in Chapter 4, when starting a new sequence to begin a story,
prospective tellers mark the disjunction from prior talk by recalling the recipients’
attention. They alert the recipients to the upcoming shift through vocal and/or non-vocal
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means. They orient to establishing mutual gaze with recipients and eliciting a sign of
recipiency before beginning a story. Also, when a new topic is introduced, they confirm
that the topic is attended to by the target recipient. It was also demonstrated that how
tellers begin a story is contingent upon the recipients’ gaze, a display of recipiency and
involvement. Storytelling can be launched after an appropriate participation framework is
established between a teller and target recipients. Thus, lack of mutual gaze between a
teller and a recipient leads to the extension of story preface until a prospective teller
obtains a display of recipiency and involvement from a target recipient.
In the second half of this chapter, I have explored a pointing gesture that occurred
before or during the story beginning. It was shown that a pointing gesture can have
additional interactional functions, besides referential or deictic ones, depending on its
sequential placement and ongoing context. Pointing gesture, when produced before a
turn, can organize turns since it can attract others’ attention and claim the floor. When
produced at turn-beginning, it is often an attention-getter that projects further unit. When
produced at the onset of a story or held during a story, it is a floor holder that directs coparticipants’ attention to the next development of the telling. Through its basic function
of indicating or singling out a specific object, pointing directed to the prior speaker
before or at story-beginning can foreshadow a story relevant to prior speech. Therefore,
what work is done by the gesture can be characterized by the embedded nature of a given
activity.
What is accomplished by pointing is understood through its temporal coordination
with co-occurring talk and other bodily actions as well as its sequential placement and the
interactional environment in which it occurs. In the case of pointing gesture during the
launching of a storytelling, its practice is adapted to the requirements for entering into a
story; various practices for negotiating the floor with co-participants are accomplished
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through pointing – such as attracting attention of others before or at the beginning of a
turn, or indicating the emergence of a story relevant to the preceding talk.
The present analysis has illustrated several points regarding the nature of
embodied interaction. First, it has demonstrated the projective features of unfolding of
embodied actions. For example, a gesture-in-progress projects its future trajectory in the
course of its production. Therefore, not only its end product, but also its preparation
enables co-participants to visually perceive the action or movement on its way. Also,
since the visibility of embodied actions can solicit others’ attention even in their
peripheral vision, one can project the next turn in advance through producing bodily
conduct before the current speaker’s turn reaches its completion.
Second, the analysis has shown processes of mutual elaboration of talk and body.
In interaction, language, gesture, gaze, posture, etc. mutually elaborate each other to
constitute an action. What a pointing gesture does and specifies, for example, are
understood in combination with other semiotic resources available at that moment in
interaction as well as its temporal placement in the sequence and turn.
Third, the analysis has illustrated that the participants orient to the ongoing
organization of the current sequence, grammatical structure of an unfolding sentence,
and/or ongoing gestural trajectory in anticipating the timing for precise coordination with
one another. By monitoring the unfolding course of action, they can anticipate the end of
an ongoing turn or the closure of the current sequence, and thereby prepare for their next
move. For example, the production of a gesture to claim a turn is aimed for a possible
speaker transition place in the current speaker’s turn.
Finally, the importance of recipients’ roles in interaction has been also revealed.
In face-to-face interaction, the human body provides participants with visual resources to
analyze ongoing courses of action and to display their real-time analyses. Thus, an action
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is constructed not only through the speech and bodily conduct by the speaker, but also the
embodied displays of recipients. Speakers adapt to what the recipient is attending to in
organizing a sequence and accommodate their displays of recipiency in constructing
further talk. Recipients are thus not passive parties who only “receive” messages from
speakers. We cannot ignore the actions of recipients in understanding how turns,
sequences, utterances, and actions are shaped in interaction.
In sum, this chapter has illustrated the importance of focusing on non-vocal
modalities along with vocal devices in investigating projective resources. It was
demonstrated that the examination of the participants’ embodied actions reveals what
cannot be communicated from their vocal behaviors alone. I hope this chapter expands
our understanding in how projection through our body along with talk provides a
resource for alignment and coordination in our everyday conversational activities.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
We all tell stories, narratives of our own or someone else’s experiences, in our
everyday conversations. Observing how people tell stories to their family members and
friends during casual conversations, I have realized that storytelling is not just about
talking about an event or making conversation interesting. It is also about building a
closer relationship with others. Through the telling of what we did, saw, heard about,
know, or think about, we describe who we are – not only our past, but also our present
and future. Not only what we talk about, but also how we talk about it informs what kind
of person we are. By sharing parts of our lives and experiences with others, we can also
increase a sense of bonding with them. Therefore, telling a story is an interpersonal
activity that helps us build and rebuild our relationships with our interactants. What is
important is that such interpersonal activity is embedded within everyday conversation,
and not a special, isolated event. In this sense, a study of conversational storytelling as an
activity for relationship-building differs largely from the studies of storytelling detached
from a conversational context (such as Labov (1972) and Labov and Waletzky (1967),
among others). This dissertation is an attempt to explore how interactants co-build a site
for an important interpersonal activity in everyday interaction, rather than merely
examining the structure of how a past event is told.
The primary aim for this dissertation has been to investigate how storytelling is
initiated and implemented by tellers and recipients during ordinary conversation. For this
aim, I dealt with projection as a point of departure. Every single action in interaction is a
product of intricate collaboration among the participants, coordinating their actions with
others. What makes this collaboration possible is projection of what comes next within
and across turns at talk. When telling a story, tellers can have the recipients align with it
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and prepare to listen by projecting that a story is on its way. What was revealed through
the present analyses was that projecting the entry into storytelling in an actual
conversation is not a simple process. Since there is often other competing talk initiated by
others, and stories are locally occasioned and emerged through a turn-by-turn talk
(Jefferson, 1978), projection of storytelling has to take place in collaboration with the coparticipants at a specific moment in sequence. It is required that an intending teller
monitors the unfolding course of an ongoing turn and sequence to establish a
participation framework needed to start storytelling.
In this chapter, I first summarize the findings from Chapter 4 to 6, and
recapitulate how the participants’ vocal and non-vocal behaviors initiate and implement
entry into and return to a story. I then discuss the implications and directions for future
research.

7.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Chapter 4 and 5 focused on the participants’ vocal actions. Chapter 4 explored
how the participants’ use of language opens up a possibility for starting a unit of talk that
takes the form of a story. Stories in conversation can begin and be motivated in a variety
of ways. One of the most distinctive features of storytelling is that it takes a longer turn
space than many other speech acts. Thus, it is essential that a prospective teller informs
the recipients of the entry of a story in advance in order to negotiate the floor with them.
The analyses show that the relationship of a forthcoming story to ongoing talk is signaled
at or before the entry into storytelling, orienting to the question of “why that now.” A
story that directly contributes to ongoing talk – such as supporting or falsifying an
argument, agreeing or disagreeing with a previous speaker, or showing understanding of
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a preceding utterance – start as continuation from prior turn. That is, such story is treated
as a part of an ongoing sequence. Coherence of such story with ongoing talk can be
projected by: (1) its temporal proximity to the prior turn, and/or (2) indication of direct
relevance to ongoing talk. In contrast, disjunction is marked when a forthcoming story is
told as a new activity. A disjunctive story is projected by: (1) linguistic and prosodic
attention-getting device that can alert the start of a new sequence, or (2) explicit verbal
announcement of disjunction. A prospective teller attempts to avert the recipients’
attention away from prior talk and direct it toward what will come next. In sum, the
process of launching a story shows the participants’ orientation to coherence; tellers
reveal the reason why they are starting the story at the specific moment in the sequence.
Telling a story is not always successful on the first attempt. A narrative can be interrupted
by others before its completion; they may ask questions in the midst of the telling or
initiate competing talk, or the teller him/herself may come up with something else to say
or insert some relevant information needed to understand the ongoing story. Chapter 5
thus examined how a story that has been interrupted or stopped is restarted. Following
Jefferson (1972), the analysis identified differences between ‘continuation’ and
‘resumption’ of an interrupted story. When ‘continuation’ of an abandoned telling is
projected, what suspended the telling is treated as settled, and thus the return is
accomplished as unproblematic. When ‘resumption’ of abandoned telling is projected, in
contrast, the intervening talk is treated as a digression that causes a problem in returning
to the main storyline. Continuation is projected through conjunctions (and or de (and) in
Japanese), which syntactically link the upcoming telling to the prior inserted sequence,
and thereby integrate that inserted sequence into the ongoing story. Resumption is
accomplished through ‘setting aside’ the inserted digression by recalling the recipients’
attention or by using conjunction such as but or so in English and demo (but) in Japanese.
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While Chapter 4 and 5 focused on the linguistic resources for projecting a story,
Chapter 6 dealt with the participants’ employment of their body by way of gesture, gaze,
and body posture. Examining the new excerpts as well as re-examining the same ones
from the previous chapters demonstrated that bodily signals can reveal what language
alone cannot project. This chapter revealed the findings consistent with the ones in
Chapter 4; it was shown that when projecting disjunction from the prior talk, incipient
tellers may also use their body to alert to the shift. In contrast, any noticeable bodily
signals are absent at the entry into a coherent story. Chapter 6 also attempted to expand
the typology of interactional functions of pointing gestures, besides the deictic or
referential functions. Exploring pointing gestures produced to establish the floor for
storytelling, I showed that they have different interactional functions depending on their
placement within a turn and sequence. Pointing can be deployed for both projecting a
future unit and referring to a past action or talk component within an ongoing interaction.
First, it is used for referencing. A prospective teller often points to a prior speaker to
indicate that the source of her/his emerging story is the prior talk. It can also specify the
character of the forthcoming telling. Secondly, pointing gesture can organize a turn
through its forward-looking use. When it is produced at a possible speaker transition
place, it can project one’s intention to take the next turn, which was consistent with
Mondada’s (2007) findings. It is often held until the gesturer takes the turn. When it is
held during a story, it projects more talk from the same speaker and directs the recipients’
attention toward what comes next. Finally, the sequence can be organized by the
backward-looking use of pointing. By pointing to the prior speaker, the gesturer can
connect the forthcoming sequence to the prior one. Additionally, by changing the
direction of the pointing after pointing to the prior speaker, the gesturer can mark the
transition into the next action which is relevant to the previous one. Since an extended
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turn is usually required for storytelling, various devices are employed for negotiating the
floor with co-participants. Pointing is one of such devices that can attract others’ attention
before or at the beginning of a turn, or indicate the emergence of a story relevant to the
preceding talk.
In sum, this study showed how a type of everyday activity is constructed in turnby-turn talk. In initiating an activity or returning to an abandoned activity during
conversation, one can wait until the closure of the current sequence, expand it, or bring it
to closure and start a new sequence. The choice is not random, but contingent upon what
has been going on, what will be done next, and what the participants are attending to. The
design of entrance talk shows the participants’ orientation to coherence within ongoing
conversation. Thus, the beginning or return of a story often reveals the relationship
between the forthcoming narrative and prior talk. In this study, I hope to have described
how the participants’ local coordination of their vocal and non-vocal behaviors negotiates
the juncture of sequences and preserves the coherence of conversation in order to make
the launching into a new activity such as storytelling possible.

7.2 IMPLICATIONS
7.2.1

Negotiation of Story Entry
While storytelling has attracted scholars from a number of disciplines, the present

study offered micro-analytic observation of the organization of the initial stages of
storytelling activity. Using storytelling as site of the study, I found how launching of an
activity is negotiated. The entry phase of a new activity during conversation is a sensitive
place since it is where one calls for cooperation from co-participants while competing
against the initiation of other possible actions or activities. My analysis showed that the
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launching of storytelling in conversation takes both cooperative and competitive
processes. Storytelling requires cooperation among participants since it is needed that coparticipants align as recipients; at the same time, competition is involved since the floor
has to be negotiated with the others. Since a story requires a longer turn space to
complete, tellers need to keep recipients remain as recipients throughout the telling,
preventing them from interrupting. When a telling is interrupted before its completion,
tellers try to derail the intervening talk to re-launch her/his story.
As demonstrated throughout this dissertation, it is projection that manages both
such cooperation and competition in accomplishing storytelling. I have shown both
macro level (across-turn) projection – projection of a large activity such as storytelling
and an action that will be performed through storytelling – and micro level (within-turn)
projection – projection of more to come within a turn. I have also shown that projection
occurs in multiple dimensions; an utterance(s) or its component can project the kind of
activity (such as storytelling), the action to be performed through that activity (such as
agreeing), and the relationship between the prior and upcoming talk (such as coherence
vs. disjunction). Various communicative resources are available in face-to-face
interaction relevant to foreshadowing a story, ranging from a lexical item to gesture.
7.2.2

Story Projection in American English and Japanese
In addition to investigating the properties of the entry phase of an activity, another

important contribution of this study is that it examined the conversations in two different
languages, American English and Japanese. While English and Japanese are typologically
different in terms of word-order, use of particles, having prepositions or postpositions,
etc., interestingly, similar projective behaviors are observed. For example, in English and
Japanese, demonstratives and pointing gestures are employed similarly to indicate the
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connection of a forthcoming story to the previous talk as well as to project one’s intent to
take the floor. The analysis also revealed some interactional functions of conjunctions
used to project the story return. Interestingly, English and and Japanese de (and) both
mark continuation of storytelling while English but and Japanese demo (but) are similarly
employed for resuming storytelling. There are also differences between the two
languages. Since the structure of a Japanese TCU allows for more frequent intervention
by recipients (Iwasaki, 2009), Japanese tellers frequently use floor-holder items, such as
nanka (well/like) or ano (uhm/well), within a TCU to project the production of further
units. The present study therefore displayed some common ways as well as languagespecific features of projecting the start and return of storytelling in American English and
Japanese.

7.3 POSSIBILITIES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The present study suggests a number of directions for future research. First of all,
it has described some kinds of actions that can be performed through the telling of a story
during conversations. For example, a story can be told to support the argument of another
speaker or prove one’s understanding of the previous talk. However, I have not paid
much attention to how each action performed through storytelling is projected differently.
A future study may explore the components of talk that project what additional actions
are going to be performed through a forthcoming storytelling.
Second, the data for the present study came from casual conversations among
family members or friends, who had a great amount of shared or similar experiences.
Thus, the participants frequently recounted their shared experiences together, re-told an
already talked about event from a different perspective, or omitted detailed background
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information that the recipients already had. Co-participants were not only passive
recipients, but also acted as co-tellers or assistant tellers of an ongoing story. Tellers, on
the other hand, were able to tailor their telling to the level of knowledge of their
recipients. Since the recipients’ participation framework in the ongoing storytelling can
vary depending on what is told, would-be-tellers orient to figuring out the recipients’
knowledge before entry into telling by, for example, a question, “Do you remember when
we…?” In contrast, among those who have less in common, namely, strangers or distant
individuals, how recipients can participate in the ongoing telling, and how tellers may
design their telling is more limited. Thus, examining conversations among such
individuals may reveal different organizations of story entry. Future studies examining
conversations among strangers may extend the present findings on how the start and restart of a storytelling are projected.
Additionally, it may also be interesting to investigate how storytelling begins in
contexts other than ordinary conversations. For example, Haspel (2001) examines how
callers to a radio news talk show during a discussion of a social issue launch storytelling.
She demonstrates how they tie their forthcoming story to the ongoing discussion and/or
prove their credential to talk about the given issue before starting their telling. What they
do to preface the telling is relevant to the ongoing activity (discussion) and the purpose of
their call (taking a stance in the discussion) which are situated in the context of the news
talk show. Thus, investigations of stories that occur in various settings, such as meetings,
TV/radio talk shows, classrooms, etc., may show how a given context can be relevant to
how storytelling is prefaced.
Considering that a majority of the findings of micro-analytic studies on
storytelling are from the examination of English conversations, I believe that the present
study contributes to a better understanding of how the previous findings from English
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contexts can be applied to Japanese conversations. Also, although this study dealt with
only one type of everyday activity, it reveals how micro-level of coordination is
accomplished for launching an activity. In this sense, this study shows an aspect of how
projection contributes to the construction of human social life.
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Appendix
1. Transcript symbols
Transcript symbols have been adopted from Jefferson (2004, p.24-31):
[
]
=
(0.0)
(.)
::
↑↓
WORD
°word°
hh
·hh
> <
<>
( )
(h)

The point of overlap onset
The point at which two overlapping utterances end
No break or gap
Elapsed time by tenths of seconds
A brief interval
Prolongation of the immediately prior sound
Shifts into especially high or low pitch
Especially loud sounds relative to the surrounding talk
The sounds are softer than the surrounding talk
Audible outbreath
Audible inbreath
Speeding up
Slowing down
The parts of utterance that was unable to hear
Laughter

2. Abbreviations in the interlinear gloss
For transcripts of Japanese data, I used the following simplified version of the
abbreviations adopted from Ikeda (2007) and Hayashi (2003a):
CP
various forms of copula verb be
FP
final particle
Neg negative morpheme
PT particle (other)
Q
question particle
PAST past morpheme
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